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ABSTRACT

The Quadrupole Ion Store (Quistor) is a device which 
traps charged particles in an electric field composed only of 
radio - frequency (RF) and DC voltage components. The 
Quistor therefore operates on very similar principles to the 
Quadrupole Mass Filter, but has not been developed to the 
same extent.

This thesis presents a novel approach to the 
construction, operation and use of a Quistor as a mass 
spectrometer. It is felt that the method used offers 
significant advantages over other methods employed in 
previous work.

The research undertaken includes a substantial amount of 
computer simulation work which has been used to predict in 
detail the performance of the Quistor and thus the benefit, 
if any, of modifications in its design. Naturally this is 
closely linked to experimental verification of predicted 
improvements in the quality of spectra obtained.

In addition to its use as a simple mass spectrometer, the 
Quistor can be operated so as to produce Chemical 
lonisation spectra, and can also perform multiple stages of 
mass analysis so as to monitor ion reactions. These 
capabilities, however, have yet to be developed upon this 
system.

It is intended that a Quistor system based on this work 
will enter commercial production in the near future.
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Chapter I : Introduction

INTRODUCTION

1) Theory of operation of Quadrupole devices.

Consider the ideal Quadrupole electric field given by 
(in rectangular co-ordinates) :

0 X yz = 0o (^* 2 + tfy2 + az2) (I.I.I)

where 7\, "&, a are constants defining the shape and 
dimensions of the electric field and the electrode 
configuration required to produce it. In the absence of 
electric charge (such as that of stored ions), Laplace's 
equation gives

V2 0xy2 = 0 (27\ + 2*6 + 2a) = 0. (1.1.2)

So for any ideal Quadrupole field,

A + X + a = 0. (1.1.3)

Two cases with symmetrical geometries are of special 
interest :

a) The Quadrupole mass filter.

IF a = 0 then A = - tf, and 0 = 0 0 A(x2-y2). If 

7\ = 1 / r0 2 (where r 0 is the minimum distance of the 

electrodes from the centre of the filter) then :

0 = 0o (x2 - yz). (1.1.4) 
r0 2

On the electrode surfaces, given by

x2 - Y 2 = r2 (1.1.5)
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and

(1.1.6)

the potentials are 0 = 0 0 , and 0 = -00 respectively.

This geometry implies that the electrodes used are four, 

infinitely long, rods with hyperbolic cross sections as 

described by the equations (1.1.5 and 1.1.6) above. The rods 

extend to infinity in both the x and y directions, (naturally 

in any practical device the rods are not infinite in extent, 

and usually do not have hyperbolic surfaces since these are 

very difficult to machine). The shape required is shown 

below :

RFt

RF-

RF-

RF+

Fig. 1.1.1 Quadrupole mass filter rods.

To alternate rods (in pairs) are applied the 

potentials 00 and -00 . Generally,

0o = U0 + V0 sin ( t) (1.1.7)
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so that the electric field is a mixture of DC and radio 

frequency (RF) voltage components. The latter will 

usually be at a frequency of 1 MHz or so.

b) The Quadrupole Ion trap (Quistor) .

The Quistor operates on very similar principles. In 

this case, 7\ = '&', and a = - 2 7\, where 7\ = 1 / r0 2 (r0 

being the radial distance between the centre of the 

trap, and the nearest point on the electrode surface), 

so that

0 = 0o (2z 2 - x2 - y2 ) (1.1.8)

or if r2 = x2 + y2 , then

0 = 0 0 (2z 2 - r 2 ) (1.1.9)
r0 2

At the electrode surfaces, given by :

2z 2 - r 2 = r0 2 (I. 1.10) 

and 

2Z 2 - r2 = - ro 2 (I. 1.11)

the potentials are 00 and -0 0 respectively.

The electrode geometry implied consists of three 

electrodes, each hyperboloids of revolution about the z 

- axis as defined by the equations (I. 1.10 and I. 1.11) 

above. The electrodes extend to infinity. (In practice, 

of course, the electrodes are not of infinite extent, 

but the electrodes will be hyperbolic in shape since,
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because of the cylindrical symmetry, they may be 

machined on a suitable lathe). The shape of the 

electrodes required is shown below :

RF-

RF+

RF+

Fig. 1.1.2 Quistor electrode surfaces

To the upper and lower electrodes (referred to as end 

caps) are applied the potential 00 , and to the middle 

electrode (the ring), the potential -0 0 . In general, 

once again, the potentials are a mixture of DC and radio 

frequency AC voltages.

00 is given by : 

U + V sin (wt). 

so that

0 = (U + V sin (wt)) (2z 2 -
rn 2

(1.1.12)
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2) Mathieu Equations

From the above equation (I. 1.11), it is clear that the 

electric field

E = - v0

= - (U + V sin (wt)) (4z£ - 2rr) (1.2.1)
r0 2

where ic and r unit vectors in the z and r directions 

respectively.

Since (e and m being the particle charge and mass 

respectively) , the components of the field in each 

direction (E z and E r ) will equal to

eE r = m d2 r 
dt 2

and

eE 2 = m d2 z 
dt 2

then

df_r - 2e (U + V sin (wt)) r = 0 (1.2.2)

dt 2 mr 0 2

and

d2 z + 4e (U + V sin (wt)) z = 0 (1.2.3) 

dt 2 mr0 2

By substituting :
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wt = 26

a r = -8eU

mw 2 r0 2 (1.2.4)

q r = -4eV

irfro 2 r 0 2 (1.2.5)

a 2 = 16eU

m^ 2 r0 2 (1.2.6)

qz = 8eV

mw 2 r0 2 (1.2.7)

we have :

d2 u + (au + 2qu sin (26)) u = 0 (1.2.8)

where u is either r or z . Equation (1.2.8) is known as 
the canonical form of the Mathieu Equation.

The quantities a r , q r , a 2 and qz (described by the 
equations 1.2.4 to 1.2.7 above) are used frequently. The 
behaviour of the Quistor may often be described in terms 
of a and q values only since it is then independent of 
the frequency used, the size of the Quistor, the mass 
and the charge of particles trapped.

Note that a2 = - 2a r and qz = - 2q r . (1.2.9)

Very similar equations may also be formed describing 
the behaviour of ions in a Quadrupole mass filter, 
although in this case
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a x = -a y = 2eU (1.2.10) 
mpo2 ro 2

and

gx = -qy = eU. (1.2.11)

3) Stability diagrams

An analytical solution of Mathieu equations is beyond the 

scope of this document and the reader is referred to a 

suitable text on the subject. (Ref. 59) It is sufficient to say 

that it can be shown that two very different types of 

solutions can result, depending on the values of a and q; 

those which show stable oscillation with a constant 

amplitude, and those which have unstable oscillation with 

an exponentially increasing amplitude.

In either case, ions execute complex motions 
consisting of components at the following frequencies :

w n = (p / 2 + n) w for n = 0, 1, ..., <=*= .

The parameter j3 arises from the solution of Mathieu 's 
equation and is related only to the values of a and q. 
Values of p which lie between 0 and 1 lead to stable, 
bound motion, while other p values lead to unstable 
motion .

Motions in the r and z directions are completely 
independent of each other, (at least for an ideal, 
undistorted Quistor) . It is therefore quite possible, 
depending on the p values in each direction, for an ions 
motion to be stable in one direction, but unstable in 
the other.
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By plotting values of p against a and g values, we 

obtain lines of constant p (known as iso-beta lines). By 

emphasising the iso-beta lines p = 0 and p = 1, a 

diagram is produced showing those values of a and q 

(with p values between 0 and 1) which lead to stable 

solutions. This is known as the stability diagram.

-0.5 •

• A

-1.0

UNSTABLE

VALUES

Fig. 1.3.1 Plot of iso-p lines vs. a ? and q 2 .

The diagram may be extended to show that there are a. 

large (or infinite) number of areas on it which lead to 

stable solutions, in addition to that shown above. However 

it has generally been found to be impractical to operate a

8
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quadrupole device using any of these higher order stable 

solution areas and all but the first (nearest to the origin) 

are generally ignored.

-10 -

Fig. 1.3.2 Extended stability diagram.

By superimposing these diagrams for stability in both the 

r and z directions (and allowing for a factor of -2 in the 

values of a 2 and q 2 (see 1.2.9)), it becomes clear which 

values of a and q lead to ion motions which are stable in 

both the r and z directions simultaneously. Only ions with 

these a and q values can ever be trapped and held in the 

Quistor. Ions whose motions are not stable in one direction,
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will be rapidly ejected from the trap in that direction.

Consequently, the region of the stability diagram, 

indicated below by shading, corresponds to values of a 

and q which lead to stable ion motion in both r and z 

directions, and therefore to ion trapping within the 

Quistor. The region is four-sided, being bound by the 

iso-beta lines p r = 0, p r = 1, p z = 0 and p z = 1.

1.2 1.4

Fig. 1.3.3 Quistor stability diagram.

The stability diagram for the Quadrupole mass filter is a 

little different from that of the Quistor because of the

10
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difference in their geometry, which means that the factor of 

2 found between a and q values in each direction (see 1.2.9) 

is not present (see 1.2.10 and 1.2.11).

J.O

Fig. 1.3.4 Quadrupole mass filter stability diagram.

Ions whose motions are stable are able to pass along the 

length of the device and so are detected, but ions which are 

not stable rapidly hit the rods. By choosing a ratio of a to 

q (that is, of DC to RF voltage) which passes close to the 

apex of the stability diagram, only ions with masses close 

to the selected mass are able to pass through. Lighter ions 

will be unstable in one direction, heavier ions in the other,

11
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and either way will quickly strike the rods and be lost. The 

selected ions are detected at the end of the filter, either 

with a Faraday plate or by using an electron multiplier.

By scanning the amplitudes of the voltages applied to the 

rods, the selected mass is scanned and a mass spectrum is 

built up.

4) Pseudo - Potentials, Trapping efficiency and 
Trapping ability

Many publications (Refs. 30, 8, 33) in the Quistor field 

define a quantity referred to as pseudo - potential. Gauss's 

law makes it clear that it is mathematically impossible to 

produce a (static) electrical potential well which will trap 

ions in all three dimensions at once. However, within the 

Quistor's dynamic fields ions may be said to behave as if 

there were a potential well which traps the ions in all 

three directions.

Therefore the concept of pseudo - potential is introduced 

as being apparently responsible for the net force toward the 

centre of the trap which ions experience while trapped. The 

pseudo - potential at a point in the Quistor is the sum of 

three components; the DC potential due to the DC voltage on 

the Quistor electrodes, the DC potential due to the trapped 

ion cloud, and a component which is equivalent to the net 

inward force on ions due to the RF applied to the 

electrodes.

It is convenient to define the centre of the trap as being 

the point of zero pseudo - potential. Pseudo - potential 

increases (for stable ions) in all directions from the centre.

12
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Fig 1.4.1 Pseudo - potential distribution.

The trapping efficiency of the Quistor is defined for the 

purposes of this project as the the ratio of ion velocity 

amplitude, to ion position amplitude. In other words, it is 

the ability of the trap to contain high velocity ions within 

a small space.

It may be easily shown that the trapping efficiency, and 

pseudo - potential well depth are closely related. If an ion 

of mass M is just trapped in a Quistor of dimension u 0 , and 

the trapping efficiency is T, then the velocity amplitude is :

The maximum kinetic energy of the ion is

E = MV 2llv nn a x

The pseudo - potential energy at the position u 0 (u 0

13
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being the trap size, where the ion velocity and energy 

are 0) can be equated to this kinetic energy by analogy 

with electrostatic potential so that :

P = E/e (where e is 1.6 x 10-^ 9 C)

= MV 2LIV m a x

2e

= M(Tu 0 )z (1.4.1) 

2e

The trapping ability of the Quistor is defined here as the 

maximum number of ions which the trap can store at one 

time. This quantity is also related to the pseudo - potential 

well depth since it is the number of ions which results in 

the space charge related potential being equal and opposite 

to the sum of the other two components of the pseudo - 

potential (as discussed above).

The exact potential due to a cloud of charge will depend 

upon the geometrical arrangement of the charge density, but 

it is possible to form an estimate of the relationship as 

follows :

Consider a uniform spherical ball of charge, radius u 0 . 

Gauss's law gives that E, the electric field at radius r, is 

equal to

E = Qenc 

^0 As u r f

Where the charge enclosed in a sphere of radius r, 

constant charge density p (the charge density being 

zero outside the sphere), is equal to

14
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Qenc =

and the surface area of the sphere is

Therefore

E =

3 e 0

The potential difference between the centre and at a 
radius r is given by

r

V = -J E.dr 

0

If the potential at the outer surface is to be 0, then 
the potential is

V =

6e 0

Thus the potential at the centre is 

vmax = puv
6 0

The maximum charge density, pma x/ which can be 
sustained (such that there is still a pseudo - potential 
well) is found when Vmax = P, the depth of the potential

15
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well without charge. In this case

Pmax = 6€ 0 P (1.4.3)

U0 2 

The total charge is equal to

Q = 4nu0 3p 

3

so that the number of ions is given by 

N = Q / e

3e

Thus the maximum number of ions which can be trapped is 
given by

Nmax = 8ne 0 u 0 P. (1.4.4)

In terms of the trapping efficiency,

Nmax = 4rcM6 0 T2u 0 3 . (1.4.5)

For a Quistor operated at the upper apex of the stability 

diagram, with a 2 MHz RF frequency, it is found that T 2 , the 

tapping efficiency in the z direction, is about 5 x 10 6 , and 

T r , the trapping efficiency in the r direction is about 

2 x 10 6 (see chapter III). Since it is the latter which will 

limit the number of ions trapped, this value is used. If 

u 0 = r 0 = 7.5 mm, it follows .that :

16
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Nmax = 1.22 x 107 m

where m is the ion mass number in AMU.

It must be emphasised that the performance of the 

Quistor in terms of resolution will be affected by space 

charge, long before this number of ions has been trapped. In 

addition, it is found that the maximum number of ions which 

can be trapped at any time is also limited by the ion losses 

due to ion molecule collisions.

5) History of the Quadrupole mass filter and the 

Quadrupole ion trap.

Both the Quadrupole mass filter and the Quistor have 

their origins in a 1956 German patent by Paul (Ref. 64) 

which described the electric fields and electrode geometries 

required for these systems. For this reason the Quistor has 

sometimes been known as the Paul trap. Paul's work followed 

the discovery that charged particle beams could be focused 

using magnetic quadrupole fields, a technique which was 

used in particle accelerators.

Considerable development of the Quadrupole mass filter 

followed, mostly on the basis of trial and error 

experimentation, and the Quadrupole now dominates the 

routine low-cost, low-resolution market in commercially 

available mass spectrometer systems.

However until recently, no Quistor system has been 

commercially available since its operation was generally felt 

to more complex than the the Quadrupole and the design was 

insufficiently developed.

However a number of research groups had been 

experimenting with different aspects of its design and

17
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applications. Fischer (Ref. 27), who used resonant circuits to 

detect the presence of trapped ions, built a Quistor 

spectrometer achieving a resolution level of 85, and a 

minimum detectable partial pressure of 10~ 8 Torr. 

Rettinghaus (Ref. 66), using a phase sensitive detection 

circuit, reported a resolution level of 300 and a minimum 

detectable partial pressure of the order of 10~ 13 Torr. 

Dawson and Whetton (Refs. 17, 20) constructed a Quistor 

device which detected ions by applying a pulse to one end 

cap, thereby drawing out all trapped ions in order to be 

detected by an electron multiplier.

Dawson and Whetton (Ref. 19) also investigated the so - 

called non - linear resonances which were found to give the 

Quistor (and Quadrupole) poor, split, peak shapes because of 

errors in the electric fields. They detailed a method 

whereby this drawback could be overcome (though at the 

expense of sensitivity) by applying a DC bias between the 

end caps.

More recently, work by Todd et al has led to the 

commercial production by the American company, Finnegan 

MAT, of a Quistor mass spectrometer system which forms a 

detector for a gas chromatograph. Ions are trapped without 

mass - selection and ejected from the trap mass selectively, 

by ramping the RF voltages applied, so as to be detected by 

an electron multiplier. (Refs. 26, 44, 75, 77)

A proposal by Griffiths (Refs. 36, 37, 38), which led to 

this project, explained a possible new method of scanning 

the Quistor by trapping ions with mass selection at the 

upper apex of the stability diagram, and ejecting them mass 

- selectively by digitally ramping the RF and DC voltages. 

This method would offer a larger mass range for given RF 

voltages than others; it was also especially convenient for 

electronic operation under computer control.

18
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Several quite different applications for the ion trap have 

been investigated. These included its use as an ion source 

for another mass spectrometer, (Ref. 6) for which an 

increase in sensitivity of more than one order of magnitude 
was claimed.

Ion traps have also been used to trap small charged 

macroscopic particles instead of ions (Ref. 102). This makes 

an effective lab demonstration particularly because no 

expensive equipment is required. Instead of RF voltages, low 

frequency AC voltages (such as the mains) can be used, and 

operation at atmospheric pressure is practical. The particles 

are then visible with a simple microscope.

Considerable interest has been aimed at using the Quistor 

for the study of ion -molecule reactions (Refs. 11, 28, 43, 

100, 104), generally with the help of a tandem spectrometer 

system.

This has led to Chemical ionisation (abbreviated C. I.) 

mass spectroscopy (Refs. 7, 54, 78) as a convenient technique 

to be used in connection with a Quistor system. In this 

case, a reagent gas (say, methane or ammonia) is ionised in 

the trap. The trapped ions ionise the molecules of a second 

gas (often by proton transfer) and a spectrum of these ions 

may be produced. Generally, the spectrum produced in this 

way contains far fewer fragmentation products than is 

normally the case and therefore easier to interpret.

This is extended to allow two stages of mass analysis, 

referred to as Mass Spectrometry - Mass Spectrometry 

(usually abbreviated MS - MS), (Refs. 45, 46). One ion mass is 

selected and this is permitted to undergo a reaction, such 

as decomposition, and the reaction products are scanned out 

as a spectrum.
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This process can be repeated in the Quistor by selecting 
one of the products and allowing this to react to produce a 
new set of daughter products, and so on. This is referred to 
as MSn where n is the number of stages of MS analysis.

Devices based on non quadrupolar geometries have been 
investigated. These include the Monopole mass filter (Ref. 
14), which operates on the same principles as the 
Quadrupole, but has only one cylindrical rod, and an 
earthed 90 degree plate, as shown.

Ground

Fig. 1.5.1 Monopole mass filter electrodes

Other unusual mass filter type devices have included the 

multiple mass filter (essentially four Monopoles in one) (Ref. 
88). and a Quadrupole which was curved, so that the ion 
beam was led around a corner. This was extended to the
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point where the the device formed a. ring so that ions could 

be trapped by travelling around and around.

A number of non Quadrupolar ion traps have been 

investigated, such as the Cylindrical ion trap (Refs. 2, 10, 

32, 48), basically a cylindrical ring electrode and two flat 

circular end caps (the simpler geometry makes this easier 

and cheaper to construct). The electric fields can be made 

approximately quadrupolar at the centre of the trap, but the 

mass resolution is still quite poor. A closer approximation 

to the correct Quistor shape (but still cheaper to 

manufacture) can be formed by using spherically shaped 
electrodes (Ref. 68).

The six - electrode trap is constructed on a cubic basis 

and opposite pairs of electrodes are connected to a three 

phase RF supply. Ideally the electrodes are hyperbolic in 

shape in which case this trap is capable of operating in a 

similar way to the Quistor, although practical devices built 

have used flat or annular electrodes. Naturally, the RF 

power supplies required to operate this device are more 

complex and expensive than for the Quistor, while no great 

practical advantage is found over the Quistor.

Quistors have also been operated by scanning the 

electrode voltages in unusual ways. For example, square 

wave excitation (or, probably, any other periodic waveform) 

can be applied to the Quistor instead of sine waves in 

order to provide ion storage and mass selection (Ref. 67). In 

addition, the Quistor has been scanned by Sheretov (Ref. 71) 

by maintaining the RF and DC voltages constant, and 

scanning the RF frequency.

Finally the Penning or static ion trap (Refs. 81, 105) is a 

three electrode device (such as a Quistor, or cylindrical 

trap), but with no RF voltages applied. There is a strong
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axial magnetic field which traps ions in the radial 

direction, and a DC voltage between the ring and end cap 

electrodes traps ions in the axial direction. Ions are 

trapped in the z (axial) direction by the DC electric field, 

while ions are trapped in the r (radial) direction by the 

magnetic field which causes the ions to execute complex 

Lissajous figure motions around the axis of the trap.

Penning traps have been used to trap ions for ion 

molecule reaction studies, in a similar way to the Quistor. 

Penning traps are also heavily used as pressure sensors 

(Penning gauges) for operation at pressures of 1Q- 4 to 1Q- 11 

torr. A continuous ion current is produced due to collisions 

with electrons which spiral around the trap until the walls 

of the trap are struck.

Considerable interest has been shown recently in the use 

of ion traps combined with tuned lasers (Refs. 41, 42, 53, 81, 

82) in order to slow the motion of ions right down to near 

zero energies. This is done by tuning the laser to a 

frequency just below an excitation frequency of the ion 

species. What happens is that when an ion is moving towards 

the laser beam, the doppler shift produced by its motion 

means that the ion can absorb a photon. The photon's 

momentum is also absorbed, reducing the velocity of the ion. 

The photon will later be re-emitted, but in a random 

direction, resulting (on average) in no velocity change. Ions 

moving away from the laser beam do not absorb photons.

Consequently, over a period of time, all the ions lose 

energy, until their velocities are virtually zero. At this 

point, ions will be stationary near to the centre of the 

trap.

This has created a new field of ion trap research, 

opening up the unique possibility of studying single ions
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and systems of ions at the near absolute zero temperatures 
where quantum effects begin to take an important role in 
ion behaviour.

An alternate means of reducing the ions' kinetic energy is 
found in the cooling (or "quenching") of the ion cloud by 
collisions with a buffer gas (Helium). The ions are cooled to 
the point where their kinetic energy is equivalent to the 
ambient temperature of the trap. This feature is an 
essential part of the Quistor system marketed by Finnegan 
MAT (Refs. 12, 26, 95)

Lasers have also been used to excite chemical 
reactions to produce reaction products for MS - MS 
experiments. An alternative to this approach has been to 
promote reactions by adding kinetic energy to selected 
ions by exiting the w0 p z frequency motion of the 
required ions.
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6) Background and objectives of the project

The Quistor project is in the first instance a commercial 
venture aimed at creating a Quistor system which can be 
manufactured and sold as a mass spectrometer.

The project is funded by a grant from the British 
Technology Group. If the project is a commercial success it 
is the BTG who will hold the resulting patent, however this 
will be leased to Leisk Engineering Ltd. of Burgess Hill in 
Sussex, allowing them to manufacture and sell the device. 
The project is also assisted by Leisk Engineering.

It is hoped that the Quistor will offer significant 
advantages in performance and capabilities over existing 
similar Quadrupole Mass Filter instruments. In particular, it 
is believed that the Quistor will be :

i) Simpler and cheaper to manufacture than Quadrupole 
devices, firstly because the cylindrical symmetry of the 
electrodes allows them to be machined on a suitable 
lathe. (The hyperboloid rods of the Quadrupole Mass 
Filter are usually approximated by cylindrical rods for 
ease of manufacture, but this distorts the quadrupole 

field leading to a reduction in resolution.)

In addition, precise parallel alignment of the 
Quadrupole rods is extremely important. Any error would 
mean that a different ion mass would be selected at 
different points along the length of the filter - 
consequently it might not transmit ions in the required 

way at all. This makes the construction very vulnerable 

to errors so that a large number of Quadrupoles are 

rejected after manufacture due to imperfections. This 

does not apply to the assembly of the Quistor. For this 

reason, Quadrupole mass filters can never be
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disassembled for cleaning or repair as the chances of re 

- assembling them in the correct alignment would be 

slim. The Quistor can be disassembled, have its 
electrodes cleaned, be reassembled - and still be 
expected to work.

ii) Capable of higher mass resolution. The performance 

of the Quadrupole is limited by the fact that, for 

convenient use, it's length may not be more than, say, 20 

cms. In consequence the electric field within it is 

distorted, especially at the ends, which reduces its 

performance. Also the point mentioned above, that the 

rods used are often cylindrical, rather than hyperbolic, 
reduces the resolution of practical Quadrupole systems.

iii) Capable of operation at lower gas pressures, and 

capable of detecting very small concentrations of 

particular ionic species, in spite of a much larger 

background of other gases. Since the Quistor operates by 

storing ions, under these conditions a reasonable ionic 

output may still be obtained by using a long ionisation 
time.

iv) Capable of producing chemical ionisation mass 

spectra.

v) Capable of performing MS - MS and MS n 

experiments.

vi) More compact than usual Quadrupole devices. Where 

space in a vacuum system is at a premium, this is 

naturally a helpful advantage.

Inevitably there is a degree of overlap between the 

purely commercial aspects of the investigation, and it's 

academic side leading to a second degree by thesis.
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In this respect it is proposed to investigate several 

novel aspects of the Quistor's behaviour in the following 

ways :

a) Computer simulation of the motion of ions in the 

Quistor field, both in the case of an ideal, "perfect" 

Quistor, and in the more practical case of a Quistor 

whose electric fields are perturbed by various 

imperfections. The investigation will consider the effects 

of this on the motion of ions in the Quistor.

The results will give the information required to find 

out the consequences of these perturbations on the 

performance of the Quistor as regards its ability to trap 

ions, and eject them in the required way. The results 

will indicate the output pulse intensity and the 

resolution of the spectrum produced by the Quistor, and 

how this depends upon the design and operation of the
»

device.

The perturbations which are to be considered will 

include :

i) The effect of single holes (of, say, 1 mm 

diameter) in the end cap electrodes.

ii) The effect of a larger number of small holes 

(of, say, 0.2 mm diameter) in the end cap electrodes.

iii) The effect of single, large holes (of, say, 8 mm 

diameter) in the end cap electrodes which are covered 

by a fine gauze preformed to the shape of the end 

cap.

In this case it may be possible to compensate for
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the effects of distortion produced by the gauze by 

altering it's shape.

iv) The advantage, if any, in placing a gauze on the 

end caps, close to the hole(s) and outside the main 

body of the Quistor.

v) The consequences of imprecise assembly of the 

Quistor electrodes; both as a result of inaccurate 

lengths of the ceramic spacers between the 

electrodes, and of lateral displacements of the 

electrodes.

vi) The effects of the space charge of ions which 

are stored within the Quistor.

vii) The effect of collisions between trapped ions 

and neutral gas molecules.

b) In addition it is proposed to investigate the effect 

of combining an axial magnetic field with the electric 

fields produced by the Quistor electrodes. Once again, 

simulation by computer of the motion of ions in the 

combined fields can provide the required information.

Previous ion traps have been operated using a 

combination of DC electric fields and magnetic fields 

(the Penning trap), or using a combination of DC fields 

and RF fields (the Quistor); no ion trap system has ever 

been operated using all three field types at once. No 

publication refers to the possibility having been 

investigated, either theoretically, or experimentally.

It is thought that this may offer significant 

advantages over either system alone since it seems likely 

that ions may be more effectively trapped in the r
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direction. Motion in the z direction would be unaffected 

by the magnetic field (assuming that it was purely axial) 

since no force components would exist in that direction.

c) The results of this theoretical computer simulation 

work will be verified by experimental work with the 

Quistor, especially where the simulation has indicated 

that the results will be beneficial. The results of this 

work will hopefully lead to a greatly improved Quistor 

performance.

This naturally requires more time to complete since 

each experiment in the design of the Quistor involves 

the delay involved in performing machining work on the 

electrode parts.
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7) Possible modes of operation of the Quistor and the 
applications thereof.

The Quistor may be operated in several different ways in 

order to produce a. mass spectrum, and may also be used for 

other purposes such as the study of ion molecule reactions. 

By combining these properties, the Quistor can also be used 

as a simple MS - MS device.

Each mode described below may be operated in one of two 

ways; each with a number of advantages over the other. 

Firstly, RF (and where appropriate, DC) voltages may be 

applied in opposite polarities to both sets of the Quistor's 

electrodes. Alternatively, unipolar voltages may be applied 

to one electrode only (usually the ring electrode), whilst 

the end caps are earthed.

The former approach gives the Quistor twice the mass 

range of the latter, for the same RF output voltage. This is 

naturally an important consideration. A second advantage is 

that the centre of the trap is at ground potential. This 

means that neither electrons nor ions will have an RF 

component in their energy at this point which would 

otherwise result in very unpredictable electron and ion 

energy values.

On the other hand, use of the latter approach may result 

in the use of a simpler RF power supply unit. Secondly, 

since the end caps are earthed, the construction of the 

Quistor itself may be simplified because high - voltage RF 

connections are not required to these electrodes. In 

addition this approach results in shielding of the RF from 

the adjacent electron gun electrodes and the multiplier and 

collector electrodes. This overcomes a number of pickup 

problems. Finally this approach allows the addition of an 

auxiliary AC. voltage to be applied to the end cap
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electrodes (This will be discussed in chapter III.)

L2 M

Fig. 1.7.1 Quistor stability diagram showing possible 
scan lines.

The following are the alternative modes of Quistor 
operation :

a) Mass spectra may be obtained in the "Total 
Pressure" mode, by using only RF voltages and no DC on 
the Quistor electrodes. In terms of the stability 
diagram, a = 0 so that all ions with q values lower than 
the p z =1 boundary (q = 0.9) are stable at the same
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time. This is shown as scan line (b) on the above 

stability diagram.

It is therefore possible to store a large range of 

ion masses simultaneously, by selecting a fairly low RF 

voltage and trapping all stable ions. Then the ionising 

electron beam is switched off and when the RF voltage is 

swept upwards, the stored ions successively cross the pz 

= 1 boundary of the stability diagram, becoming unstable 

in the z direction so that they are ejected from the 

trap to both end caps. These ejected ions can therefore 

be detected, to form a mass spectrum with the lowest 

masses appearing first.

Electron 
'beam

R.F. 
voltage

D.C. 
voltage

Ion 
current

Untrapped ions Data ions

Read 
data

lonisation storage Spectrum output 

Fig. 1.7.2 "Total pressure mode" scan timing diagram
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This method has the advantage that the spectrum data 

appears as a continuous stream, which makes it simpler to 

observe and to store. In addition it is possible to store 

many more ions in this mode (See section III.l) so it is 

easier to get a large signal output. It also seems probable 

that a greater resolution is achievable in this mode than in 

others.

However this mode of operation suffers from several 

disadvantages as follows :

i) Since a large range of ions can be stored at once, a 

singly ionised molecule and its doubly charged 

counterpart can be simultaneously trapped. There is a 

high probability that singly charged ions which are 

already trapped, will undergo electron impact collisions 

and be ionised again. The result is that a substantial 

proportion of multiply ionised species are present in the 

spectrum produced resulting in a confused spectrum with 

far too many peaks. This will be very hard to interpret.

If the Quistor is operated at either apex (as discussed 

below), ion - electron collisions can occur, resulting in 

reionisation just the same. However if this happens, the 

resulting ions will not be stable and so will be quickly 

lost from the trap, and in consequence are not seen in 

the spectrum.

ii) It is generally true that a larger number of ions 

can be trapped in the Quistor in this mode than in 

others. However, because there is no mass - selection in 

what is stored, it is probable that fewer ions of any one 

selected species will be stored. This is particularly true 

for low abundance ions which form part of a spectrum 

with much more abundant species. In this case it will not 

be possible to increase the ionisation time in order to
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build up a greater number of the rare species without 

also storing the more numerous ions.

iii) The ion storage efficiency will generally be a 

function of the q value at the time of storage. Since a 

wide range of ion masses is stored before ramping the RF 

voltages to generate output, there will be a tendency for 

the spectrum peak amplitude sensitivity to vary 

depending on the q value selected for storage. In 

addition different ion masses will have to be scanned 

through different ranges of q, so that their ion storage 

times may not be the same. These effects will take place 

in fairly unpredictable ways and consequently it will be 

very hard to convert a peak intensity value into a gas 

partial - pressure value.

This mode of operation has been used in the Quistor 

system presently marketed by the American company, 

Finnegan MAT (Refs. 12, 44, 45, 75). That system also uses 

a single sided RF supply, the end caps being earthed, as 

described above.

b) The Quistor can be operated with an a to q ratio 

which lies close to the lower apex of the stability diagram 

(scan line (c) on the stability diagram shown above). This 

results in mass selection at the time of ion storage since 

only a small range of ion q values result in stable ion 

orbits. Subsequently, the stored ions can be ejected from 

the trap by applying a negative pulse to one end cap so 

that all trapped ions are ejected in that direction. This 

mode of operation has been employed in several previous 

Quistor systems. (Refs. 17, 21, 30)
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Fig. 1.7.3 Lower apex scan type timing diagram.

It is not convenient to eject ions from the trap by 

ramping the RF and DC voltages in the way described for 

the total pressure mode. By ramping in the upward 

direction ions would be ejected from the trap (by 

crossing the £ r = 1 boundary), but in the r direction 

(towards the ring electrode) which is far from 

convenient for ion collection since ions would emerge at 

any point on the ring. By ramping the electrode voltages
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in the downward direction ions are ejected axially by 
crossing the p z = 1 boundary but (as shall be seen in 
chapter III) the resolution of this boundary is much 
poorer than the p z = 1 boundary.

It is therefore necessary to select a value of the ratio of 

DC to RF which approaches very near to the apex of the 

stability diagram in order to achieve a high resolution level 

by allowing only a very small range of ion masses to be 

stored at once (1 AMU at most) so that peaks in the 

spectrum may be separated. The nearer to the apex the 

device is operated, the higher the resolution value, but also 

the fewer ions are able to be stored and therefore the lower 

the sensitivity of the device.

This is made more severe by the fact that several so 

called non-linear resonance lines are known to pass through 

the lower apex of the stability diagram. These lead to poor 

peak shapes, loss of resolution and loss of sensitivity.

In addition, the requirement that a pulse must be applied 

to one end cap in order to eject ions from the trap means 

that the electronic devices required to operate it are 

considerably more complex than is otherwise the case. The 

requirement also means that it is not practical to use a 

double - sided RF power supply; RF voltages can only 

applied to the ring electrode. This means an additional loss 

of achievable mass range of one half.

Another disadvantage of this mode is that the mass range 

of the spectrum which can be achieved for a given RF 

voltage range is substantially smaller than in any other 

mode of operation. This is because the q value required to 

trap ions is greater as a consequence of the stability 

diagrams' shape.
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Ions can be removed from the trap by applying a negative 

pulse to one end cap so that all trapped ions are ejected in 

that direction. Subsequently they can be detected with an 

electron multiplier, as usual. This mode of operation has 

been employed in several previous Quistor systems, notably 

by Dawson and Whetton.

c) Ions can be stored in the trap with values of a and q 

which lie close to the upper apex of the stability diagram 

(Scan line (a) shown on the stability diagram above). This 

also leads to mass selection on storage of ions so that the 

device can be operated in a. very similar fashion to that 

described above, with ions being ejected from the trap by a 

pulse applied to one end cap.

This mode of operation will have a much greater mass 

range than mode (b). The requirement of applying a pulse to 

one end cap, which results in complex electronics and 

prevents the use of a bipolar RF power supply, remains. It 

is also necessary (as before) to select an a to q ratio such 

that the scan line approaches very near to the apex in 

order to achieve a high resolution level, so that high 

resolution and sensitivity may not be achieved at the same 

time. However, there is only one non-linear resonance line 

which passes through the upper apex of the stability 

diagram; it is therefore to be expected that the resulting 

peak shapes are better than in mode (b).

d) The Quistor may also be operated near to the upper 

apex of the stability diagram (using scan line (a), as 

before), storing ions mass - selectively, as described above, 

but with one crucial difference.

Near to the upper apex (unlike the lower), ions may 

be ejected from the trap, mass selectively, in the axial 

direction by an increase in the voltages applied to the
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electrodes. This results in ions passing the p z = 1 

boundary of the stability diagram so as to become 

unstable in the z - direction. This is very much more 

convenient than the application of a pulse to the end 

cap as described above. This approach to ion ejection is 

very much the same as that described for mode a) above.

Electron 
beam

R.F. 
voltage

D.C. 
voltage 
X 10

Untrapped ions

Ion 
current

Data 
ions

Integrate 
data

lonization Storage output

Fig. 1.7.4 Upper apex scan type timing diagram 

Ideally, the a to q ratio selected for ion storage should
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correspond to a. resolution level of 1 amu, so that only one 

ion mass will be trapped at once. However, the ion ejection 

resolution does not depend on the ion storage resolution. 

The spectrum's resolution depends on the former and will 

ideally be considerably better than this.

The mass range which can be achieved by the device for a 

given range of RF voltages in this mode is almost identical 

to that of the previous mode.

This mode of operation will only work well if the {3 Z 
boundary is sharp and clearly defined, in that all ions 
which cross it pass from being trapped to being ejected 
with only a small change in their q values. If this 
boundary is poorly defined (for example because of 
distortions in the electric field inside the Quistor), 
then ions with a and q values near to it will not be 
effectively stored, and ions which should be ejected by 
an increment in the electrode voltages will be 
ineffectively ejected. Only where an increase in these 
voltages results in well trapped ions being fully 
ejected does this method work.

This does mean that great effort needs to be taken to 

ensure that any distortions in the Quistor field are kept to 

an absolute minimum. (See section III.2)

e) Ions of a selected mass can be stored in the trap with 

a and q values at the upper apex of the stability diagram, 

as above. If the DC component of the Quistor field is 

switched off, then these ions will remain trapped, and so 

can be held within the trap for a period of time. Ions will 

collide with neutral molecules, or with other ions. This may 

result in ion losses from the trap, but chemical reactions 

can also take place between the colliding species. Many ions 

will also break down spontaneously into simpler groups of
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atoms. In either case, the reaction products (if ionised) can 
remain trapped within the Quistor to be studied.

This allows investigation of ion - molecule collision 
processes and reactions (Refs. 4, 5, 7, 28, 100). In particular, 
reaction rates and reaction products can be studied in a 

very convenient fashion, without requiring any complex and 
expensive additional equipment.

By subsequently ramping the RF voltages, the trapped 
ion species can be ejected one by one and detected. If 
this is done without applying a DC voltage component, 
then the stored ions are ejected when they pass the p z = 
1 boundary with a g value of about 0.9. This means that 
the mass range is lower than that possible when scanning 
near to the upper apex.
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Fig. 1.7.5 Chemical ionisation scan timing diagram

An alternate approach is to switch the DC component back 

on whilst altering the RF voltage so as to select the mass 

to be ejected at the upper apex of the stability diagram. 

This gives a greater mass range but does mean that a new 

set of ions must be generated for each final daughter ion 

mass scanned.

This method can be extended further still by performing 

multiple stages of MS analysis, by selecting, repeatedly, the 

breakdown products (or daughter ions) of previously 

selected ions. This process is referred to as MS n , where n is 

the number of stages of ion mass selection. Using a Quistor, 

such experiments have been performed with large values of
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n (Refs. 45, 46, 93). This allows the operator to gain 

considerable information about the structure of the 

compound with which the reactions began.

Multiple stages of mass analysis have been performed 

using tandem mass spectrometer instruments (in other words, 

more than one mass spectrometer in series). These 

instruments are, however, very expensive, and the same 

degree of flexibility is simply not available. Using a 

Quistor, in order to change the type of analysis, all that is 

required is to change the programming.

8) Proposed means of operating and controlling the 
Quistor

It is proposed that the Quistor will be operated in the 

mode described in part I.4.d above. Ions are stored mass 

selectively with a and q values just below the upper apex 

of the stability diagram, and are ejected from the trap mass 

selectively by incrementing the voltages applied to the 

electrodes.

This method has the advantages of a large mass range, 

combined with a high possible resolution and easy 

separation of ion species. It does mean however that great 

care must be taken to ensure that the electric fields within 

the Quistor are as undistorted as possible. It is also very 

desirable that a high proportion of trapped ions are 

detected since the number which can be trapped is quite 

limited.

Ions will be ejected from the trap in a pulse 

following the increment in the RF and DC voltages 

applied to the electrodes which causes their a and q 

values to pass the p z = 1 boundary of the stability 

diagram. The ions in the pulse can be amplified and
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detected.

The following are items of equipment will be required 

to operate the Quistor in the way described :

a) A programmable RF unit capable of producing, at a 

frequency of one or more MHz, large, opposite, voltages 

at the terminals . Superimposed on these should be DC 

components, at roughly 1/10 (adjustable) of the peak RF 

voltage. Both should respond to a programming input 

voltage change quickly - say within 40

b) A high gain, ultra low noise preamplifier circuit 

is required in order to detect and amplify the output 

signal current from the electron multiplier. The output 

response time of the amplifier must be good - certainly 

not as long as 100 /us or else the shape of the pulses 

will be substantially slurred. Some degree of slurring 

is however acceptable as this will not affect the 

overall area of the pulse - this being the quantity of 

main interest. An additional requirement is that the 

input impedance of the amplifier must be low - a virtual 

ground input type of amplifier would be ideal. The 

reason for this is that if the input voltage rises in 

response to an input current, this will impede the 

collection of electrons output from the channel plate, 

leading to a non-linear response.

c) Electronic circuits are required to interface the 

Quistor to the computer which controls it. This should 

incorporate a 12 bit digital to analogue converter to 

produce the programming voltage for the RF unit. Digital 

signals controlling a number of functions (such as the 

electron beam gateing) of the other equipment is included, 

and the signal returned from the Quistor is passed into a 

switchable integrating circuit in order to find the area of
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the pulse. The result of this will be converted from 

analogue to digital and returned to the computer.

d) A computer is required to control the operation of the 

Quistor and to acquire, display and store the data produced. 

A suitable parallel digital I/O port is essential for 

interfacing with the Quistor's controlling electronics.

In addition suitable software is required for performing 

the tasks required. The control sections of this software 

will be have to be written in assembler in order to achieve 

the high speed interaction and control which is required.

e) Power supplies are required for :

1) To supply the RF unit.

2) Heating the filament.
3) Biasing the filament and accelerating 

electrodes.

4) To power the preamplifier circuit above.
5) To power the electronics which controls the 

Quistor.

6) A high voltage power supply is required to 
supply approximately -2kV to the electron 
multiplier.

It is also proposed to investigate what can be achieved 

in terms of operating the Quistor as a Chemical lonisation 

instrument, extending this concept to examine its potential 

as a simple MS - MS device as described in section II.4.e 

above.

The only additional requirement for operation in this way 

is a facility for switching the DC component of the voltages 

applied to the Quistor electrodes on and off at high speed 

under software control. This is a fairly straightforward
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matter; a FET switch shorting out the input to the DC 

component generator circuits is all that is required.
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II PARAMETERS TO CONSIDER IN DESIGNING A QUISTOR SYSTEM.

1) The number of ions of a chosen species which can 

be stored in the trap at any one time.

The storage of ions within the Quistor is limited by the 

charge of those ions, which generally will repel each other 

from the trap. As more and more ions are trapped, the 

overall charge of those ions trapped in space results in a 

force which repels ions from the trap.

Another way of looking at this is to say that the depth 

of the pseudo - potential well which traps ions, (see section 

II.2) becomes progressively less deep. This means that there 

is a maximum number of ions which can possibly be stored 

(Refs. 33, 72, 85).

In whatever context the Quistor is used, this quantity is 

naturally of great concern.

In addition, as the space charge of ions builds up, the 

resulting electric field distorts the Quistor' s own field so 

as to alter the shape of the stability diagram and reduce 

the sharpness of it's boundaries. This results in peak 

broadening and loss of sensitivity well before the maximum 

number of ions is reached (Refs. 70, 72).

The maximum number of ions trapped is a function of 

several factors :

a) The size of the trap. In general, a large trap (With a 

large value of r 0 ) is able to store more ions within it.

b) The frequency of the applied RF voltages. The 

higher this frequency, the larger the trapping ability of
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the trap.

c) The greater the mass of the ions, the more can be 

stored in the trap.

It should be noted that each of the above factors is also 

related to the DC and RF voltages which are required to 

trap ions with a given value of a and q. The larger the 

trap, the frequency, or the mass of the ions, the larger the 

voltages required to give certain a and q values.

The above points can therefore be summarised by saying 

that the greater the RF voltage required to store ions with 

given a and q values, the more of them may be trapped. This 

is because the depth of the pseudo - potential well is 

greater.

They are also underlined by the approximate relationship 

(1.4.5) derived in section 1, which indicates that the 

maximum number of ions which can be trapped is equal to

Nmax
e 2

where M is the ion mass, T the trapping efficiency (which is 

proportional to the RF frequency used, amongst other 

factors), u0 the trap dimension, and e the ion charge.

d) The number of ions trapped will also depend upon 

the a and q values used for ion storage. It is found 

that the trapping efficiency in each direction increases 

with the q value used (provided the ions remain within 

the stable region of the stability diagram), but also 

increases with the p value for a given q value (and thus 

depends on a) .
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Secondly, ions which are stored near to the boundaries of 
the stability diagram are liable to be trapped less 
effectively than ions which are trapped in the middle of the 
stability diagram (see chapter III). More ions can therefore 
be stored in the centre of the stability diagram. However, 
there will be no mass selection in what is stored. This 
means that it may not be possible to store so many ions of 
a given mass, since the total ion charge will be greater.

To store ions with mass selection, they must be stored at 
one of the apexes of the stability diagram. This necessarily 
means storage near to the boundaries. The resolution of 
mass storage selection depends on how near to the apex 
ions are stored; this in turn depends on the ratio of DC to 
RF voltages used. As the ratio increases (positive or 
negative), to approach the apex, the resolution increases 
but the number of ions stored falls.

The trapping efficiency close to the $ - 0 boundaries 
is somewhat lower than that at the p = 1 boundaries (see 
chapter III). Ion storage at either apex necessarily 
implies that the a and g values are close to the p = 0 
boundary on one direction, and to the p = 1 boundary in 
the other. This means that the number of ions which can 
be trapped, the trapping ability, will be limited by the 
behaviour of the trap in the former direction (at the 
upper apex, r). As the trap becomes full of ions, the 
depth of the pseudo - potential well in that direction 
will become zero even though the well remains in the 
other direction. Therefore ions will be lost in the 
first direction at the same rate as they are created.

e) Distortions in the electric field within the 
Quistor will probably reduce the storage ability of the 
trap, as ions may be prematurely ejected from the trap. 
This is known to occur at so - called multipole
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resonance lines; lines on the stability diagram where 

the p values add up in such a way as to cause 

undesirable resonant ejection of ions from the trap, 

(ref.). This is considered in more detail in chapter 
III.

f) Collisions of stored ions with other ions, or with 

neutral gas molecules, or with electrons cause ions to be 

lost from the trap. Of the three, ion - neutral collisions are 

the most probable. Over a period of time, trapped ions will 

be lost from the trap in a random way. This will reduce the 

maximum number of ions which can be stored for any length 

of time, especially at high gas pressures. (Ref. 34)

This can be illustrated by calculating the mean free time 

of ion - molecule collisions in the Quistor at a given 

pressure. An ion storage time equal to this would mean a 

loss of 50% of the ions. The mean free time is given by:

T = 1 

nvs

where s is the collision cross sectional area, n is the 

number of gas molecules per unit volume, given by the 

equation

P = nkt

(where k is Boltzmann's constant, and t is the ambient 

temperature) and v is the ion speed which can be 

estimated as half the maximum ion velocity given by:

2v = Tu 0 (where T is the trapping efficiency, and u 0 the 

trap dimension). Immediately after ionisation has taken 

place, presumably ions can have all amplitudes up to the 

maximum. After a period of time, however, those with the
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greatest amplitudes will have been lost since they undergo 
more collisions. More realistic estimates of the ion velocity 
(or kinetic energy) could perhaps be formed (Refs. 73, 83, 
98), but this is adequate here.

Therefore:

77 = 2kt 

PTu 0 s

Taking the following values as typical:

t = 300 K

T = 2 x 10 6 (see chapter III) 
u 0 = r0 = 7.5 mm

s = 7.04 x 10~ 19 m2 (collision cross section for 
nitrogen molecules)

we get:

T = 7.84 x ID-?

P 
where P is in Pascals. Converting to mBars,

T = 7.84 x 10-9.

At the following pressures, we have mean free time 
values as follows (See also refs. 31, 95) :
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Total Pressure Mean free time

ID- 5 mBar 0.78 ms

ID- 6 mBar 7.84 ms

10- 7 mBar 78.40 ms

lO- 8 mBar 784.00 ms.

Fig. II.1.1 Calculated mean free times between ion 

molecule collisions.

It is not true that every ion - molecule collision 

necessarily results in loss of the ion - this will depend on 

the ion and molecule velocities, and the type of interaction 

that takes place. A purely physical collision with a 

non-reactive molecule could result only in a change in the 

ions orbit in the Quistor, and perhaps kinetic energy loss 

by the ion (see below). In addition, it is even possible that 

the collision could result in ionisation of the neutral - 

thus generating more ions as time goes on. It must also be 

stressed that the collision cross section of molecules can 

vary considerably. Nonetheless, the above times are a good 

guide to the maximum ion storage times permitted in the 

Quistor.

The above values can be compared with approximate 

results established by experiment (see chapter IV) for argon 

in an equal mixture with helium. The results turn out to be 

about 10 times longer than the calculated values above. As 

stated, not every collision will necessarily cause ion loss 

and this can easily account for the discrepancy. Collisions 

with Helium atoms, in particular, are much less likely to 

cause ion loss (see below).
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Total Pressure Mean storage time

lO- 5 6.7 ms

10- 6 80.0 ms

10- 7 668.7 ms.

Fig. II.1.2 Experimental mean ion storage times for 

Argon ions in an equal mixture of Helium and Argon.

Clearly very long ionisation and storage times are 

permitted provided the overall pressure is very low. 

However, the ability of the Quistor to store and detect low 

abundance ions against a high background pressure is 

limited by the number of ions which can be formed within 

the relatively short time interval allowed.

In complete contrast to the above points, it has been 

shown (Refs. 44, 76, 80, 97) that the inclusion of a high (say 

10~ 3 mBar) pressure of a light collision gas such as Helium 

in the Quistor reduces the amplitude of motion of heavier 

ions until they have only thermal energies. This occurs 

because ions with greater energies lose it in mechanical 

collisions with the lighter helium atoms. Because helium is a 

very unreactive gas, any form of chemical interaction 

between it and other ions is unlikely to occur.

Ions will then be held in a dense cloud near the centre 

of the trap. Since the ion velocities are substantially lower, 

the frequency of collisions with non - helium molecules is 

proportionately lower. Consequently longer ionisation and 

storage times are permissible.

Many more ions can be stored as a result and the 

performance of the device is improved. Since the ions are 

stored near the centre of the trap the influence of 

distortions in the Quistor field is minimised. In addition,
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since all ions will have much the same velocity and 

amplitude, they are more likely to be ejected from the trap 

with the same RF voltage applied to the electrodes (see 

below). This leads to improved resolution.

This does mean that the trap must be differentially 

pumped because a diffusion pump would not be able to 

operate at this pressure. This effect is used in the Quistor 

system built by Finnegan Mat, but in this case the device is 

often used in connection with a gas chromatograph, and the 

helium is included anyway.

2) The rate at which ions can be generated in the 
trap

The speed with ions can be created in the trap is 

naturally an important parameter. A low ion creation rate 

will mean that a long ionisation time will be required in 

order to build up a reasonable number of ions in the trap, 

leading to a long scan time, and (especially at high gas 

pressures) a lot of ion losses from the trap.

The most important quantity in determining this is the 

electron beam current which enters the trap in order to 

produce ions.

This quantity clearly depends on the filament 

temperature; but naturally a very hot filament has a 

drastically reduced lifetime. It has been found that a 1 mA 

emission current is consistent with reliable filament 

operation. A hot filament also produces much more light 

than a cooler one; this is unwelcome since it can lead to 

increased noise in the signal output; see section 6 of this 

chapter.

The material of which the filament is made can also
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affect the emission current at a given temperature. The 

simplest and cheapest filaments are made of Tungsten wire, 

while they may also be made of Rhenium because this metal 

is less chemically reactive at high temperatures. However 

both of these metals have fairly high electron emission work 

functions; 4.4 eV and 4.9 eV respectively.

There are materials with much lower work functions than 

this; for example Thorium Oxide has a work function of 3.4 

eV, and Lanthanum Hexaboride has a work function of 2.9 

eV. Filaments which are made of Tungsten or Rhenium, but 

are coated with either Thorium Oxide or Lanthanum 

Hexaboride, will therefore be able to give the same emission 

current at a much lower temperature.

The emission of electrons per unit area from a hot metal 

surface is given by Richardson's equation:

N =

where A is a constant with a theoretical value of 

12 x 10 s Amp m- 2 K~ 2 , E is the work function, T the 

absolute temperature and k the Boltzmann constant. It is 

clear that a reduction in the work function can lead to a 

substantial increase in the emission current, or a large 

reduction in the temperature required to achieve the same 

current.

The other important factor determining the ionising 

current is the way in which the electron beam enters the 

trap. This requires a hole in the end cap adjacent to the 

electron gun, but to minimise the effects of field 

distortions in the Quistor, it must be a small hole. This 

means that only a small current can enter the trap unless 

the beam is focused.
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Focusing the electron beam is possible, but would add 

considerably to the complexity of the construction of the 

Quistor. This could however lead to a large ionising current 

being able to pass through a small hole, as is required.

An alternate approach is to use a large number of small 

holes spread over an area in the end cap through which a 

reasonable percentage of an unfocused beam will pass. Since 

the holes are small, the distortion level produced remains 

low. This can be done either by placing a formed gauze over 

a large hole in the end cap, or by drilling a large number 

of small holes in the end cap using an industrial laser. In 

either case, the object would be to achieve as high a 

transparency as possible, whilst maintaining the integrity 

and precision of the end cap surface.

The ion creation rate can be estimated by saying that the 

mean free path between electron ionising collisions will be:

D = 1 

ns

where n is the number of neutrals of the selected species 

present per unit volume, given by P p = nkt (P p being the 

partial pressure of the selected species), and s the electron 

ionisation cross sectional area. Thus:

D = kT. 

P p s

Since the ion must be created within the a distance 

equal to the trap dimension u0 , the probability of an 

electron ionising is:

c = u 0 / D
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kT

It follows that the number of ionisations per second 
will be given by:

N = Ic

e

where I is the electron beam current in the trap.

= Iu 0 P D s 

ekT

Assuming the following values as typical for the 

Quistor :

I = 10/AA

u 0 = z 0 = 5.3 mm

s = 2.904 x lO- 20 m2 (nitrogen with lOOeV electrons)

T = 300 K

we obtain

N = 2.324 x 10^2 P p

where P p is in pascals. Converting this to mbars, 

gives :

N = 2.324 x 10i 4 P p .

Of these ions, some will not be trapped due to excessive 

ion velocities. The exact proportion will depend upon the 

ion mass and velocity distribution of the ions produced. 

Note that ions will be created with fairly low velocities 

since electron collisions with molecules will not impart
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large kinetic energies to the molecules (because of the great 

difference between their masses). The ion velocity will be 

the result of the action of the electric field upon the ion 

after creation. This will depend upon the ion creation point, 

and the RF phase at the moment of creation. If we assume 

that about half are lost, then

p o n , s a t , o ntrapped = 1-096 X 10^ P

where 7Tionisation is the ionisation time allowed (with a 

maximum useful value equal to roughly the ion loss time 
constant) .

If for example we wish to detect a species with a partial 

pressure of 10~ 10 mbar, against a background of 10~ 5 mbar, 

with an ionisation time of 0.78 ms, we can only hope to trap 

about 9 ions. This would seem to represent about the limit 

of detectability. This therefore means that the Quistor can 

be expected to detect 1 part of a trace gas in 10 5 of the 

background.

At the other extreme, if we consider the sensitivity of 

the Quistor in the case of a pure gas, say nitrogen at 1Q- 7 

mbar, we get that the number trapped of ions trapped in 

78.4 ms is 8.59 x 10 5 . This is actually much less than the 

maximum number of ions which the trap can hold due to its 

space charge limitations (see the previous section). The 

implication is that it is important to ensure that the 

ionising current in the trap is large as great as possible in 

order to get the best sensitivity.

Again, it must be stressed that the electron impact 

ionisation cross section can vary considerably from one 

molecule to the next, depending on the molecular size, and 

ionisation energy. On the other hand, (other factors being 

equal) the larger a molecule is, the greater its ionisation
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cross-section but also the greater the ion collision cross 

section. Consequently the effects are likely to oppose each 

other in the overall sensitivity.

An additional effect which may affect the ionisation 

efficiency is the energy with electrons enter the trap. This 

may have an effect on two important quantities :

i) The efficiency of ionisation. Low energy electrons 

clearly cannot ionise gas molecules; but very energetic 

electrons are not very good at doing so either. It is 

generally recognised that electrons with about 70 eV 

energy are ideal for the purpose.

ii) The kinetic energy of the resulting ions. High 

energy electrons are going to produce fast ions, which 

will be harder for the Quistor to trap. This point is 

illustrated by the calculations above.

Since the electrons will be heavily influenced by the 

electric fields within the Quistor, the electron energy in 

most parts of the Quistor will be much greater than that 

with which they enter the trap.

However, (at least if the ring and the end caps have 

equal and opposite potentials applied to them) the potential 

at the centre of the trap is always zero. This being the 

place where ions created are most likely to be trapped, 

ideally electrons should should have energies of roughly 70 

eV when they reach the centre of the trap. In other words, 

the filament should be biased at -70 V.

Some Quistor systems (notably the Finnegan MAT system) 

have been constructed in which RF and DC voltages are 

applied only to the ring electrode, while the end caps are 

earthed. This does have a number of advantages in terms of
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construction but aside from a 50% reduction in the mass 

range for a given output voltage, also results in the centre 

of the trap being at half the trap RF and DC potential. In 

consequence electrons in the centre of the trap probably 

have high kinetic energies during the positive phase of the 

ring's RF, whilst being unable to reach the centre of the 

trap during the negative phase.

This is a strong argument supporting the use of bipolar 

RF supplies, in which case the centre of the trap is always 

at ground potential. During the negative phase of the end 

caps' RF, electrons will be unable to pass the end caps and 

enter the trap. However during the positive phase, electrons 

can pass through the end caps, and will actually be focused 

into the centre of the trap since they will be repelled from 

the negative ring.
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3) The efficiency with which ions will be ejected 

following a small increment in the voltages applied to 
the electrodes.

Following a small increment in the voltages applied 

to the electrodes, ideally all stable ions which are 

sufficiently close to the p z = 1 boundary should pass 

from being completely stable and trapped, to being fully 
unstable and so be detected.

However in practice this is not quite so; as the 

p z = 1 boundary is approached, the amplitude of motion 

of stable ions increases. This means that "stable" ions 

with large amplitudes will be ejected from the trap 

before the boundary is actually reached. Consequently, 

ions which are created near to the boundary will 

probably only be stored in small numbers, and following 
an increment in the RF and DC voltages, only a few will 

be detected. In addition, ions which are stored further 

from the boundary, and should remain in the trap 

following the increment, will not do so - most will be 

ejected and detected prematurely.

This effect is present in the case of an ideal Quistor 

without distortions, but any distortion in the Quistor field 

is likely to increase this "blurring" of the boundary of the 

stability diagram.

Since this effect reduces both the ion output pulse 

strength and the mass resolution of the device in the mode 

of operation employed for this project, it is vital that it 

be minimised if the Quistor is to work at all well.

It is important that the correct step size (or

voltage increment) is used in the Quistor. Ideally, one
would wish to 'step over' the blurred edge of the
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stability diagram so that all ions pass from being 

stable to being unstable in one step. If the step chosen 

is smaller than the inherent resolution of the 0 Z = 1 

boundary then the output intensity is correspondingly 

reduced. On the other hand, if the step size is larger 

than the resolution of the boundary, the resolution of 

the spectrum will be limited by the step size.

Another, rather similar effect is that there is a. random 

variation in the time of ion ejection from the trap following 

an increment in the voltages applied to the electrodes. 

Since it is not possible to wait forever for ions to be 

emitted, it is never certain that all output signal ions will 

be detected. However in a reasonable time period (say 0.5 

ms), the vast majority will be detected and this problem may 

reasonably be discounted.

These effects are discussed in much more detail in 

chapter III.
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4) The proportion of the ions stored and ejected from 
the trap which can be detected.

Ions which have been successfully stored and correctly 

ejected from the trap after an increment in the RF voltage 

must still be received by a detector in order to be of any 

value. There are two reasons why this will not be so for 

most ions.

i) Following a voltage increment, ions will be ejected 

along the Z axis of the trap in both directions. This 

means that on average half of the ions will be ejected in 

the wrong direction; towards the electron gun, rather 

than the detector.

ii) Those ions which are ejected in the correct 

direction must still pass through the end cap. This 

requires one or more holes in the end cap, but in order 

to minimise the effects of distortion in the Quistor 

field, such holes must be small. The ideal end cap would 

be made of a fine gauze; in practice it may prove to be 

difficult to shape a gauze into the curved surface of an 

end cap with any accuracy. A possible alternative to this 

which would be almost as good is the drilling of a large 

number of very small holes in the solid steel end caps 

using a powerful laser. These alternative approaches 

apply also to the other end cap, as discussed in the 

previous section.
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5) The intensity of the resulting output signal current

The output signal from the Quistor will be a small ion 

current at best, and it is necessary to take special steps in 

order to detect it.

Generally an electron multiplier is used as a detector in 

quadrupole systems in order to amplify the signal current to 

a detectable level. A proper choice of multiplier (Ref. 61) is 

very important to the Quistor and the following factors 

need to be taken into consideration in making this selection

i) The gain of the amplifier. This generally depends on 

the EHT voltage applied to the multiplier, but there is a 

limit to the voltage used and the gain achieved 

consistent with normal operation. Ideally the multiplier 

chosen should be capable of operating at a gain of about 
106.

ii) Ease of mounting in the Quistor system. Some types 

of multipliers are awkwardly shaped and would increase 

the complexity of the Quistor's construction.

iii) The proportion of ions emitted from the trap to 

which the multiplier actually responds. Ions may not 

always strike the sensitive surfaces of the detector, and 

so some may not be detected.

iv) The dark current (i.e. the output current produced 

by the multiplier when no signal input is present) should 

be very low. Any such current would appear as noise in 

the output and so would tend to obscure the signal.

v) Generally it is necessary to ensure that there is a 

potential difference between the output side of the
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multiplier and and the Faraday plate receiving the 

output signal. This ensures that electrons are efficiently 

drawn from the multiplier and collected by the Faraday 

plate. Between 10 and 15 volts is generally found to be 

adequate.

This needs to be borne in mind when designing a 

Quistor system since it means that either the output side 

of the multiplier must be at a negative potential w.r.t. 

ground, or the Faraday plate must be at a positive 
potential w.r.t. ground.

If the Faraday plate is at ground potential, this is 

somewhat simpler in terms of the electronic preamplifier 

required (see section VII.1). On the other hand if the 

output side of the multiplier is at ground potential, this 

is an advantage in terms of the construction of the 

Quistor itself (see chapter V).

vi) A wide dynamic range (i.e. a wide range of 
measurable signal current outputs) is an important 
requirement. Any multiplier will saturate it's output 
current, generally at 0.1 to 1 yuA output current. At 
the other end of the scale, as the output current 
approaches the dark current mentioned above, any 
measurement becomes meaningless.
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6) Any sources of noise obscuring the signal output.

The limit of sensitivity to ions of the detector is 

necessarily that current which can just be detected over the 

noise level. It is therefore very important that the noise 

level of the analog signal output from the Quistor be 

minimised.

This noise generally falls into three groups :

a) Electronic noise in the preamplifier detecting the 

signal output from electron multiplier. This is discussed 

in more detail in section VII. 1.

b) Spurious output produced by the multiplier without 

ion input. This may be because the multiplier responds 

to particles other than ions - particularly photons. 

Where line-of-sight exists between the hot, bright 

filament, and the multiplier surface, this problem may 

not be trivial. Reflected light will also be present, but 

at a lower intensity

In addition, the multiplier will have a certain (very 

small) dark current even without light input. For one 

thing, radiation can never be excluded from it.

c) Ions may genuinely be emitted from the trap when 

they should not, in principle, do so. These would then be 

detected as noise. This could happen for the following 

reasons :

i) Collisions between stored ions and neutral gas 

molecules, or other stored ions, can throw ions from 

the trap when they should remain in it. These ions 

could be ejected in any direction, but those which are 

ejected along the axis and towards the multiplier will
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be detected.

At low gas pressures, this is probably quite an 

improbable event since the mean free path of ions is 

quite long. However this effect may become 

significant at higher gas pressures.

ii) So - called non - linear resonances due to 

distortions in the Quistor field may give rise to 

spurious and unpredictable ion ejections from the 

trap. These ions would be seen as noise; on a mass 

spectrum the result would probably be a "clump" of 

random ion output appearing to the left of a peak.

iii) If any ions are created in the trap during the 

period when the electron beam is off, then these ions 

will probably be thrown out of the trap in either the 

r or z directions (depending on their mass and the 

electrode voltages at the time). Ions ejected in the z 

- direction would be received as noise by the 

detector.

This would happen if the electron beam were not 

fully switched off; if there was some leakage current. 

The most probable reason for this would be the 

photoemission of electrons from the gauze covering 

the filament. Naturally the gauze is brightly 

illuminated by the hot filament. The electrons so 

created could then easily be drawn down into the 

trap, where ions would be created. These ions would 

probably be ejected and so could be detected as 

noise.

This effect can only be overcome by restricting or 

eliminating the light output from the filament (whilst, 

of course, not restricting the normal electron beam
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current from the filament). Possible means for doing 

this involve the application of electric and / or 

magnetic fields to the electron beam (which naturally 

would not affect the light).

Another step which can easily be taken to reduce 

substantially (though not eliminate) this problem is 

to use a filament coated, say, with Thorium or 

Lanthanum Hexaboride (see section III.3). The filament 

would then produce electron output at a lower 

filament temperature. Consequently far less light 

would be produced, especially light with high photon 

energy, as would be required to produce 

photoemission effects.

iv) If ions are entering the trap during the period 

when the electron beam is off then the effect will be 

very similar to that described above as these ions 

would probably be rapidly thrown out of the trap, 

and strike the multiplier.

This could take place if ions were created by 

electrons which leave the filament only to return to 

it, repelled by the gauze potential. These ions would 

not be repelled by the gauze and could easily pass 

down into the trap. This effect could be overcome by 

the use of a second gauze at a potential positive with 

respect to the filament, between the first gauze and 

the end cap. Ions would then be able to pass the 

first gauze, but would be blocked by the second.

In addition a very similar effect would be produced 

if ions, created during the interval when the electron 

beam is on, in the region between the gate and the 

end cap were stored there only to "leak" into the 

trap over a period of time while the electron beam is
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off. It has been shown that a conical volume with RF 

fields applied can trap ions effectively.

v) Correctly trapped ions may collide with each 

other or with neutral gas molecules. In this case it is 

possible that the trapped ion may be scattered and 

leave the trap in the z - direction unexpectedly and 

so be detected. Alternatively, the neutral in a 

collision could be ionised by the collision and be 

ejected along the z axis depending on its mass. A 

third possibility is that a trapped ion could undergo 

a reaction (perhaps spontaneously) so that its mass is 

reduced. In this case it would also be ejected along 

the z axis.

It is very difficult to say which of the above 

processes takes place in the Quistor under given 

conditions. Very probably, several or all of these effects 

can take place and produce noise. As stated, steps can 

be taken to overcome these problems; this will be 

discussed in more detail in section V.
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7) The mass range of the spectrum produced which the 
device can achieve.

The range of masses which can be achieved by the 

Quistor in a mass spectrum depends on a number of factors, 

most of which are in conflict with the need to be able to 

store a large number of ions (see above). These factors are :

a) The size of the Quistor. A small Quistor with low 

value of RO will have a larger mass range.

b) The frequency of the RF which is used. The lower 

this frequency, the heavier the ions which can be stored. 

It is worth mentioning that small charged particles of 

aluminium metal (certainly the most massive objects ever 

so trapped) have been trapped in a Quistor using a 

frequency of only 50 Hz.

c) The ratio of DC to RF which is chosen. Depending 

on which point on the stability diagram is used for 

operating the Quistor, for any given RF voltage, 

different mass ranges will be stable since different 

ranges of a and q lie within the stability diagram. 

Consequently the mass range of the spectrum produced is 

different.

If the ratio is zero, a large range of ions can be 
trapped at once; in principle from a small mass 
depending on the RF voltage selected, to infinity. In 
practice, of course, the ability of the trap to store 
ions in this way depends heavily on the mass of the 
ion trapped; very heavy ions in with a low value of 
p r (while stable in principle), will be poorly 

trapped. Light ions with a value of p z of 1 or 
greater, of course, will not be stable. This mode of 

Quistor operation was employed by Finnegan Mat in
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their system. (See section 1.4). Since the spectrum 

depends on ion ejection at the right hand boundary of 

the stability diagram, this qz value (about 0.9) 

determines the mass range of the spectrum.

The other regions of the stability diagram which can be 

usefully used are at the tips. Previous Quistor systems 

have been operated at the lower apex of the diagram. In 

this mode the mass which of the spectrum which can be 

produced is about 30% smaller for a given RF potential 

applied than in the Total pressure mode since the q 

value required to trap ions is greater (about 1.25).

At the upper apex of the stability diagram, which is 

the region of main concern to this project, ions are 

trapped and ejected from the trap with a q z value of 

about 0.75. This means that the mass range is about 20% 

greater for any given range of RF voltages than in the 

total pressure mode.
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Ill COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE QUISTOR

1) Introduction to the computer simulation programs

The computer simulation work undertaken for this project 
has proved invaluable as a means of understanding the way 
in which ions behave in the Quistor. Fairly realistic 
simulation is possible, while total control over the 
conditions under which ion motion takes place is retained. 
This makes the technique very powerful.

The simulation work has concentrated mainly upon ion 
motion near to the upper apex of the stability diagram, this 
being the region of main interest to the project.

The programs fall essentially into three parts; there is a. 
program which computes the electric field distribution 
within the Quistor due to the arrangement of the electrodes, 
and a second group of programs which simulate ion motion 
within the Quistor upon the basis of the electric field data 
provided by the first. Finally there is a third program 
which analyses the electrical potentials around a gauze 

which has different electric fields incident on either side. 
The results from this program may be entered into the 
fields program in order to calculate the consequences of 
using a gauze instead of a solid electrode.

It must be stressed that these programs were built up 
over a period of time; for example, early results in the 

simulation work were based on simpler algorithms, and in 
particular were based on the assumption that the Quistor's 

electric field was perfect, without distortion.

a) The ion motion simulation program.

The present algorithm employed by the simulation work
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operates on the basis of a 5'th order Lagrangian 

interpolation of the time varying acceleration an ion 

experiences. In other words, the acceleration at the 

present instant is calculated from the present position 

and time, while this and the acceleration at the previous 

4 time steps are used to calculate the motion in the next 

time step. The time step employed in all simulations has 
been 10~ 8 s .

It is felt that this approach has resulted in extremely 

accurate plotting of ion motion, even over long time 

intervals. It was found that where the algorithm 

employed was inaccurate, the result was that the 

amplitude of stable ion motion increased very slowly 

with time as the errors accumulated.

This was very unfortunate because the program was 

set up so as to continue plotting the ion position until 

either :

i) The ion had escaped the confines of the trap, or 

ii) The ion amplitudes had not increased for a

period of 400 cycles or so, or

iii) The ion plot time had exceeded about 0.01

seconds.

In the case where the ion amplitude increased very 

slowly, as described above, the result was that the 

computer spent very large amounts of CPU time 

calculating the motion of stable ions. An accurate 

algorithm was therefore essential.

The results the program was mainly looking for were 

the ion position amplitudes, and the ion velocity 

amplitudes in both r and z directions. Dividing the 

velocity amplitude by the position amplitude gave the
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trapping efficiency. Where the ion was unstable in either 

direction, the trapping efficiency in that direction was 

zero, of course.

The simulation programs are able to take account of 

the the following permutations in the Quistor's normal 

(or ideal) behaviour :

i) The presence of gas molecules, resulting in 

random collisions between ions and neutrals.

ii) A choice of sinusoidal RF voltages applied to 

the electrodes, or square wave RF. In the latter case, 

the mark : space ratio of the square wave can be 

selected.

iii) The presence of an additional exciting RF field 

along the Quistor's axis at a different frequency to 

the fundamental.

iv) The presence of an axial magnetic field in the 

Quistor.

v) The results from the fields program (see below) 

can be read into the ion plotting program in order to 

simulate the ion motion in the case where the electric 

field is distorted due to the limitations of its 

construction.

The electric fields at any arbitrary point are 

calculated from a quadratic interpolation of the 

electrical potential pixel values.

vi) The space charge of other ions present in the 

Quistor.
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A number of different results can be obtained by the 

various simulating programs, including :

i) A simple plot of ion position under a. given set of 

conditions. Output in the form of r vs. t, z vs. t and 

r vs. z can be obtained.

ii) The trajectories of a large number of ions 

under identical conditions, with a and q values close 

to the right hand boundary of the stability diagram, 

but with random initial positions and velocities, are 

plotted. Initially those ions with excessive amplitudes 

will be ejected, and after a period of time, an RF and 

DC voltage increment is applied, making the ions 

unstable. The number of ions ejected was plotted vs. 

ejection time, thus clearly showing the nature of the 

pulse which can be expected in the real Quistor, 

following a voltage increment.

iii) The trapping efficiency of the Quistor can be 

plotted vs. RF voltage on a selected scan line (i.e. 

for a selected DC to RF ratio). A number of other 

factors can be added to affect the Quistor's 

performance including :

iv) The trapping efficiency can be plotted at all 

points on the stability diagram. Essentially the same 

approach is taken as that above, and the user can 

control the same factors which may affect the 

Quistor's performance. Limitations upon memory and 

runtime mean that it is not practical to plot the 

trapping efficiency with the same level of detail as 

that above, but the approach gives an extremely 

valuable insight into the overall affect on the 

stability diagram of a modification.
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v) The amplitude of ion motion can be plotted as a 

function of time. For a stable ion, this amplitude 

should be constant (although, as will be seen, the 

motion is inherently a pulsing one due to the 

superposition of components of motion a different 

frequencies). However for an unstable ion, the 

amplitude will increase exponentially; and, of greater 

interest, if a large pressure of helium gas is present 

in the Quistor, the amplitude will decrease with time.

b) The electric fields program.

The electric fields program mentioned above is able to 

calculate both the DC and RF components of potential at 

all points within the Quistor.

The algorithm used is a modified version of the mean 

value theorem. This theorem states that a good 

approximation to the potential at any point may be 

obtained by finding the mean value of the potentials at 

surrounding nearest - neighbour points. Thus the 

potential at each point is replaced by average value of 

its nearest - neighbour potentials. This process is 

repeated many times. The theorem is valid for data 

stored in one or more cartesian dimensions, and as long 

as no charge is present in the space considered.

The theorem can be proved as follows. Laplace's 

equation gives the divergence at a point located by the 

vector displacement p_from the origin as

V2 0(p) = 0. (III.1.1)

Taylor's theorem (in vector geometry) states that the 
potential at a point located by the vector p + h is 
equal to
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0(p + h) = 0(p) + h.v0(p) + h.hD2 0(p) + ...
(III.1.2)

Ignoring terms higher than second order, and 

combining (III.1.1) and (III.1.2), it is clear that 

(approximately):

0(p + h) = 0(p) + h.v0(p) (III.1.3)

In this case, the potentials at the nearest neighbour 

points are given by:

0(p + i) = 0(p) + i.V0(p) (III.1.4)

0(p - i) = 0(p) - i.v0(p) (III.1.5)

0(P + j.) = 0(P) + j.-V0(p) (III.1.6)

0(P - 1) = 0(P) - i-V0(p) (III.1.7)

0(p + k) = 0(p) + k.V0(p) (III.1.8)

0(p + k) = 0(p) - k.v0(p) (III.1.9)

where i^, j_/ k, are array unit vectors along the 

cartesian axes. It follows from adding equations 

(III.1.4) to (III.1.9) together that:

0(p) = (0(p + i) + 0(p - i) +

0(p + 1) + 0(P - 1) +
0(p + k) + 0(p - k)) / 6 (III.1.10)

In other words, the average value of the nearest- 

neighbour points is a good guess at the correct potential 

at a point. However, in this case, given the Quistor's 

cylindrical symmetry, it is essential to use cylindrical
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polar co-ordinates in the program so that a two 

dimensional array of points (in the r - z plane) only is 

required. This however leads to a problem because 

cylindrical polar co-ordinates are (obviously) not 
cartesian.

 >

Fig. III.1.1 Nearest-neighbour points in cylindrical 
polar co-ordinates.

The r direction is equated with the x direction by 

saying that the y component of p is zero. This is an 

arbitrary but convenient assignment to make since the 

Quistor is cylindrically symmetrical. In other words,

p = kE -f- _ir cos (a) + j_r sin (a),

where a has been selected arbitrarily as 0 so that 
£ = z + ir. Consequently the nearest neighbour 
points at p +/- i_ and p +/- k remain at integer 

array locations in r - z space.
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This is not true for the two points at p +/- j_. In 
order to calculate the potentials 0(p + j_) and 0(p - 
j_) , we can say that

From Pythagoras 's theorem, this point lies at a 
distance of (r2 + l)°-s from the axis of the Quistor. 

Applying the cylindrical symmetry of the Quistor, it 

is clear that the potential at this point is equal to 
0(kz + i(r2 + l)o   s ) .

The above potential is interpolated quadratically 

from the potentials 0(p - d.) , 0(p) and 0(p + i_) . 
Subsequently, the average of all six potentials is 
found, and the old potential 0(p) is replaced by this 

new value. It should be mentioned that the potential 

distribution of the (undistorted) Quistor is 

quadratic so that in the case of a perfect Quistor, a 

quadratic interpolation is exact.

The potentials at electrode surfaces (whose locations are 

programmed into memory in advance) are fixed. In the 

case of curved electrode surfaces (i.e. the endcaps and 

ring) it was found to be necessary to set the potentials 

close to the surface to being the ideal Quistor potential:

0 = 0o (2z 2 - r2 )

instead of +/-00   The reason for this was that the 
surface was artificially "rough" and inaccurate due 
to the finite size and discrete nature of the 
potential array elements.
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The program was set up so as to keep iterating the data 

until the value of no potential changed by more than one 

part in 10 7 , this being roughly the limit of the numerical 

accuracy.

The program is able to take account of the geometrical 

layout of the Quistor, with only a small degree of 

simplification. The position of the (earthed) gate 

electrode gauze, the position and voltage of the channel 

plate and the presence (or otherwise) and position of any 

shielding gauzes on either side are all allowed for. The 

finite size of the Quistor electrodes is taken into 

account, the potential outside the Quistor being taken as 

ground. Finally the size of the holes in the end caps, 

and whether or not these are covered by a gauze, are 

taken into account.

The data produced by the electric fields program can 

be read into the simulation program in order to find the 

effect upon the performance of the distortions involved. 

When read into the simulation program, the data is 

normalised according to the following rules :

V = V / Vv n v / v ec

= U - U ec V n

where U and V are the DC and RF voltage values read in, 

U n and V n are the normalised data values, and U ec and 

V ec are the DC and peak RF voltage values applied to 

the end caps in the fields program.

This means that V n represents a normalised value, 

ranging from -1 at the ring electrode to +1 at the end 

cap, of the RF and DC voltages which are related to the 

voltages applied to the Quistor. U n is the DC voltage
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which is present which is related to sources of voltage 

outside the Quistor (especially the channel plate at -2000 

V).

When the simulation program is operating, the actual 

voltage at any pixel point is found from the following :

Vac t = V n V' ec sin (wt) 

U ac t = V n U' ec + U n

where V' ec and U' ec are the peak RF voltage and DC 

voltage values applied to the end caps in the 

simulation program.

To find the potentials at any arbitrary point within 

the Quistor, a quadratic interpolation of the nearest 

pixel points is used. Note that for a perfect Quistor, 

this interpolation would be exact since the Quistor's 

potential fields vary quadratically.

In addition, the program was modified so as to allow 

it to generate the distortion produced by the presence of 

space charge in the form of stored ions. In this case, 

Laplace's equation gives:

V2 0 = P '

which means that

60(p) = (0(p + i) + 0(P - i) +

0(p + j_) + 0(P - 1) +
0(p + k) + 0(p - k)) + 6p (III. 1.12')
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so that the potential value at a point is repeatedly 

replaced by the average of the nearest neighbour 

potentials, plus the divergence of electric field

The charge distribution was assumed to be of the 
form:

? = A (1 - r 2 /r0 2 - z 2 /z 0 2 ), for r2 /r0 2 + z 2 /z 0 2 
< 1 and P = 0 elsewhere.

This is a realistic assumption about the distribution 

of ion charge, one which means that the distribution has 

a. broad maximum at the centre of the trap, decreases in 

all directions from there, and is zero at the trap 

boundaries. It is not claimed, however that this is 

precisely the distribution which will, in fact, be adopted 

by an ion cloud.

The total number of ions N in this distribution will 

be given by:

eN = 5 PdV.

Making the substitution a2 = r 2 /r0 2 + z 2 /z 0 2 

(where r0 2 = 2z 0 2 . Note that a is dimensionless) and 

splitting the distribution into spheroidal shells of 

thickness da, each with a volume equal to

dv = 8nz 0 3 a 2 da 

we get that

1

eN = 5 A(l ~ a2 ) 8Tiz 0 3 a 2 da 
a=0
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(1/3 - 1/5)

= 3.351 Az 0 3 

Thus if z 0 = 5.3 mm,

A = 3 .207 x lO-i 3 N . 

Therefore the charge distribution is given by

<? - 3.207 x 10-13 N (1 - r 2 /r0 2 - z 2 /z 0 2 )-

This enables the program to calculate the distortion in 

the electric field due to a selected number of ions being 

trapped in the Quistor. In actual fact, it is only 

necessary to calculate this electric field for one level of 

charge. Subsequently, if the electric field due to a 

different number of trapped ions is required, this will 

be formed as the former field, multiplied by the ratio of 

the numbers of ions.

The resulting electric potential values can be entered 

into the ion motion simulation program in order to find 

out what the Quistor's behaviour will be when it is 

affected by a particular level of space charge.

c) The gauze field program.

There is one remaining program which sets up a three 

dimensional array of points around a single square hole 

in a gauze. On the upper side, an electric field of one 

volt per mm is assumed to be incident onto the gauze. On 

the lower side, no field is incident. The potential of the 

gauze itself is at 0V. By calculating the electric 

potential field using the nearest-neighbour method, as 

above, the potentials at points on the gauze surface
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where the hole is, are found. The quantity of main 

interest is the average value across the gauze surface, 

of the voltage change (from 0V) due to an incident 

electric field.

The algorithm requires a small correction due to the 

fact that the Quistor end caps require gauzes which are 

curved. The program therefore is based on a slightly 

curved co-ordinate system.

The Quistor fields program is able to consider the 

consequences upon the Quistor's electric fields of the 

use of a gauze which may be regarded as electrically 

"permeable". The voltage change at the surface of the 

gauze due to this effect is equal to the result from the 

gauze program (in volts / (volts mm- 1 )), multiplied by the 

difference in electric field values on each side. This 

results in an overall distortion in the electric field 

throughout the Quistor spreading from the gauzes.

There is a problem which is that the Quistor's gauze 

is inherently curved; while the electrical potential 

points lie upon a cylindrically symmetrical raster. The 

consequence of this is that the gauze surface is 

artificially "rough", introducing an unacceptable error. 

In the case of the solid electrode surfaces, this problem 

was also found (see above), but was solved by modifying 

the electrode pixel values. In the case of the gauze, 

however, this solution will not work because the electric 

field on both sides of the gauze is required.

The solution was found to lie in keeping an accurate 

(non -discrete) record of the exact z co- ordinate 

required for the gauze surface. In effect the points are 

moved from their normal grid positions into the actual 

positions of the gauze. In consequence, the algorithm
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requires to be able to consider a non-integer interval 

between nearest- neighbour points in that direction.

The fields program is able to consider one more 

aspect. The average potential at the gauze surface drops 

by a small amount because of the presence of the holes 

in it; it follows that the position of the gauze can be 

modified so that it occupies the point in space where 

the result would be the correct Quistor potential. In this 

is done, the field returns to its ideal value in spite of 

the presence of the gauze.

The fields program is able to do this, and return to 

the user the co-ordinate data required to machine the 

end cap electrodes which will produce this result. The 

program takes into account not only the correction 

described above, but corrects also the overall positional 

error introduced by the point-to- point approximation to 

the curved surface.

End cap electrodes machined on this basis, with an 

accurately shaped and positioned gauze, should provide 

good transparency end caps which also maintain a precise 

electric field within the Quistor.
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2) Plots of the ion motion in the Quistor.

Plots can be obtained of the motion of ions in the 

Quistor, in the forms z vs. t, r vs. t and z vs. r. These 

plots are a useful illustration of the ways in which ions 

are likely to move and thus help to give an insight into the 

way in which the Quistor works. The amount of information 

which can be obtained from them about the Quistor's 

performance is, however, fairly limited, some examples 

follow.
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Fig. III.2.1 Plot of ion motion near to the upper apex 

of the stability diagram. R is plotted horizontally, z 

vertically.
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Time Cs3

Fig. III. 2. 2 Plot of ion motion near to the upper apex 
of the stability diagram. Time (s) is plotted
horizontally, r vertically.
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xtcr6

Time Cs3

Fig. III.2.3 Plot of ion motion near to the upper apex 

of the stability diagram. Time (s) is plotted 

horizontally, z vertically.
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3) Ion output data pulse simulation.

Ions are "created" in the Quistor with random initial 

position and velocity values, with a and q values which are 

within the stable portion of the stability diagram but close 

to the right hand boundary. Subsequently the motion of 

these ions may be plotted. Those with amplitudes in excess 

of the Quistor dimensions are lost from the trap but some 
will remain.

Subsequently the RF and DC voltages are incremented by 

a proportion selected by the user. Where this results in the 
ions becoming unstable, they are ejected in the z - direction 

and the ejection time is recorded as a count in an array.

If this process is repeated with a sufficiently large 

number of ions, then the data stored in the array is a 

representative indication of the ion output behaviour which 

can be expected from the Quistor.
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Fig. III.3.1 Ion ejection time plot for 1000 ions 

crossing the p z = 1 boundary at time t = 0. The number 

of ions ejected in a given 10~ 6 s interval are plotted 

vertically, time (s) is plotted horizontally.

At time values preceding the voltage increment the ions 

recorded represent those ions whose amplitude in the z 

direction exceeded the trap dimension. The abundance of 

these ions will naturally depend upon the range of ion 

creation energy values permitted by the program, and the 

trapping efficiency (see section II.3). Ions which were 
ejected in the r direction are not shown here, since these 

would not be detected in the real Quistor.
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Following an increment in the voltages, however, the 

intensity and distribution of ion ejection times will be 

representative of the intensity and shape of the ion output 

pulse which may be expected from the Quistor. The pulse 

rise time, pulse duration and height are items of particular 

interest.

4) Trapping efficiency plots.

The approach detailed above could be built up into a 

fairly rigorous method for investigation of Quistor 

performance on the basis of ion ejection pulse areas, and 

how these change as the RF and DC voltages are ramped. 

However the amount of computer runtime involved would be 

extremely large and so an alternate approach was developed.

The concept of trapping efficiency, defined as the ratio 

of ion velocity amplitude to ion position amplitude, has 

already been introduced.

If the Quistor has ions trapped in it at all amplitude 

values less than the trap dimensions, it follows that a 

reduction in trapping efficiency due to a voltage increment 

will result in those ions with large amplitudes being ejected 

from the trap and detected. If the ions become unstable, the 

trapping efficiency falls to zero and all ions are ejected.

We can make the assumption that all ion amplitudes are 

equally probable. This will not actually be the case but it 

is a convenient assumption to make in order to relate 

trapping efficiency with ion ejection output in a simple way.

If N 0 ions are trapped in the Quistor, and the trapping 

efficiency in the z direction drops from T 20 to T 2l upon a 

voltage increment, then the number of ions remaining in the
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trap will fall from N 0 to

N = N0 T Z1 . (III.4.1) 

T20

It follows that the number of ions ejected from the trap 

(a constant proportion of which will be detected) is 
given by

Ne j ected = N0 - N

= NO (TZO - T21 ) (III.4.2) 

T z o

If all ion creation velocities in x, y and z directions 

(up to a value greater than any which can be trapped) 

are assumed to be equally likely then the number of ions 

trapped as a proportion of those created is proportional 
to

N0 = T r0 2T20 . (III.4.3)

It must be stated that the above assumption is an over 
simplification, but it is a convenient one to make and 
the result is still meaningful.

In this case the detected ion output is proportional to 

Nde t = T r0 z (T ZO - Tzl ). (III.4.4)

It follows that a plot of trapping efficiency will be 

closely related to the number of ions which are stored in 

the trap and that the change in trapping efficiency from one 

point to another as the voltages are incremented is a good 

guide to the ion output which may be expected following a 

voltage increment. Naturally if the ions become unstable,
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than the trapping efficiency falls to zero and all ions are 
ejected.

The main items of information which are of interest and 

relate to the Quistor's behaviour under a given set of 
conditions from these plots are as follows :

a) The maximum trapping efficiency in each direction, 

indicating the maximum possible sensitivity.

b) The locations of the p = 0 and p = 1 
boundaries, indicating the ion storage resolution. 
This quantity is important to the way in which the 
Quistor is being operated for this project because it 
is desirable that only one, or at the most a few 
masses shall be stored in the Quistor at any one 
time.

c) The "sharpness" of the p = 0 and p = 1 
boundaries, especially the p z = 1 boundary which 
controls the ion ejection resolution. If this 
boundary is blurred, i.e. the trapping efficiency 
drops off gently as the boundary is approached, the 
result upon the Quistor in the mode of operation here 
employed, is a corresponding loss of both resolution 
and sensitivity. Consequently a lot a emphasis is 
placed upon this point.

d) The presence of any sharp "dips" in the trapping 

efficiency within the bounds of a supposedly stable 

region. These would indicate the presence of a so-called 

non-linear resonance line within the stability diagram. 

These result from the effect of non Quadrupolar electric 

field distortions within the Quistor and lead to 

unexpected ion ejection from the trap, giving poor (split) 

peak shapes and a loss of resolution and sensitivity.
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The following diagram is the trapping efficiency plot 

for a perfect Quistor with a ratio of DC voltage to peak 

RF voltage of 0.095, which is found to be fairly close 

to the upper apex of the stability diagram. This ratio 

has been used for most of the plots which follow since 

changing it from one plot to another would be confusing. 

As the ratio increases, the p r = 0 boundary will move to 

the right, while the J5 2 = 1 boundary moves to the left, 

in accordance with the shape of the stability diagram. 

The highest ratio of DC to peak RF voltage which has 

been found which still allows a stable region between 

the boundaries is about 0.0955.

What is plotted in this diagram is the product of T z and 

T r , the trapping efficiencies in each direction. They can 

also be plotted separately, of course. The peak RF voltage 

required per mass unit, V 19 is plotted along the horizontal 

axis. In each case, the frequency of RF selected has been 2 

MHz, and the Quistor trap size, r0 , was 7.5 mm.

Since q z is given by equation (1.2.7), 

qz = 8eV

(where e is the ion charge, V is the peak RF voltage 

applied to each electrode, m the ion mass, and r 0 is the 

Quistor dimension), it follows that the peak RF voltage 

per mass unit used here is related to the qz value as :

q z = 0.08683 V T (III. 4. 5)

Also since, as stated, in most cases U = 0.095 V, and 

from equation (1.2.8);
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a z = 16eU 
mwz r0 2

(where U is the DC bias applied to the end caps), it 
follows that the peak RF voltage V l as plotted is 
related to the a z value as :

a z = 0.01650 Vj. . (III. 4. 6)

Thus V x = 9.00 V per mass unit corresponds to an a 2 
value of 0.1485, and a q z value of 0.7815. This agrees 
with published stability diagrams as being approximately 
the location of the upper apex.
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Fig. III.4.1 Plot of the product of the trapping 

efficiencies vs. peak RF voltage per mass unit, for an 

undistorted Quistor.

As can be seen, the plot is not far removed from the 

ideal expectation of what the plot should look like, 

that is to say, a rectangular box with vertical sides 

and a flat top. A plot like that would suggest infinite 

resolution at both boundaries, which is not quite the 

case.

The right hand (p z = 1) boundary is located at 

V, = 8.99 V per mass unit, and the left hand (p r = 1)
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boundary is located at v^ = 8.855 V / mass unit. When T r 

and Tz are plotted separately (see below), we can see 

that (within the stable region), their values are 

roughly constant at about T r = 2 x 10* and Tz = 5 x 10 6 . 

(Both actually rise slightly with Vx ) The product 

therefore is roughly constant at about T r Tz = 10 13 .

:-t

866 886 SSO 8S2 83-1 89G 698 900 9C2 9CM 90S
X10-2

V / M

Fig. III.4.2 Plot of T r vs. peak RF voltage per mass 

unit, for an undistorted Quistor.
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°8
836 888 SrO S.S2 39-1 SSS 8S8 900 302

V / M
XIC" r

Fig. III.4.3 Plot of T 2 vs. peak RF voltage per mass 

unit, for an undistorted Quistor.

The equation (III,4.4) derived above can be used to 

predict the ion output peak shape, resolution and intensity 

which can be expected from the Quistor. The values of 

trapping efficiency in each direction are known at each 

point on the plot, while the value of T 2l , the trapping 

efficiency at the RF voltage after an increment, is found by 

linear interpolation of the surrounding points.

Thus the peak shape and intensity can be found by 

plotting the value of (III.4.4) at all points. The user is
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asked to enter the voltage increment value required. This is 

usually one part in 256, 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 since the 

Quistor is inherently controlled by a binary D to A 

converter.

A sensible choice of step size is important for the 

Quistor's operation. A step size which is much smaller 

than the inherent resolution of the £ 2 = 1 boundary 

results in very poor sensitivity because (in terms of 

equation III.4.4) T zx is not much smaller than T20 and 

only a few ions are ejected. On the other hand, a step 

size which is much greater than the resolution of the 

boundary results in a spectrum which has a resolution 

limited by the step size.

This point is illustrated below by plotting the predicted 

peak shapes derived from the perfect Quistor trapping 

efficiency plot shown above, for some of the step sizes 

named.
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Fig. III.4.4 Plot of predicted peak shape vs. RF 
voltage per mass unit, for an undistorted Quistor with a 
step size of 1/512.

The resolution here is 375, much lower than the 
maximum which can be achieved from a perfect Quistor. 
The peak shape shows a flat top, indicating that any of 
the points in that region correspond to a jump from 

complete stability to instability.
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Fig. III.4.5 Plot of predicted peak shape vs. RF voltage 

per mass unit, for an undistorted Quistor with a step 

size of 1/1024.

The resolution here is 650. The peak shape no longer 

has a flat top, but the peak height is still the same as 

before.
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Fig. III. 4.6 Plot of predicted peak shape vs. RF voltage 

per mass unit, for an undistorted Quistor with a step 

size of 1/2048.

30S

The resolution is now about 800. The peak height has 

dropped slightly. (Note that since the number of points 

plotted is limited, the resolution may be higher than 
indicated. The fact that the peak height is still almost 

as great as before suggests that this is so, and that 

the resolution is more like 2000)
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Fig. III.4.7 Plot of predicted peak shape vs. RF voltage 

per mass unit, for an undistorted Quistor with a step 

size of 1/4096.

This step size is too small since the peak height has 

clearly fallen to less than half its previous value. The 

resolution is still about the same as before, 850 (or 

2000) .
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5) Trapping efficiency plotted across the entire 
stability diagram.

The simulation programs are able to plot the trapping 

efficiency at all points in a selected range across the 

stability diagram. This is essentially the same process as 

that described above for trapping efficiency plots along a 

selected scan line. However this approach supplies a more 

general overview of the Quistor's behaviour at all points on 

the stability diagram. However, due to limitations of 

program runtime, and data storage it is not practical to use 

this approach with the same level of detail and resolution.

The graphics plotting routine employed (combined with 

the limitation on the number of points plotted) to output 

the data has resulted in the appearance of a certain 

"fuzziness" around the edges of the stability diagram, which 

are, in fact, sharp.

Note that, as with the trapping efficiency plots, the 

product of the trapping efficiencies in each direction has 

generally been plotted. (Although they can be plotted 

separately, of course)
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Fig. III.5.1 Normal Quistor stability diagram trapping 

efficiency plot.
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6) Plots of ion amplitude against time.

As stated, the simulation program is able to plot the 
ion motion amplitude as a function of time. For example, 
this can clearly show the exponential increase in ion 
amplitude of a ion whose a and q values place it just to 
the right of pz = 1 boundary.

Fig. III.6.1 Amplitude of motion of an unstable ion
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7) Results of the simulation programs.

a) The presence of a collision gas in the Quistor.

By considering the possibility of random (physical) 

collisions between an ion and a gas molecule the program is 

able to simulate the effects of the presence of a gas within 

the Quistor.

As has been previously discussed, one of the more 

probable results of this (unavoidable) process is to scatter 

the colliding ions which are lost from the trap because 

their new orbits are not confined to the trap. This is a. 

detrimental effect because it reduces the sensitivity of the 

Quistor, limiting as it does the ion creation and storage 

time.

In addition this effect results in noise in the output 

because the scattered ions can be detected as noise.

On the other hand, it has been shown (Refs. 26, 97) that 

the presence of a high pressure of a light, non reactive, 

collision gas (Helium), can have the opposite effect on 

heavier stored ions. Since the helium atoms are light, the 

momentum change of the heavier ion upon a single collision 

is not so great that ion scattering is likely to take place. 

However, as a cumulative effect of many collisions, ions lose 

energy, gradually falling into orbits nearer to the centre of 

the trap. Finally the ions will have thermal energies only 

(say, 1/40 eV).

Hydrogen gas is not used for this purpose (in spite of its 

lighter mass) because it is reactive and is therefore much 

more likely to interact chemically with ions. In addition, of 

course, the hydrogen is likely to be much more corrosive to 

the filament, and the presence of large amounts of hydrogen
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in the exhaust emissions from the vacuum system would be a 

safety hazard.

The reduced ion velocities mean that collisions between 

ions and other (non - helium) neutrals are much less 

frequent since (the mean free path being the same) the mean 

free time is proportionately increased. This permits longer 

ion creation and storage intervals and so a greater 

sensitivity and resolution can be achieved.

In addition since the ion orbits are confined to the 

centre, they remain well away from the Quistor electrodes. 

Where these electrodes have holes in them, leading to a 

localised distortion in the Quistor electric fields, this 

reduces the effect of that distortion upon the Quistor's 

resolution.

The collision probability per time step dt (1Q- 8 s) is 

given by the collision frequency :

f = v n s,

where v is the velocity difference between the ion and the 

molecule, n the number of gas molecules per unit volume, 

and s the collision cross section. Thus the probability p is

p = v n s dt.

But

n = P 

kT

where P is the gas pressure in Pascals, k the Boltzmann 

constant and T the absolute temperature (300K). The cross 

section s is assumed to be equal to 5.23 x ID" 20 m 2 , the
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cross section of a helium atom. Thus

p = 12.6 P v dt. 

Converting this to mBars,

p = 1260 P v dt/ (III. 7.1)

The ion velocity v' ion after a "direct hit" collision 

with a molecule (assuming the collision is elastic) is 
given by :

V 'ion = V ion + 2Mgas (VQas ~ V ion ) (III. 7. 2)

where v iori is the ion velocity before collision, vgas is the 

molecule velocity before collision and M ion and M gas are the 

ion and molecule masses respectively.

The program allows for a random variation in the velocity 

of the colliding molecule, up to a. maximum limit (positive or 

negative) set by the user, in order to mimic the random 

behaviour of a real gas. It is assumed that all molecule 

velocities are equally probable, up to that limit. A more 

rigorous approach would have assumed a Maxwell - 

Boltzmann distribution of velocities, which would tend to 

make low velocity molecules proportionately more probable, 

but that is getting too complicated.

The program further assumes that if a collision takes 

place, it may not be a "direct hit". A random fraction 

between 0 and 1 of the maximum possible momentum is 

transferred between ion and molecule.
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Time

Fig. III. 7.1 The variation in ion amplitude with time at 

1Q- 2 mBar of Helium.

The above plot is shows the way in which the ion 

amplitude in the z direction falls with time due to 

collisions with helium. It is produced assuming that that 

the ions have an initial velocity of 1000 ms" 1 at the origin, 

and that the gas molecules have a maximum velocity of 2361 

ms- 1 (which corresponds to a temperature of 300 K for 

molecules of 4 AMU). The ion was assumed to have a mass of 

400, while the gas molecules, a mass of 4.

As can be seen, it is quite possible for an ion - Helium
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neutral collision to increase the ion amplitude - in which 

case, if the amplitude is already large, the ion may easily 

be lost from the trap. However, the overall trend of the 

amplitude is clearly downward.

The amount of the velocity change due to each collision 

depends upon the ratio of ion mass to molecule mass (see 

III.4.8), and so if the masses are roughly the same, large 

jumps in amplitude can be expected. This means that the 

probability is very high that the ion will be lost from the 

trap upon a collision which happens to increase the 

amplitude.

Using a light collision gas (Helium), however, means that 

each individual collision does not result in a big amplitude 

change so the ion is likely to remain trapped. On the other 

hand, however, a large number of collisions are required to 

have an appreciable effect, so that a high gas pressure is 

needed.

It must be noted that this effect does not necessarily 

increase the trapping efficiency, as defined, because the 

initial amplitude of the ions is the same as it would be 

without gas present. Consequently the trapping ability 

(maximum number of ions trapped) is about the same. It is 

simply that the ions have lower energies and amplitudes 

once they have been trapped for some time.
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b) Square wave excitation as an alternative to sine
wave.

It has been suggested (Ref. 67, 88) that square, or 

rectangular wave RF voltages applied to the Quistor would 

operate effectively as an alternative to the more usual sine 

wave RF.

This possibility has been allowed for within the 

simulation programs. It is known that the stability diagram 

for the Quistor under the influence of rectangular 

excitation has a somewhat different shape; although it is 

broadly similar.

The voltage applied to the end cap electrodes according 

to the definition chosen is given by :

Vec = U 0 + V0 squ (wt) 

where the function squ (wt) has the values

+ 2 (1 - m), for 0 <= wt < 2nm and 

-2m, for 2nm <= wt < 2n,

where m:(l - m) is the mark : space ratio. Defining the 

voltage in this way means that there is no average DC value 

associated with the RF component of the field, and also the 

peak to peak value of the RF is equal to 2 V 0 , as for a 

normal sine wave.
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Fig. III.7.2 Motion of an ion in the z direction, vs. 
time, under the influence of square wave RF voltages in 

the Quistor.
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XIO'

Time Cs3

Fig. III.7.3 Motion of an ion in the r direction, vs. 

time, under the influence of square wave RF voltages in 

the Quistor.

The appearance of the motion is rather different from 

that for sine wave RF. Nonetheless ion trapping is 

clearly demonstrated.
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Fig. III.7.4 Quistor stability diagram with square wave 

RF. The mark : space ratio is 1:1.

The appearance of this stability diagram is very similar 

to that for sine wave RF voltages. The shape is slightly 

different however, it appears as if the square wave RF 

voltage required to produce a given q value is slightly 

lower. This might be because the mean voltage (disregarding 

sign) is greater for square waves than for sine waves.
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Fig. III.7.5 Quistor stability diagram with square wave 
RF. The mark : space ratio is 3:7.

If there were interest in it, the simulation program could 

be modified so as to consider the consequences of other 

waveforms than square and sine. It seems likely that these 

could also be used for ion trapping, and would also have 

sharp-edged stability diagrams.

The practical value of the use of square wave RF 

voltages, or any other waveform than sine, may be limited 

since these voltages cannot easily be passed through a step 

- up transformer. Generation of square waves of up to about
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450 V pk-pk by the use of a. transistor circuit is a 

straightforward matter, but suitable transistors with higher 

voltage ratings than this, combined with the required high 

speed ability required, are not available. In any case the 

pickup problems associated with square wave RF voltages of 

this magnitude (and especially the inherent harmonics), are 

likely to be severe. It has also not been shown that there 

is any advantag-e to be gained in using non - sinusoidal 

waveforms.

c) The effect of an axial magnetic field upon the 

Quistor.

The algorithm which calculates the motion of ions in two 

dimensions (r and z), was modified so that all three 

dimensions (x, y and z), could be considered. In normal 

operation, y = 0 and r = x. However when an axial magnetic 

field is applied to the Quistor, the motion becomes a little 

more complex in accordance with Maxwell's equations :

ma x = -q (E x + B z v y ) 

ma y = -q (E y - B z v x )

where m is the ion mass, q the ion charge, a x and a y are 

the accelerations in each direction, B 2 is the axial magnetic 

field and v x and v y are the velocities in each direction. E x 

and E y are the electric field components in each direction, 

given by :

E x = E r X

r

and
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E y = E r y.

r

It was chosen to produce output data on the basis of a 

magnetic field whose value was always proportional to the 

RF voltage applied to the end caps (in a similar way to the 

DC offset voltage applied). This means that the forces acting 

will always in in- proportion to each other. It was also felt 

that the whole stability diagram trapping efficiency plots 

were the right form of approach to investigate the effect of 

magnetic fields upon the Quistor.

Firstly, an example of the ion motion which takes place 

has been included. As can be seen, it appears to be even 

more complex than before.
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xCn-iml x--C~

Fig. III.7.6 Plot of ion motion near to the upper apex 

of the stability diagram with a magnetic field / HP 

voltage ratio of 0.01. X is plotted horizontally, y 

vertically.
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Time

Fig. III.7.7 Plot of ion motion near to the upper apex 
of the stability diagram with a magnetic field / RF 
voltage ratio of 0.01. Time is plotted horizontally, r 
vertically.

The ion motion in the z direction is identical to that 
without a magnetic field applied, since there are no 
magnetic force components in that direction. It follows that 
the stability diagram for the the z direction is the same as 
that for a normal Quistor. The program was set up so as to 
calculate motion in the r direction only, relying upon data 
calculated for a normal Quistor for the z direction.
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Stability diagrams for the Quistor with a number of 

different magnetic field strengths follow. Note that the axes 

are indicated in terms of a and q.

0.3

c.c
CONTOUR HEIGHT «IO

Fig. III.7.8 Normal Quistor stability diagram without, 

magnetic field.
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0.5-1
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1 .6

Fig. III.7.9 Trapping efficiency plot for motion in the 

r direction for a normal Quistor.
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o.e o.e i .0

-0.3-

-0.5-

-0.7
1 .6

CONTOUR HEIGHT »io

Fig. III.7.10 Trapping efficiency plot for motion in the 

z direction for a normal Quistor.

It is clear* that the trapping efficiency values 

depend upon two things; the values increase with the 

voltage which is used for trapping, but also, they 

increase with the B values.
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2.0-r

I .0-

0.6 O.S I .0

CONTOUR HEIGHT «10

Fig. III.7.11 Stability diagram with a magnetic field 

ratio of 0.001.

This stability diagram is almost indistinguishable 

from that of a normal Quistor. (Other than the 

difference in plot scales)
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Fig. III.7.12 Stability diagram with a magnetic field 

ratio of 0.002.

Now on close inspection, some differences are seen. 

The p r = 0 boundary rises a little more steeply, so that 

a higher ratio of a to q would.be required to locate the 

upper apex of the stability diagram. The £ r = 1 boundary 

is somewhat closer to the origin, so that a less 

negative ratio of a to q would be required in order to 

locate the lower apex of the stability diagram.
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0.2-

-o.o- 

a

-0.2-

-0.6-1

o.c

Fig. III.7.13 Stability diagram with a magnetic field 

ratio of 0.005.

The process described above has continued and become 

very noticeable. Crucially, however, it is clear that the 

stability diagram boundaries are remaining sharp so that 

there has not been a reduction in resolution.
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0.6-

-0.6

I .6

Fig. III. 7. 14 Stability diagram with a magnetic field 

ratio of 0.01

Now the upper apex of the stability diagram lies at a 

greater ratio of a to q than the lower. There appears also 

to be a stable point at the lower right hand hand corner of 

the plotted region.

The trapping efficiency values have increased 

considerably. The product of the trapping efficiencies in 

each direction at the upper apex of the stability diagram is 

about 1.35- x 10 15 , compared with about 1.00 x 10 15 for a 

normal Quistor, while this is in fact achieved with a lower
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RF voltage.

C-3-

0.7

-•: .e—
o.c o.z 0.6

 1
o.s   .0 

CJ CGtJTOUP M=!C

Fig. III.7.15 Stability diagram with a magnetic field 

ratio of 0.02.

The reason for the stable point referred to in the 

previous plot is now clear. What is happening is that the 

stable region boundaries have been bent around so far, that 

higher order stable regions have come into view (see Fig. 

1.3.2). These stable regions are superimposing upon the 

normal z - stability diagram in a way in which they would 

not usually do.
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Again the trapping efficiency values for a given RF 

voltage are increasing considerably. The pattern formed by 

the values, however, is becoming much less straightforward.

o.s

0.7-

Fig. III.7.16 Stability diagram with a magnetic field 

ratio of 0.05.

Now this process has gone so far that the stable regions 

in the r direction are superimposing upon each other, in 

some cases without an intervening drop in trapping 

efficiency. The number of points plotted is not sufficient to. 

interpret the detail of exactly what happens in the narrow 

bands between stable areas. Particularly at about q = 0.46
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and a = 0, something interesting seems to be happening.

Accordingly, this area has been plotted linearly in order 

to investigate it in more detail. The following plot is taken 

across this region with a = 0.

30L

25

20L

^ '*

i or

soo 505 510 5 i 5 520 525

V /M

530

Fig. III.7.17 Trapping efficiency product plot with a 

magnetic field ratio of Q.05 and a = 0.

This result is most unexpected. The trapping 

efficiency falls to zero as ions become unstable, but 

bounding this region, there is an area of substantially 

greater trapping efficiency. What seems to be happening

5*0
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here is that there is a resonance taking place, perhaps 

between the magnetic cyclotron frequency and the natural 

Quistor oscillation frequency £w0 / 2.

It is clear that the application of an axial magnetic field 

to the Quistor would have a beneficial effect on its 

sensitivity. An appropriate selection of field strength is, 

however, import-ant. A relatively weak magnetic field has 

little or no effect on the Quistor stability diagram. On the 

other hand, a very strong field has a dramatic effect, but 

the desirability of overlapping stability diagram regions, as 

seen in the last plot, would seem to be questionable.

The original intention has been to examine the value of 

the use of a. magnetic field whose strength was in 

proportion to the electric fields used in the Quistor. This 

would suggest experimentally the use of a programmable 

current source coupled to a solenoid. However, it is clear 

that the magnetic field strengths involved far exceed the 

practical application of such an approach. For example, a 

magnetic field ratio of 0.01 Tesla / RF volt, combined with 

an RF unit capable of supplying 1000 V peak RF voltage, 

would mean a maximum magnetic field of 10 Tesla. That kind 

of field could not practically be generated without the use 

of superconducting electromagnet technology. Even with that 

technology, the power required to ramp the magnetic field 

strength at the scan speed required, would be ridiculous.

However, it would be practical to use a constant magnetic 

field strength of, say, 0.1 Tesla generated either by a 

permanent magnet or an electromagnet. Note that the 

stainless steel used in the construction of vacuum 

components, including the Quistor, is not ferromagnetic. 

Therefore there would be no inconvenient magnetic effects 

resulting.
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The consequence of this approach would be that the 

stability diagram for the Quistor would change as the scan 

progressed. Within limits this is acceptable, although it 

might be necessary to increase the ratio of DC to RF 

voltages applied to the Quistor at low masses, in order to 

retain mass selection upon storage.

The sensitivity of the Quistor would be increased 

especially at low masses. In view of the fact that is just 

where the Quistor is at its least sensitive, that is a good 

thing. On the other hand, there would be a non - linear 

variation in the mass calibration which would be less 

welcome.

It is known that the rate of ionisation in an electron 

beam increases substantially when a magnetic field of this 

kind is applied. This is because the electrons are also 

contained by the magnetic field and so take very long 

spiralling paths. This could be a great advantage, quite 

separate from the effect of the magnetic field upon the 

ions. However, it may prove to be much more difficult to 

pass the electron beam through the gauzes which are used 

in the Quistor.

The spiralling paths taken up by electrons are likely to 

collide with the walls of the holes in the gauze and so be 

unable to enter the Quistor. This problem may be overcome 

by the use of single holes of a reasonably small diameter on 

the z axis, instead of each gauze. Since the electrons are 

contained by the magnetic field in spirals with a small 

radius (in a magnetic field of 0.1 Tesla, electrons with 

radial energy values equivalent to lOeV, would have a spiral 

path with a radius of only 0.107 mm), holes of 0.5 mm would 

be sufficient. Consequently the field penetration effects of 

this upon the Quistor would be small so that a reduction in 

resolution would not result.
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Unfortunately, to date, it has not been possible to verify 

these predictions experimentally. This is seen as work which 

would usefully follow up this project. One publication (Ref. 

62) does, however refer to this approach being used.

d) The effect of finite electrodes.

In theory., mathematically, the Quistor's electrodes extend 

to infinity in all directions. This is, of course, not the case 

in practice, and so, there is a distortion introduced at the 

edges of the Quistor.

The fields analysis program was used to determine the 

extent of this problem. The Quistor r 0 value used was 7.5 

mm, while the the electrodes extended to 19 mm. This 

corresponded to the dimensions of the Quistor actually used 

experimentally. Outside the Quistor, the potential was 

assumed to be ground.

What has been plotted here, as in most of the field plots 

which follow, is not the absolute voltage in the Quistor, but 

a measure' of the distortion, given by :

D = ((V - VO 2 + (U - Ui) 2 ) 0 - 5 -

where U and V are the actual DC and RF voltages at each 

point, and Ui and V, are the theoretical (ideal) Quistor 

values which would be there if the distortion was zero. Note 

that the distortion values outside the Quistor have been set 

to zero.
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III.7.IS The electric field distortion due to :he

edce effect of the Quistor's electrodes.

The distortion near to the edges of the Quistor is very- 

intense (indeed the software has here limited the distortion 

level displayed so that the data further into the Quistor 

can be successfully displayed). However it drops off quite 

quickly and the distortion level within the main body of the 

Quistor (where the ions will be) is virtually zero. The 

trapping efficiency plot shown below makes it clear that 

there is no effect due to the edges of the electrodes upon 

the resolution. This plot is indistinguishable from that for 

an ideal Quistor.
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Fig. III.7.19 Trapping efficiency product plot for a 

Quistor whose electric fields are distorted only by the 

edge effect of finite electrodes.

It is felt that the Quistor's outer dimension can be 

reduced from this value of 19 mm, perhaps to about 17 mm, 

without any significant increase in the distortion level 

present within the main body of the Quistor, and thus 

without loss of resolution. This would have the advantage 

of making the Quistor more compact.

This is another advantage to the use of a bipolar RF
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supply for the Quistor. If a single sided RF supply is 

applied to the ring electrode, as has been done in some 

cases, then the average voltage value between the Quistor's 

electrodes would not be zero (it would be half the ring 

voltage). This would mean that the voltage outside the 

Quistor (ground) would have a much greater effect.

e) The effect of a single hole in the Quistor's end 

cap electrodes.

The Quistor inherently requires some form of aperture in 

its electrodes through which an electron beam can enter the 

trap, and through which ions may leave it in order to be 

detected. This aperture will necessarily distort the electric 

fields within the Quistor, resulting in a loss of 

performance.

This effect has been investigated in detail and has been 

found to be of great importance. It is in relation to this 

point that this computer simulation work has proved to be 

of the greatest practical help.

The first, and simplest, configuration which has been 

researched has been that of a simple hole at the centre of 

each end cap. There is interpenetration of the electric 

fields inside, and outside, this hole. Since this results in a 

distortion in the electric fields inside the main body of the 

Quistor, it is of much greater importance than the edge 

effect detailed above.
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Fig. III.7.20 The electric field distortion due to a 

single hole of 1 mm diameter in the centre of each end 

cap.

The hole has clearly resulted in an intense level of 

distortion (with a maximum value equal to 28.0 volts, 

compared with 650 V of RF and 65 V of DC), localised close 

to the hole. This distortion also spreads throughout the 

main body of the Quistor at a much lower level.

The effect of this distortion upon the Quistor's 

performance is investigated by entering the data into the 

simulation program.
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Fig. III.7.21 Trapping efficiency product plot for a. 

Quistor whose electric fields are distorted by the 

presence of 1 mm holes in the end caps.

Comparing this plot to that for an ideal Quistor (Fig. 

III.4.1) we see that a number of changes have taken place. 

The left hand boundary of the plot has moved to the left, 

from 8.86 to 8.82, while the right hand boundary has moved 

to the right, from 8.99 to 9.04. This represents effectively a 

reduction in the DC to RF ratio and is almost certainly 

related to the penetration of negative potential from the 

channel plate into the Quistor.
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The "dip" in the plot at its right hand boundary is a 

characteristic effect of distortion in the electric fields in 

the Quistor, which undoubtedly results from a non - linear 

resonance line (Ref. 18). It results in a split - peak effect 

and a reduction in resolution, since the peak width includes 

both peaks. The resolution here is about 300. This is a 

considerable loss- of resolution compared with about 2000 for 

an undistorted Quistor.

f) A large hole in each end cap covered by a gauze

The use of a single hole in each end cap, as described 

above, undoubtedly works. However, in order to minimise the 

electric field distortion it is necessary to keep the hole 

small. This means that the sensitivity is low.

If a means could be found of increasing the transparency 

of the end caps, whilst at the same time keeping the 

distortion produced low, this would be ideal. The use of a 

large number of small holes, spread across the end cap 

surface, would have this effect. This could be arranged 

either by drilling a large number of small holes in the end 

cap, for example using a powerful laser, or by placing a 

preformed, curved, gauze over a large hole in the end caps 

in order to maintain the integrity of the surface. These two 

options are regarded as being effectively identical in 

electrical terms.

Before proceeding any further it is necessary at this 

point to detail the results of the program which calculates 

the electric field behaviour of a gauze. The operation of 

this program has been previously explained.

An analysis of 4 different gauzes was performed, each 

assumed to consist of a smooth flat conducting layer of 0.13
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0.13 mm thickness with square holes upon a square 
raster. The wire thickness (distance between holes) was 
0.13 in each case. The dimensions of the holes were 0.25 
mm, 0.5 mm, 0.75 mm and 1.0 mm respectively.

The program assumed that there was a 1 V mm-1 
electric field incedent upon one side of the gauze, but 
that no field was incedent upon the other side. The 

gauze itself was assumed to be at 0V.

The voltage change of a gauze with arbitrary electric 
fields incedent upon both sides can thus be found by 
multiplying the results below, by the difference between 

the electric field strengths.

The diagrams below are given as an example of the 
voltage distribution, in this case for the gauze with a 

0.5 mm hole.
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Fig. III.7.22 The voltage distribution plotted 

horizontally across the gauze surface. The origin is the 

centre of the hole.
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Fig. III.7.23 The voltage distribution plotted 

vertically through the centre of the hole, normal to the 

surface.

The result of main interest was the average value 

(including the wire sections, where the voltage was 0) of the 

voltage across the gauze surface. This quantity, multiplied 

by the difference in the electric fields on either side of the 

gauze, is the average voltage drop which results from the 

use of a gauze.
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The results were :

Hole size (mm) Average voltage change (mV / (V mm- 1 ))

0.25 10.186

0.50 42.934

0.75 75.405

1.00 112.403

Fig. III.7.24 The average potential across the gauze 
surface for selected hole sizes.

Not surprisingly, the voltage increases sharply with the 

hole size. The voltages shown appear to be small, but the 

electric fields in the Quistor are large and so the result is 

not trivial.

These values can be entered into the fields program. In 

the following field distortion plot, there were 8.0 mm holes, 

covered by a gauze, in each end cap. The end cap voltages 

were 650 V peak RF and 65 V DC. The channel plate was at 

-2000 V.
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Fig. III.7.25 The electric field distortion due to a 

single gauze with 0.25 mm holes covering a hole of 8 mm 

diameter.

Compared with the distortion due to a single hole, as 

above, the maximum distortion level is much less intense. 

only about 3.19 V. However the distortion emanates from all 

points upon the gauze surface. Consequently it is much more 

evenly spread throughout the main body of the Quistor, and 

the value at the centre is greater.

The effect of this upon the Quistor's performance is 

marked. The following trapping efficiency product plot is
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for small amplitude ions for a Quistor with the electric 

field described above. "Small amplitude" is here taken to 

mean, small compared with the dimensions of the Quistor, so 

that the ions do not enter the regions close to the holes 

where the distortions are greatest. The ions therefore 

experience only a small amount of non - linear electric 

field. Note that the horizontal scale of the plot is not the 

same as previous plots.

t

10.

N

V / M

Fig. III.7.26 Small amplitude trapping efficiency 

product plot for a Quistor whose electric fields are 

distorted by single gauzes with 0.25 mm holes.
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When compared to the trapping efficiency plot for an 

ideal Quistor, the left hand boundary of the plot has moved 

to 8.32 V from 8.86 V, and the right hand boundary has 

moved to 9.15 V form 8.99 V. This is equivalent to a 

substantial reduction in DC to RF ratio. The trapping 

efficiency is no longer constant throughout the stable 

region. Most importantly, the resolution has fallen to about 
300.

Emphasis is placed upon the fact that the above plot was 

for small amplitude ion motion. As the amplitude increases, 

the ions come closer to the centres of the distortion - the 

gauzes. Non - linearities in the electric fields increase and 

the performance drops.

The simulation program was programmed to select 

automatically an ion amplitude of motion equal to roughly 

half the Quistor's dimensions. Half the Quistor dimensions 

was chosen as being the most representative amplitude. The 

resulting plot is shown below.
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Fig. III.1.21 Large amplitude trapping efficiency 

product plot for a Quistor whose electic fields are 

distorted by single gauzes with 0.25 mm holes.

As can be seen, the picture is now further confused. The 

boundaries of the plot lie at about the same location as 

those for small ions. The "jaggedness" of the left hand 

boundary reflects an "indecisiveness" on the part of the 

ions close to that boundary, on whether they are stable in 

the r direction, or not. Depending upon their paths, they 

may, or may not pass through a particular region of 

distortion - so that they may, or may not be lost from the 

trap.
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The prominent "dip" at the right hand edge of the 

boundary, is a strong non - linear resonance line. This 

results in a large split - peak effect and the resolution 

implied by this plot is poor; only about 50.

The predicted performance for the use of a gauze in this 

way is t h e r e f o-r e discouraging. This was verified 

experimentally when the first attempt to use end caps with 

a gauze fitted, produced very poor results. Indeed it proved 

impossible to produce any meaningful spectrum at all, 

although ion trapping was demonstrated. The transparency of 

those end caps was, however, extremely high and so the 

sensitivity would have been good - if there had been a 

spectrum to detect.

More detailed data for the use of single gauzes with 

larger holes has not been produced. However, the level of 

distortion and consequently the loss of performance will be 

in proportion to the results of the gauze program above. 

Ideally one would wish to use a gauze with holes larger 

than 0.25 mm from a transparency point of view - but the 

distortion levels introduced with 0.25 mm holes are already 

too high. Unless this problem can be overcome, the approach 

of using a gauze would seem to be useless.
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g) A gauze shielding the holes in the end caps.

It was felt that the use of a gauze mounted into the rear 

face of the end caps would help to exclude external fields 

(such as that due to the channel plate) from entering the 

Quistor through the holes in the end caps.

Provision was made for this within the fields program. 

These gauz.es were also assumed to be electrically 

"permeable" in the same way as the curved gauzes in the end 

caps. They were assumed to have a "permeability" of 0.01 V / 

(V mm-1). As before, the end cap voltage was 650 V peak RF 

and 65 V DC, and the channel plate voltage was equal to 

-2000 V.
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III.7.28 The electric field distortion due to

single holes of 1 mm diameter in each end cap, shielded 

by a gauze. The contours are at IV intervals.

At first glance the improvement is disappointing. When 

compared to Fig. III.7.20 above, the distortion level has 

fallen slightly from a maximum value of 28.0 V to 27.6 V. The 

distribution of distortion appears to about the same. It 

would seem that the use of a gauze in way described is not 

really justified by these results.

However, when the trapping efficiency is plotted, the 

improvement appears out of all proportion. The boundaries
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of the plot have returned much nearer to their ideal values, 

there is no "dip" at the right hand edge - and the 
resolution has improved to about 700.
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Fig. III.1.29 Trapping efficiency product plot for a 
Quistor with 1 mm holes in each end cap, shielded by a 

gauze.

Why the effect of the shielding gauze upon the distortion 

appears so small - while its effect upon the performance of 
the Quistor is much greater, is not fully understood. This 

may be related to the fact that the DC distortion introduced 

by the channel plate forms only a relatively small part of
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the total distortion level, but has a. greater effect upon the 
performance than the rest.

The effect of shielding gauzes fitted into the outer side 
of endcaps which have large, gauze covered holes has also 
been investigated. As before, at first glance the 
improvement is quite limited; the maximum distortion level 
is reduced slightly from 3.19 V to 3.00 V.
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Fig. III.7.30 The electric field distortion due to 
gauzes with 0.25 mm holes covering holes of 8 mm 
diameter, shielded by a second gauze.
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Again the effect of this upon the predicted performance 

of the Quistor is out of all proportion to the apparent 

change in the distortion levels. The plot below is quite 

close to that for an ideal Quistor - although the boundaries 

are slightly different. Note that this plot is for small 

amplitude ions.

3~S06
88* 6bt 888 8 SO 892 89S 898 900 90*

V/M

Fig. III.7.31 Trapping efficiency plot for small 
amplitude ions in a Quistor whose electric fields are 
distorted by gauzes with 0.25 mm holes covering holes of 
8 mm diameter, shielded by a second gauze.

As before, the behaviour depends upon the amplitude
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of motion. The plot for ions with an amplitude of about 

half the Quistor size is shown below.

10.

N

384 636 898 900 902 904 906

V/M

Fig. III.7.32 Trapping efficiency plot for large 

amplitude ions in a Quistor whose electric fields are 

distorted by gauzes with 0.25 mm holes covering holes of 

8 mm diameter, shielded by a second gauze.

The "dip" at the right hand boundary has returned, 

leading again to a split peak effect. However, apart from 

this the plot is well defined and the difference between 

this and fig. III.7.26 is profound. The resolution at the right 

hand boundary is about 500, as compared with 50 for the
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single gauze.

r

These surprising predictions were verified experimentally 
when the single gauze end caps described above were fitted 
with a second gauze. Quite good spectra were obtained - 
which had been impossible before. The resolution was 
limited because the curved gauzes were only crudely shaped 
and fitted. Later end caps were better.

h) A correction in the position of a gauze to 
overcome the distortion produced by using it.

The voltage change at the surface of the curved gauze is 
known by virtue of the "field permeability" data produced 
by the gauze program described above (and knowing the 
electric field which is incident upon both sides of the 
gauze). It follows that if the gauze position is modified so 
as to place it at the location where the resulting voltage is 
equal to the ideal Quistor potential, then a return to an 
undistorted Quistor field is possible in theory.

The fields program was programmed to consider this in 
detail, and generate the required electrode shape co 
ordinates, given the gauze data. It should have been no 
surprise that the movement of the gauze position required 
in the z direction (in mm) was roughly equal to the gauze 
"permeability" data value (in V / (V mm-1)). Thus for a gauze 
with 0.25 mm holes in it, the required movement was about 
10~ 2 mm, although some smooth variation from this value was 
seen in accordance with variations in the electric fields in 

the outer sides of the end caps.
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mm holes covering holes of 8 mm

diameter, shielded by second gauzes and with modified 

positions.

Some small residual distortion in the overall electric 

fields in the Quistor is seen. This is because the shielding 

gauzes were also electrically permeable and so some DC 

distortion was able to penetrate from the channel plate. 

Consequently there was a difference between the DC voltage 

change on the lower gauze, and the RF change. The maximum 

distortion level here is 0.0129 V.
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The program selected a. compromise position between the 

voltage values, so that both were very close to their ideal 

value, but neither was perfect.

Nonetheless the trapping efficiency plot which results is 

virtually the same as that that for an ideal Quistor, 

although the boundaries have moved slightly. The resolution 

here is about 2000, identical to that for a perfect Quistor. 

Note that this plot is for ions with an amplitude of half the 

Quistor dimensions.
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10.

N 6.

881 886 888 830 832 89889-» 89S

V/M
Trapping efficiency product plot

902 90S 306

forFig. III.7.34 ________________________ __ 

Quistor with gauzes with 0.25 nun holes covering holes 

of 8 nun diameter in each end cap, shielded by second 

gauzes and with modified positions.

It was found that in practice the 0.25 mm holes were 

tending to close up when the gauze was formed. This led to 

relatively low transparency. However, if the size of the 

holes were increased, then this problem would be of far less 

importance. Therefore, equivalent data has also been 

produced for the case of a curved gauze with 0.5 mm holes.
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Fig. III.7.35 The electric field distortion due to 
gauzes with 0.5 mm holes covering holes in the end caps 
of 8 mm diameter, shielded by second gauzes and with 
modified positions.

The adjustment has increased to about 0.043 mm as 
would be expected, and, not surprisingly, the residual 
distortion has increased; the maximum value here is 
0.0207 V.
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Fig. III.7.36 Trapping efficiency product plot for a 

Quistor with gauzes with 0.5 mm holes covering holes of 

8 nun diameter in each end cap, shielded by second gauzes 

and with modified positions.

Now some effects of distortion in the plot are visible. 

Both boundaries show some "zig zag" effects, so some peak 

splitting could be expected. The size of this effect is quite 

small however, and the resolution at the right hand 

boundary has fallen only slightly to about 1800.

Thus the larger hole size in the gauze would lead to a 

slight theoretical drop in performance, but would certainly

906
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give much greater sensitivity to the Quistor. This seems to 
be a good trade-off.

It must be said that the precision of manufacture which 

can be achieved for the end caps, and especially the 

accuracy of the mounting of the gauze, could probably not 

be expected to be more than about 0.01 mm. This being about 

the same as the required adjustment in the gauze position 

for the 0.25 mm hole size gauzes, the meaning of the 

adjustment may be limited in that case.

For the gauze with 0.5 mm holes, however, the adjustment 

becomes much more meaningful, and without making it, it is 

doubtful whether the gauze with larger holes would lead to 

good results.

i) The distortion produced by the space charge of 
trapped ions.

When the Quistor traps ions, those ions will necessarily 

have charge. As the number of ions trapped increases, the 

charge of the trapped ion cloud increases. Finally no more 

ions can be trapped because the net force trapping the ions 

is equal to the net electrostatic force of the ions which 

mutually repel each other.

Long before this point is reached, the performance of the 

Quistor in terms of resolution will be severely affected by 

the distortion in the Quistor's electric field produced by 

the charge cloud.

The fields program was modified (see above) in order to 

generate what was felt to be a typical space charge related 

electric field. The program also related the maximum space 

charge density, to the total number of ions trapped. When 

entered into the simulating program, this field could be
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multiplied by the appropriate ratio in order to give the 
field due to some different number of ions.
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Fig. III. 7. 37 The electric field due to 4.251 x 10 6 ions
trapped in the Quistor. This corresponds to a space
charge density at the centre of the trap of 1Q- 15 C mnr 3

As might be expected, the space charge has produced a 
potential field with a maximum positive value at the 
centre of the trap, but with a value of zero at the 
Quistor electrodes.
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Fig. III.7.38 Trapping efficiency plot for a Quistor 
whose electric fields are distorted due to the space 
charge of 10 5 ions.

The space charge has two effects upon the performance. 

Both boundaries have moved to the right, because the 

charge has effectively changed the DC to RF ratio. For 

motion in the r direction, the DC to RF ratio is higher since 

the ring electrode is negative, while the potential at the 

centre has become positive. For motion in the z direction, 

however, the end caps are positive and since the potential 

at the centre has become positive also, the DC to RF ratio 

is effectively lower. In accordance with the shape of the
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stability diagram, then, both boundaries move to the right.

If the potential distribution was quadratic, this would be 
the only effect. However, the distribution undoubtedly 
contains higher (even) order terms, and these result in the 
"dips" which are visible at the edges (non - linear 
resonance lines), and consequent peak - splitting and loss 
of resolution. The resolution here is about 350.

j) Excitation voltages superimposed along the z axis

An excitation voltage superimposed upon the the Quistor's 
normal field is known (Refs. 44, 75, 93) to be able to 
improve the resolution of the device in the case where 
distortion in the Quistor's electric fields, such as that 
caused by the space charge of trapped ions, has reduced it. 
This means the application of a small AC voltage at a lower 
frequency than the main RF frequency, between the two end 
caps. This voltage has been referred to as a "tickle" 
voltage.

If the frequency of the exciting voltage matches one 
of an ions normal oscillation frequencies, (i.e. p z / 2, 
1 - P 2 / 2 or 1 + |3 2 /2) then the ion is likely to gain 
energy from the exciting field. In that case, its 
amplitude of motion will increase and the ion will be 
lost from the trap. In other words, this effect can be 
used to eject ions from the trap selectively depending 
upon their p 2 values.

By selecting a frequency which is slightly less than 
half the RF frequency, ions with £ 2 values just below 1 
are ejected in this way. By so doing, it is possible to 
increase the resolution of the £ 2 = 1 boundary, in cases 
where its resolution has fallen due to the presence of 
space charge or other distortions. In effect, the
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resonance reinforces the boundary.

This is borne out by the following plot.
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Fig. III. 7. 39 Trapping efficiency plot for a Quistor
whose electric fields are distorted by the presence of

10 s ions, but with 0.01 V / mm electric field
superimposed in the z direction at 0.98 MHz.

The resolution here has improved from about 1/350 to 
1/600 as a consequence of the superimposed field. This 
approach is of great value in the Finnegan Mat Quistor 
system, where the end cap electrodes are earthed. However,
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where (as in the present system) the end caps have RF 

voltages applied to them, it is not possible add an 

additional small voltage between the end caps to them.

This effect has also been used in the Finnegan 
Quistor system operated (Refs. 99, 101) in the total 
pressure mode, in order to eject selectively from the 
trap, ions or groups of ions, depending upon their p z 
values and, thus, their mass.

The effect is also used (more gently) to increase the 
kinetic energy of selected ions. The ions then undergo 
collisions with the buffer gas, resulting in ion 
fragmentation reactions. This is a very valuable 
technique in MS - MS experiments.
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IV Construction of the prototype Quistor heads

1) The vacuum system.

It is wise at this point to say something about the 
vacuum system used in all the experimental work which 
follows. The vacuum system is UHV equipment supplied by 
Leisk Engineering Ltd. It is fitted with an oil diffusion 
pump backed by a rotary pump. A liquid nitrogen vapour 
trap is fitted and when this is in use the system is 
normally capable of achieving a pressure of about 2 x 10~ 8 
mBar after being pumped for several days. If the system is 
thoroughly baked for a few days, a pressure of about 6 x 
10~ 9 mBar can be achieved after cooling down again.

The vacuum chamber has a range of ports available, 
including several FC63 and FC35 ports. The Quistor was 
fitted into one of the FC63 ports.

The vacuum system is fitted with a Penning UHV pressure 
gauge sensitive to pressures in the range 10~ 4 to 1Q- 10 mBar 
inside the vacuum chamber. Two Pirani gauges sensitive to 
pressures down to about 10 ~ 3 mBar are located in the 
backing line.

Note that where a pressure has been indicated in this 
chapter, this is the pressure shown on the Penning gauge. 
The sensitivity of the gauge to different gases is not the 
same, mainly because the ionisation cross sections vary. The 
gauge is calibrated for Nitrogen, but the manufacturer 
provides data indicating the relative sensitivity of the 
gauge to several gases. In order to find the true pressure, 
the measured pressure of a given gas must be divided by 

the factor shown.
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Gas Factor
Nitrogen
Helium
Neon
Hydrogen
Argon
Mercury

1.000
0.160
0.240
0.480
1.200
4.000

Fig. IV.1.1 Sensitivity of the Penning gauge to selected 
gases

A needle valve allows a finely controlled flow of gas into 
the vacuum chamber. Initially the high pressure side of this 
was open to the atmosphere, but later an evacuateable gas 
line was added, allowing any selected gas to be bled into 
the system without impurities.

A Dataquad quadrupole mass filter is also fitted to the 
vacuum system. This mass spectrometer has a mass range of 
100 and can detect partial pressures down to about 10~ 13 
mBar. The resolution of the mass filter is claimed to be a 
peak width of 1 AMU at 10% valley throughout the mass 
range, although it was found to be frequently poorer.

Some spectra produced by this device are included here, 
partly for comparison with the spectra produced by the 
Quistor which follow later in this chapter. Note that each 
has been produced twice, on different scales, so that both 
large and small peaks can be made out.
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Fig. IV.1.2 Dataquad background spectra at 2 x 10~ 8 mBar 
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respectively.
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with gains of 10~ 7 and 10~ 8 mBar full scale, 
respectively.
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2) The mechanical construction of the first 
prototype Quistor.

The first prototype Quistor head was constructed of 
brass. This was because brass is easy to machine and it was 
convenient for a first attempt. The head consisted of a 
filament assembly, the Quistor electrodes, and a channel 
plate assembly. The diagram below is full scale.
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Fig. IV.2.1 The first prototype Quistor, assembled.

The Quistor head was mounted upon an FC63 feedthrough 
flange which was available because it had been part of a 
dismantled Quadrupole mass filter system. The flange has 11 
feedthroughs; 8 equally spaced in a circular pattern around 
the side, and 3 equally spaced in a triangle near the centre 
of the flange. On the inner surface of the flange, holes 
were tapped into the steel for mounting purposes.
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The convention has here been employed that the "top" of 
the Quistor head is that side furthest from the flange; the 
"bottom" is nearest to the flange. The above diagram is 
drawn according to this convention.

The value of r 0 , the distance between the centre of the 
trap and the nearest point on the ring, was 7.5 mm. This 
means that the value of z 0 , the distance between the centre 
of the trap and the nearest point on both end caps, was 
about 5.3 mm. The Quistor was designed to have an outer 
radius of 29 mm, and the Quistor end caps and ring surfaces 
extended to 19 mm. Between these radii, each electrode was 
designed to accommodate the ceramics, spacers and studding 
required to assemble the Quistor, and also most of the 
electrical connections passed through in this position.

There was a base (A 2 ) mounted upon the flange upon 
which the Quistor was assembled. The metal tubes (A 0 ) were 
for electrical shielding purposes. The Quistor was assembled 
upon 3 lengths of M3 studding, which were insulated by 5 
mm outer diameter ceramic tubes. These in turn had 5 mm 
inner diameter, 8 mm outer diameter ceramic washers 
threaded upon them in order to separate the Quistor's 
various electrodes. The whole assembly was held together by 
three nuts at the top of the head.

A channel plate was selected in preference to other forms 
of electron multiplier detectors because the channel plate is 
easy to mount and very compact. A single channel plate may 
be expected to provide a linear gain of up to 1000 or so; it 
was not clear initially whether this would be sufficient or 
not, but channel plates may be operated by cascading them 
in pairs in order to provide for greater gain levels. This is 
easily accommodated into a design intended for only one 

plate.
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The channel plate (B 4 ) was mounted into a small separate 
assembly consisting of 3 electrodes. The topmost electrode 
(B 3 ) was in contact with the upper side of the channel plate 
and the middle electrode (B 2 ) was in contact with the lower 
side of the channel plate. The lowest (BJ was a Faraday 
plate for collecting the electron current output from the 
channel plate.

This assembly mounted into the main Quistor head by 
fitting it into a ring (C) which had locating grub screws 
fitted into the side. The object of this procedure was that 
the (delicate) channel plate could first be mounted into the 
smaller assembly before the entire Quistor was assembled. 
Unfortunately, it was found that this did not work very well 
since this proved to be physically awkward in assembly.

The lower Quistor end cap electrode (D±) was fitted next, 
followed by the ring electrode (E x ) and the upper end cap 
electrode (D 2 ). Each of these electrodes were separated by 
ceramic spacers. In the case of the ring and end caps, the 
length of these ceramics was very critical and so they had 
been ground to length. The diameter of the hole in each end 
cap through which electrons and ions passed was 2 mm.

The filament consisted of a circular ceramic button (G) in 
which two small metal pillars were mounted upon which the 
filament was welded. The button was placed into a holder 
(Fi), and held in place with a small ring (F 3 ) which in turn 
was held in place with some grub screws in the holder. Upon 
the lower end of the holder was mounted a "gate" or 
accelerating electrode (F 2 ), connected electrically and 
mechanically with the upper side of the filament holder. 
This completed filament assembly was mounted upon the rest 
of the Quistor head.
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3) Electrical connections made to the electrodes of 
first prototype.

Most of the electrical connections made in the Quistor 
were made by passing wires, insulated by ceramic, along the 
outside of the Quistor, through holes in each electrode at a 
radius of 24 mm. In each case, at the appropriate electrode, 
the wire was bent round and screwed down onto the metal 
surface.

The channel plate (B 4 ) and Faraday collector plate (B l ), 
however, were connected to two of the inner feedthroughs 
and wires connecting to these passed through the shielding 
tubes and were connected to the electrodes at a smaller 
radius from the centre. The channel plate connection was 
made via Ml. 6 studding, insulated with ceramic, which 
passed through the Faraday plate and the channel plate base 
electrode (B 2 ), in order to connect to the channel plate HT 
electrode (B 3 ).

Externally, the Faraday plate was connected to an 
amplifier, the base of channel plate to -15V, and the 
channel plate to -1500V. The base of the channel plate 
needed to be at -15 V in order to provide a bias to ensure 
that electrons emitted from it were drawn efficiently to the 
Faraday plate.

The end caps (D l and D 2 ) were connected together and to 
one of the RF outputs, the ring (E) to the other RF output.

The filament holder (F x ) was not connected. The filament 
(G) itself was connected to the filament power supply, which 
was capable of having its bias potential switched between 
-80 V and +15 V. The gate electrode (F 2 ) was switchable in 
potential between ground and -80 V. This switching was 
controlled digitally, and the filament and gate potentials
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were switched in antiphase.

When the filament was at -80 V, and the gate electrode 
was at ground, the electron beam was on and ionisation in 
the Quistor was taking place. When the filament was at +15 
V, and the gate electrode at -80 V, the electron beam was 
disabled. This was necessary so that trapped ion output 
could be detected without a large random output consisting 
of untrapped ions obscuring the signal.

4) Results obtained with the first prototype Quistor.

Initially, the Quistor was operated using the RF only scan 
mode, mode (a) in section 1.4. In other words, no DC voltages 
were applied to the Quistor electrodes. The RF voltages 
were set at a fairly low initial value for ion trapping while 
the electron beam was on. Subsequently, the RF voltages 
were ramped with an 8 bit DAG, in order to successively 
eject the trapped ion species by making them unstable. This 
was convenient at the time for the following reasons :

i) It was not necessary to switch the electron beam on 
and off at a high speed. It could therefore be done 
within a simple BASIC program using the 10 ms clock 
built into the BBC computer to get consistent timing.

ii) Since output was produced in one continuous 
stream, it was a simple matter to display the output 
upon a digital storage oscilloscope. This was required 
because the electronics and software required to detect 
pulses at intervals, between which the electron beam was 
on and so producing noise, were not yet available. The 
oscilloscope used was able to output the data to an X-Y 
plotter for a permanent record.

iii) By ramping quickly, successive data pulses
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generated by increments in the RF voltage were 
superimposed upon each other. Since the resolution of 
the Quistor was quite poor, each individual pulse would 
have been very small because only a few of the ions of 
any one mass would be ejected in one pulse. It was 
necessary, however, to write the part of the program 
which caused the DAC to ramp, in assembly language 
because BASIC was too slow.

The mass range of the spectra produced was roughly from 
15 to 40. The spectra depended strongly upon the initial RF 
voltage selected for ion storage. If a low initial RF voltage 
was selected, then the sensitivity of peaks, especially those 
at high mass, was low. On the other hand, if the initial RF 
voltage was high, then low mass ions would not be trapped 
in the first place. Tentative identification of ion species 
was possible and the peak widths were about 1.5 to 2 AMU. 
The level of background noise was very high.

Some typical scans follow.
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Fig. IV.4.1 Early recorded background scan at 2 x 10~ 7 
mBar.

The above scan was recorded using the approach 
described, but after the results had been optimised by 
selecting the most appropriate scan speed and ionisation 
time. Earlier results had been poorer.

The Quadrupole mass spectrometer fitted to the vacuum 
system was operated at the same time in order to record the 
conventional spectrum below.

Some air was bled into the vacuum system through the 
needle valve and the following Quistor mass spectrum was 
recorded. Note that the vertical scale of the following 
spectrum had been reduced.
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(

Fig IV.4.2 Early Quistor spectrum of air at 5 x 1Q- 6 
mBar.
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5) Mechanical construction of the second Quistor 
prototype.

The second prototype Quistor was constructed of stainless 
steel. This allowed more accurate machining work, was more 
reliable in use at high temperatures, and was not affected 
by exposure to the atmosphere or other gasses. While being 
of essentially a similar design, it incorporated a number of 
improvements in design on the basis of experience. 
Consequently it was much more compact, lighter, and easier 
to assemble (although it is now felt that, especially in the 
last respect, further improvements are possible). The outer 
radius of the electrodes was still 29 mm, while the curved 
surfaces of the electrodes also extended to a radius of 19 
mm. The value of r 0 , the distance between the centre of the 
trap and the nearest point of the ring, was still 7.5 mm.
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Fig. IV.4.3 The second prototype Quistor, assembled.

As before, the Quistor was mounted upon a base (A z and 
A2 ), which was bolted onto the flange. The Quistor assembly 
was held together in the same way, using M3 studding, and 
ceramic insulators and spacers. The electrical connections to 
the electrodes, however, were made using M2 studding 
instead of wire. The plate to which each contact was made 
had either a 2 mm hole or an M2 tapped hole through which 
the studding passed. In the former case, a nut was used to 
tighten onto the plate in order to make the contact reliable.

The channel plate (B 4 ) was held in a similar assembly to 
previously, although it was now much more compact. The 
electrical connections to the Faraday plate (Bj and the top 
of the channel plate (B 2 ) were made via two of the central 
feedthroughs on the flange, as before.
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The Quistor end caps (D x and D 2 ) and ring electrode (E) 
were designed more compactly, although they were otherwise 
broadly similar. The hole in each end cap for ion and 
electron transmission, had been reduced to 1 mm diameter 
(although the diagram here shows them as 2 mm) in order to 
reduce the distortion resulting.

The filament assembly was of a somewhat different design. 
The gate electrode was mounted onto the Quistor assembly 
as a separate plate (F 2 ), followed by the filament holder 
(FJ. This had a recess at the centre which could accept the 
filament button (G). The filament was held in place with a 
small metal plate (F 3 ) which was screwed down onto it.

The potentials applied to each electrode were the same as 
in the first prototype.
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6) Early results obtained with the second prototype 
Quistor.

Initially the second Quistor was operated in the the total 

pressure mode, as had the first, and for the same reasons. 
The results obtained were better; both the resolution, and 

the sensitivity had improved. This is mainly attributed to 

the reduction in electric field distortion caused by the 
reduction in the size of the holes in the end caps.

The improved electric field meant better resolution and 

this led to a better level of sensitivity in spite of the fact 

that the ability of electrons and ions to travel through the 

end caps had been reduced. This underlines the results of 

the computer simulation work (see chapter III) which 

indicates the importance of an accurate electric field for 

good results in the Quistor, and the adverse effect of the 
holes in the end caps upon the field.

The scans which follow are a good illustration of the 
effect described in section (3) above, that in the total 
pressure mode, scanning quickly improves the output 
intensity of the data because the ion pulses resulting 
from each increment are superposed. On the other hand, a 
consequence of this is that the resolution is poorer. 
The scans below are recorded at different speeds, the 
speed being controlled by a delay loop in the machine 
code. Each unit of the delay therefore corresponds to 
about 5 yus between voltage increments being applied. 
Since an 8 - bit scan was used (256 points), the total 
scan times were therefore about 1.2 ms multiplied by the 
quoted delay. The electron beam was on for 0.5 seconds 
and the voltage applied to the channel plate was 1400 V.
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Fig. IV.6.1 Background scan with a delay of 10 between 
voltage increments (12 ms scan time approximately).
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' JL JU
Fig. IV.6.2 Background scan with a delay of 20 between 
voltage increments (24 ms scan time approximately).

Fig. IV.6.3 Background scan with a delay of 50 between 
voltage increments (60 ms scan time approximately).
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Hi
AJLL»-J^

Fig. IV.6.4 Background scan with a delay of 100 between 

voltage increments (120 ms scan time approximately).

''!

Fig. IV.6.5 Background scan with a delay of 250 between 

voltage increments (300 ms scan time approximately).
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The resolution level in the slower scans is really quite 

good - a peak width of perhaps 0.25 AMU is achieved at 

mass 28. The signal to noise ratio has improved a good deal 

from the first prototype, although a lot of room for 

improvement remains. The mass range of the scan remains 

from about 15 to about 40.

On the left hand side of the scans, the untrapped ion 

current due to the electron beam still being on, is visible. 

Note that because the scans were obtained at different 

speeds, the oscilloscope had to be set at a different 

timebase and the horizontal scales are not the same.

The single channel plate was replaced by a pair in order 

to increase the gain. The voltage across the combination can 

thus be increased from a maximum of about 1500 V to about 

2500 V, allowing for a gain level in excess of 10 5 .

At about the same time as this occurred, the electronics 

required to interface the BBC microcomputer to the Quistor 

was produced. This meant that it was possible for pulses to 

be integrated, discarding the untrapped ion current during 

the ionisation time. The integrated pulsed were returned by 

an 8 bit ADC to the computer. The RF voltage was now also 

controlled by a 12 bit DAG rather than 8, although the 

resolution of the Quistor was not good enough to allow this 

to be used in full.

Nonetheless it was now possible to obtain mass spectra 

using the upper apex scan type (d) intended (see section 

1.4). Because of the DC:RF voltage ratio was now about 0.09 

rather than 0, and because of the shape of the stability 

diagram, the mass range of the scan had increased to about 

60. The peak width in this scan mode was about 0.5 at mass 

40. Since the sensitivity of the device in this scan mode 

depends upon the resolution, the sensitivity was not
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initially good. Nonetheless, reliable mass calibration and 
identification was now possible.

The spectra are displayed using the software written for 
the BBC which had now become available.

FISRT SCAN AT THE TOP APEX.

6AS i BACKGROUND AT 3.B8E-8E MBAR
COMMENT i A BIT NOISY. IS THE SATE BREKING DOWN?
MASS INTERVAL BETVEEN POINTS • B.I 884 AMU
OUISTOR SIZE CR8> « 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY • 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO
ELECTRON SUN VOLTAGE i 58.6 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES i SATE 18. SETTLE IB. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 4
FILE NAME i TSCAN . TAKEN AT i

8.11888.

58

Fig. IV.6.6 The first successful background scan at the 

top apex.
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SCAN TAKEN WITH NEEDLE VALVE OPEN.

BAS > AIR AT 2.B8E-87 MBAR
COMMENT i A LOT OF NOISE. SPECTRUM DISTORTED.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS > 8.1187 AMU
C'JISTOR SIZE <R8> • 7 .5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIC i 6.18888.
ELECTRON SUN VOLTAGE • 58.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES ' GATE 1. SETTLE 5. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 4
FILE NAT« > TSHP . TAKEN AT i

38.8

28.8

2E.8

24.8

22.8

28.8

18.8

16.8

14.8

12.8

IB. 8

8.8

6.8

4.8

2.8

8.8
18 28 38 48 SB

MASS

Fig. IV.6.7 An early spectrum of air at 2 x 10 7 mBar
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ARE OH AS COLLISION 6AS .

GAS < AR60N AND BACKGROUND AT 4.88E-B7 MBAR
COrrENT i RESOLUTION NOT AS GOOD AS BEFORE. ARGON INCREASES PEAK HEIGHTS
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS ' 8.2S39 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (R8) i 7.5686 Ml. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 1*2 . DC TO RF RATIO ' 6.18688.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTA6E i 58.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 2888.8 V
DELAY TlrtS i GATE 48. SETTLE IS. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NATE.« ARG2 . TAKEN AT •

32.e
38.8

28.8

26.8

24.8

22.6

28.8

16.8 • 

14.8 

12.0 

18.8

e.e •
6.8

4.8 

2.8

e.e

,.

A
8 18 28 38 48 56 68

MASS

Fig. IV.6.8 An early spectrum of Argon at 4 x 10~ 7 mBar.

The signal to noise ratio was also found to be rather 
poor. This was found to be mainly because spurious ion 
output was being detected continuously, and where this 
output coincided with the output pulse integration, a 
meaningless background level to the spectrum data resulted. 
A number of possible causes for the noise were put forward 
(see section II.6), though it was not clear at the time which 
of these was or were to blame. This problem was gradually 
reduced later, as steps were taken to overcome it, but never 
really disappeared.
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Reliable mass calibration and identification of the main 
peaks was now, however, possible. Some examples of spectra 
recorded at this time, and displayed using the software 
which was now available, follow.

The effect of Helium collision gas upon the remainder of 
the spectrum produced was also investigated. It was found 
that there was an improvement in resolution and sensitivity, 
but that the effect was quite small. This is attributed to 
the fact that a large number of collisions between ions and 
helium atoms are required in order to have a substantial 
effect. In order for this to take place within the storage 
times normally permitted for ions, a pressure of 10~ 3 mBar 
or so of Helium is required. A pressure such as this would 
require that the Quistor be differentially pumped since a 
diffusion pump could not operate directly. This facility is 
not available on the present system.

Note that the Helium peak in this spectrum has split 
because of the large level of space charge present in the 
Quistor.
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HELIUM AS A COLLISION GAS.

6AS i HELIUM AND BACKGROUND. AT J.88E-86 fBAR
COrrtNT > CLEARER AND LARGER PEAKS THAN BEFORE. STILL HAVE NOISE
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i 8.2539 AMJ
OUISTOR SIZE !R8) • 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY ' 2.80 rHZ. CC TC RF RATIC i 8 18883 .
ELECTRON GUN VOLTASE • 58.e v COLLECTOR VOLTASE • 2Bee.e v
DELAY TIl-ES ' BATE 48. SETTLE IS. TJHE AVEftASJfS S. SCAN TYP 1" 3 

FILE NAP£ • HELIUr.5 . TAKES A p :

32.8

38. e I- I.
28.8 )• 

t-
26.8 i- 

\.
24.8 L

22.8

28.8

18.8

16.8

14.8

12.8

18.8

8.8

e.e
4.8

2.8 

8.8
^ A

28 38 68

HASS

Fig. IV.6.9 Early spectrum with Helium at 1 x 1Q- 6 mBar.

Gradually the quality of the spectra improved as the 

noise problems were reduced. Experience of tuning the RF 

unit properly, and of using the Quistor at its best, was 

also gained.
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HELIUM AND BACKGROUND.

GAS > AT a .88E-87 I-BAR
COfTENT ' GREAT RESOLUTION.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS ' 8.1295 AMU
OUISTOR SIZE <R8> • 7.S888 m. RF FREQUENCY • 2.88 rtHZ. DC TQ RF RATIO ' 6.18888.
ELECTRON 6UN VOLTA6E 1 58.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE i 2888.8 V
DELAY Tires t BATE 68. SETTLE 38. Tlrt AVERAGING 40. SCAN TYPE 4
FILE MATE i NICE . TAKEN AT i

32.8

38.8

28.8

26.8

24.8

22.8

28.8

18.8

16.8

14.8

12.8

18.8

e.e

6.8

4.8

2.8 

a a

l"2

HE*

. .1

H n* H2 0

• ill » i

CO*

r H * C 3 H 5

•

ll Ail
ie 28 36 48 58 ee

MASS

Fig. IV.6.11 Spectrum of Helium at 1 x 1Q- 7 mBar using

single hole end caps

The resolution in these spectra is really quite good. At 

mass 50, the peak width is about 0.25 AMU so that the 

resolution there is about 200. The signal to noise ratio in 

these spectra is much better than previously. The 

sensitivity, however, still leaves much to be desired.
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7) Steps taken to reduce the noise level in the 
spectrum.

It was apparent that the noise level of spectrum data 
generally increased with the voltages applied to the 
electrodes. It was felt that the RF voltages on the end caps 
might be drawing electrons and / or ions into the trap, 
resulting in the spurious ionic noise observed. 
Consequently, the Quistor was operated for a time with the 
end caps earthed, one RF output being unconnected and the 
RF unit being retuned in order to accommodate the change 
in capacitance loading.

Inevitably this resulted in a reduction of the mass range 
by a half, the mass range now being less than 30. The noise 
level did indeed reduce, but was by no means eliminated.
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SCAM TAKEN VJTH END CAPS EARTHED.

6AS : BACKGROUND AT 2.e3E-eg r«AR
COft-ENT i rCST OF THf KOISE 60KE BUT H2 VITJAilY <C.K"RC"
riASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS - B.68** AHJ
QUISTOR SIZE (RB) . 7.5868 m. RF FREQUENCY . I.68 rKZ . DC TC SF RAHC . e t'lfl
ELECTRON SUN VOITASE • SB.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTASE • 2666 6 V .*-««.
DELAY TlrlES • SATE 38. SETTLE 18. Tilt AVERASINS 6 SCAN TYPE 3
fILE NATt . END6N01 . TAKEN AT •

32.8 

38.8

28.8

26.8

24.8

22.8 

' 28.8

IE. 8

16.8

14.8

12.8

18.8 

8.8 

6.8

4.8 

2.8 

8.8
8

Fig.

caps

;

r*
P

..-*• , . ,aLJ*i M
•* a :2 :s JB

IV. 7.1 Background spectrum recorded with the
; earthed.

•

-i

jj
j

(.2nd

At a later time an earthed metal plate, with a hole 
covered by a. mesh gauze, was placed between the electron 
gun assembly and the upper end cap electrode. This brought 
a substantial reduction in the noise level without halving 
the mass range and was therefore a much better solution.

A great part of the noise is believed to have been caused 
by the fact that during the period when the electron beam 
was off, electrons were still being emitted from the hot 
filament surface but, being unable to pass the repulsive 
potential of the gate electrode, returned to the filament 
after a time. During this time ionising collisions between 
the electrons and gas molecules could, however, take place 
and the resulting (positive) ions could easily pass the gate
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electrode and enter the Quistor. These ions would then 
almost certainly be quickly ejected so as to be detected as 
noise.

If the filament during the electron beam off interval is 
at a negative potential (say, -15 V), and the gate electrode 
being more negative (say -80 V), the ions will be created in 
a region which is entirely below ground potential. These 
ions will therefore not be able to pass an earthed electrode 
such as either the additional electrode described, or the 
earthed end caps above. Consequently they cannot enter the 
trap and thus will not be detected as noise.

It is believed that a great part of the noise remaining is 
due to the photoelectric effect. The hot, bright filament 
produces light which can strike the gate electrode or the 
earthed electrode. Photoelectrons are produced which can 
enter the trap and produce ions which are ejected and thus 
detected as noise.

Initially attempts were made to reduce the light emission 
from the filament by passing the electron beam through a 1 
mm diameter hole. This did indeed reduce the noise level, 
but as it was found to reduce the electron beam current 
more, the signal to noise ratio was, if anything, worse. That 
rather defeated the object of the exercise.

Later, Thoriated Tungsten filaments were used instead of 
simple Tungsten ones, so that a good filament emission 
could be obtained at a lower filament temperature. 
Consequently the filament brightness was much lower and 
far fewer photoelectrons were produced.

This was quite effective at reducing the noise level, 
although the problem was never completely eliminated. The 
other approach which was developed in order to reduce its
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effects was that the software was able to time - average the 
data over several scans and so improve the signal to noise 
ratio in the spectrum. A second software improvement 
related to this, termed "blip rejection", attempted to 
differentiate between signal and noise by comparing new 
data with previously scanned data and rejecting any 
unexpected "blips" as random noise.

This signal enhancement is, of course, no substitute for 
good original data. It also means that there is a delay 
between a change in the gas mixture present in the vacuum 
system, and that change being fully represented in the 
displayed spectrum. Nonetheless it is useful in order to 
help clarify small peaks.

An additional software modification which was added to 
reduce the effects of ion noise, was to integrate the output 
voltage twice (for the same time period). The first time is 
before the voltage increment which generates the output 
pulse, and the second during the pulse. The average ion 
noise output should be the same in each case - so that 
subtracting one from the other in software should help to 
eliminate the noise. As an additional benefit, the 
consequences of any offset drift in the preamplifier are 
removed.
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8) Scan types which are available.

A number of different scan types can be used with the 
Quistor and the operating program can accommodate this. 
The scan types involved are described below. Note that the 
"scan type" number shown on the plots corresponds to the 
numbers given below.

1) 8 bit "Total pressure" mode scan.
2) 12 bit "Total pressure" mode scan.
3) 8 bit upper apex scan.
4) 9 bit upper apex scan.
5) 10 bit upper apex scan.
6) 11 bit upper apex scan.
7) 12 bit upper apex scan.
8) 12 bit upper apex "complex" scan.

Fig. IV.8.1 Table of scan types.

Scan types 1 and 2 consist of switching the DC voltage 
component off, and selecting a. fairly low RF voltage (in this 
case 25 % of maximum). A large number of ions is stored up, 
and the RF voltage is ramped upward in order to sweep 
successive ion species from the trap in order to be 
detected.

Scan types 3 to 7 consist of the repeated cycle of 
ionisation, storage, and voltage increment in order to eject 
ions. The voltage ramping, thus, is the simple staircase 
formed by digital scanning. A choice of step sizes (and thus 
the number of points in a scan) is provided.

As explained in chapter III, a proper choice of step size 
is essential. A large step size (compared with the intrinsic 
resolution of the Quistor), means that the best possible 
resolution is not being obtained. A small step size results
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in poor sensitivity - while not providing additional 
resolution. Thus early Quistor spectra (with relatively poor 
resolution) used only an 8 bit scan. Later spectra were able 
to use 9 bit scans. Reliable spectra using 10 or more bits 
have not yet been obtained (although this kind of resolution 
may yet be achieved).

Scan type 8, referred to as "complex" is a solution 
to a problem inherent to the Quistor. It is not possible 
to predict in advance the exact voltage at which a 
particular ion species will pass the £ 2 = 1 boundary. If 
it so happens, that the ions only just becomes unstable 
after a given voltage step, then ion ejection is 
ineffective and the sensitivity is poor. On the other 
hand if the ions are only just trapped before the step, 
then only a small number will be trapped, and again the 
sensitivity is poor. The peak centroid, in fact, would 
lie at a point midway between.

If more points are taken then the chances of locating the 
boundary accurately are greater; but then (as explained 
above), the sensitivity will drop since the step size is too 
small. Ideally, one would wish to take a large number of 
points - but still use a sufficiently large step size.

Initially, scan type 8 consisted of the following repeated 
cycle. lonisation and storage was followed by a voltage 
increment of 17 LSD (i.e. an 8 bit increment and a 12 bit 
increment together) in order to eject the ions. This was 
followed by a 16 LSD (8 bit) decrement in the voltage so 
that the net voltage increase was 1 LSD (12 bit) allowing 
4096 points.

It was found however that the sensitivity in this 
scan mode was relatively poor compared with the simple 
"staircase" scan type 3. This was because ion storage
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through two or more cycles of the scan was not effective 
(see below). Ions which remain in the trap close to the 
P 2 = 1 boundary after the increment, gain amplitude 
because of the increment as the trapping efficiency 
drops. Many are therefore lost. For the ones which 
remain, when the voltage is decremented, that increased 
amplitude is retained. The result is a reduction in 
performance.

Consequently, the scan type was modified. 16 separate 8 

bit "staircase" scans, each offset from the previous one by 1 

LSD, were produced and superimposed into one 12 bit scan. 

The composite spectrum has 4096 points, but each voltage 

increment was an 8 bit one. The peak shapes in the 

spectrum, and the peak centroids are now clear.

Normally, ions will remain in the trap between scan 
points. Those ions which are not ejected by passing the 
P z =1 boundary, remain in the trap and may be ejected 
on a following voltage increment. Scan types 9 to 14 
correspond to scan types 3 to 8, but the RF and DC 
voltages are dropped to zero after the voltage increment 
which produces output. In consequence all the remaining 
trapped ions are lost from the trap. The RF voltage is 
then returned to its previous value for ion storage. 
Therefore, all the ions in the trap are new at each 

point.

It is found the sensitivity of the spectrum produced is 
about one third of that available in the usual mode (all 
other factors being the same). This is partly because (for 

modes 3 to 8) ions which are stored in the trap but not 
ejected on a particular step, can remain trapped and 
contribute to the output on a subsequent step. In effect a 

longer total ionisation time is in use.
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In addition, ions which are trapped in the Quistor while 
they are not close to the stability diagram boundaries, will 
be trapped more easily. Over a period of time, the ions 
trapped with large velocities will be lost through ion - 
molecule collisions. The remaining ions (with lower 
amplitudes) will remain and these provide good resolution 
and sensitivity.

The other factor which may affect performance in modes 9 
to 14 is that rapid rise and fall of RF voltage puts 
additional strain upon the RF unit, possibly affecting the 

quality of the RF outputs.

For these reasons modes 9 to 14 have been used only 
occasionally. An example follows.
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8 - BIT IOH CLEARING SCAM

GAS i BACKGROUND AT 2.BBC-Be HBAR
COMMENT i BIG PEAKS AT LOW MASSES LOSING RESOLUTION BECAUSE OF SPACE CHARGE.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS > 8.4914 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE <R8> « 7.S8B8 MM. RF FREQUENCY « 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO • 8.1B888.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 78.B V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE • 26B8.B V
DELAY TIMES i BATE 2BB. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING B. SCAN TYPE 9
FILE NAME > CLSCAN . TAKEN AT • WED.88 MAR 1989 .89159«28

3.28 

3.88 

2.8B 

2.68 

2.48 

2.28 

2.88 

..88 

1 .68 

1 .48 

1 .28 

1 .88 

8.88 

8.68 

8.48 

8.28 

8.88
28 48 68

MASS
88 188 128

Fig IV. 8.2 Ion clearing scan with new RF unit and double 
gauze end caps.

One additional scan type remains to be explained. By 
storing ions at the upper apex as usual, but subsequently 
ramping the RF and DC voltages immediately up to the 
maximum, all the ions which are stored in the trap are 
ejected along the z axis.

The ion pulse which is produced in this way way can be 
integrated so that a spectrum of the ions stored in the trap 
at any one time is built up. Scan types 15 to 20 correspond 
to scan types 3 to 8, except for the total ion ejection. Since
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the resolution of the scans produced is very low, there has 
been no point in using more than 256 data points; 
consequently scan type 15 is the only one which ever been 
used. This scan type is useful in particular in helping the 
user to select the most appropriate DC to RF ratio. Ideally 
some structure between peaks should be visible, but 
complete separation is not required since the sensitivity 
will then drop.

SPECTRUM OF THE IONS TRAPPED IN THE OUISTOR.

GAS : BACKGROUND AT i .eeE-ee WAR
COrtlENT ' RESOLUTION UNSUPRISIN6LY LOV.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POIMTS ' a.2543 AMU
OUISTOR SIZE (R8) i 7.58B8 m. RF FREQUENCY > 2.88 mZ. DC TO RF RATIO » B.18BBB.
ELECTRON SUN VOLTAGE < 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTABE « 2830.8 V
DELAY TIMES « GATE 188. SETTLE 28. TlttE AVERAGING 9. SCAN TYPE 15
FILE NAME i TRAPSP . TAKEN AT ' TUE.24 MAY 1 988 .1 7 ' J 6 • 38

MASS

Fig. IV.8.3 Ion trapping scan with mesh end caps 
ratio of DC to RF voltages is quite low.

The
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SPECTRUM OF IONS TRAPPED IH THE QUJSTOR

GAS s BACKGROUND AT 3.88E-88 MBAR
COMMENT = SOME STRUCTURE SHOWS. DC / RF RATIO ABOUT RIGHT.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i B.2727 AMU
QUJSTOR SIZE (R8> • 7.5886 MM. RF FREQUENCY ' 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO " 6.18888.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 1888.8 V
DELAY TIMES : GATE 56. SETTLE 16. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE IS
FILE NAME i TRPASP2 . TAKEN AT : THU . 1 5 SEP 1 988 .1 7 U 9 • S3

MASS

Fig. IV.8.4 Ion trapping scan with mesh end caps 
ratio of DC to RF voltages is greater._

The
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9) Investigation of laser drilled end caps.

It was felt that the overall sensitivity of the Quistor 
was still unacceptably poor, and that attempts should be 
made to increase the number of electrons entering the trap, 
and the proportion of trapped ions leaving it.

In view of what had been found out from the computer 
work about the distortion produced by the holes in the end 
caps (see chapter III), it was felt that attempts should be 
made to produce end caps incorporating a large number of 
small holes instead of one single large one. This was 
attempted in two ways; firstly by the use of a powerful 
industrial laser, a large number of holes were drilled into 
some end caps; secondly by preforming a gauze into an end 
cap shaped former and spot welding the gauze over large 
holes in two other end caps.

The laser drilled end caps were first to be investigated 
experimentally. The end caps had holes in them arranged in 
concentric circles. The holes had been drilled with a CO 2 
laser. By using a special rotating jig to hold the end caps 
during laser drilling, the holes had been made 
perpendicularly to the Quistor electrode surface. This was 
because computer simulation work had shown that ions 
would be ejected from the trap along lines normal to the 
surface. In addition, electrons would probably enter the 
trap along fairly similar lines. The upper end cap had 55 
holes in it, the lower 127. (The difference lay in that the 
electron beam would enter the trap fairly close to the 
central axis, while ions could be ejected at quite large r 
positions.)

Upon inspection, it was found that profile of the holes 
was considerably tapered, ranging from about 0.1 mm at one 
end, to about 0.3 mm at the other. Since the holes had been
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drilled through from the curved electrode surface, this was 
the wider end of the holes.

Some electron microscope photographs were taken showing 
the holes in close detail from both sides. These have been 
included here.

Fig. IV.9.1 Electron micrograph of the wide end of a 
laser drilled hole.
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Fig. IV.9.2 Electron micrograph of the narrow end of a 
laser drilled hole.

This tapering was really rather unfortunate since the 
distortion produced by the holes would depend largely upon 
the diameter of the holes at the curved surface (0.3 mm), 
while the output intensity would depend upon the diameter 
at the narrowest point (0.1 mm).

It was found that a quite reasonable standard of 
resolution was obtained using these end caps, but that the 
output intensity was very poor, largely as a consequence of 
the small size of the narrow end of the holes.
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LASER DRILLED END CAPS.

GAS : HEUJUh AND AiR AT 1 .88E-e6 MBAR
COMMENT : LOOKS NICE.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i 8.2590 AMU
OUISTCR SIZE CR8) ' 7.5888 m. KF FREQUENCY < 2.88 mi. DC TO KF RATIO : 8.16888.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE > 68.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTA6E ' 2288.8 V
DELAY TIMES • SATE 15. SETTLE 28. TIME AVERAGING 38. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME i LASHEL2 . TAKEN AT • THU .31 MAR 1 988 .1 2'58 184

INTENSITY

32.8

30 .B

28. e

26. 8

24.8

22. e
28. e
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-16.8 

14.8

12.8
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6.8
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e.e
e
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)l . /.„ - 1 ^r

:
•
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•

. _ » / . . . _ ^ j ,,_ ^« .... .„ . fU~~-t_~*>— '"v/v- -f^

18 28 38 48 58 68
MASS

Fig. IV.9.3 Spectrum of a mixture of Helium and air at 
1 x 1Q- 6 mBar using the laser drilled end caps.

At a later time, these end caps had mesh gauzes fitted 
into the recess in the outer surface of the end caps, in 
accordance with the computer simulation results which had 
indicated that the performance of the Quistor would improve 
as a result. The interpenetration of electric fields through 
a long thin tube (as in a laser drilled holes through 2 mm 
or so of steel) is much less than that through a relatively 
wide hole through a thin layer. Therefore the improvement 
was not as great as for the gauze end caps (see below).
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SHIELDED LASER DRILLED END CAPS.

GAS : BACKGROUND AT 3.88E'8S MSAR
COMMENT : GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN USE OF THORIATED TUNGTSEN FILAMENT.
ttASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS ' B.2543 AMU
CUISTOR SI2E (R8) • 7.5BB8 Mr.. RF FREQUENCY : 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE > 68.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE = 2286.8 V
DELAY TIMES "GATE 2SB . SETTLE 28. TIr-£ AVERAGING 28. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NATS ' SLAS3 . TAKEN AT • THU.21 JUL 1988.12:29:09

e .1 eaee.

9.08 }•

i- 

8 .38 !•

7 .88

E.88

in 5.88

4.86 •

3 .86 •

2.88

1 .68 •

e.ee /A //I' A AA U* A
28 38 4B 58 68

MASS

Fig. IV.9.4 Background spectrum recorded with shielded 
laser drilled end caps.

Some more laser drilled end caps have been produced, 
which have more holes in both end caps, and for which the 
holes were drilled through from the other side, so that the 
narrow end of tapered holes are on the end caps 1 curved 
surfaces. A different type of laser was also used which it 
was felt would lead to less tapering. Unfortunately it has 
not been possible to date to test these.
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10) Investigation of gauze end caps.

The end caps with large holes covered with a mesh gauze 
were tested next. The first attempt to produce these end 
caps was made by using some older end caps (the first 
stainless steel ones, with a single 1 mm holes).

A hole of 5 mm diameter was drilled in the upper end 
cap, and a hole of 10 mm diameter in the lower. Some of the 
curved surface of the end cap was removed with a lathe in 
order to accommodate the thickness of the gauze. This was 
done, however, in a conical shape, rather than the curved 
hyperbola of the Quistor. Finally, a fine mesh gauze, 
preformed into a bowl shaped "female image" of an end cap, 
was spot welded over the holes.

Initial results obtained using these end caps, were 
disappointing. The resolution of the Quistor was so poor 
that it proved to be impossible to produce any sort of 
meaningful spectrum at all. It was, however, possible to 
show that ions were being trapped and ejected.

The performance is thought to have been poor for two 
reasons. Firstly, penetration of external electric fields 
through the high - transmission gauze, especially the 
intense field produced by the high negative potential of the 
channel plate, had distorted the Quistor's electric field to a 
great degree. Secondly, the fact that the gauze was rather 
crudely fitted made this problem more severe still.

It was at this time that the computer simulation work 
(see chapter III) was showing the rather unexpected result 
that a second gauze fitted into the recess in the end caps 
outer surface, shielding the end caps from external fields, 
would lead to a substantial improvement in the Quistor's 
resolution. Accordingly, this was done, and the modified end
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caps were fitted back into the Quistor.

Fig. IV.10.1 Double gauze end cap arrangement

The resulting improvement in the Quistor's performance 
was dramatic. The resolution of the spectrum produced was 
still quite poor, because of the crudeness with which the 
curved gauze had been fitted, with a peak width of, perhaps, 
1.5 AMU at mass 40, but good clear spectra could be 
obtained. The sensitivity of these spectra was greater than 
any other obtained before that time because of the high 
transparency of the gauzes used.
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:z BIT June SCAN UITH DOUBLE GAUZE END CAPS. 

GAS . BACKGROUND AT i .eae-es HBAR
COMMENT :
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS ' B.81S9 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE CRB) ' 7.5688 m. RF FREQUENCY ' 2.B8 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO ' 6.18882.

ELECTRON 6UN VOLTAGE : 88.6 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 22.B V

DELAY TIMES ' GATE 252. SETTLE 28. TIME AVERAGING IB. SCAN TYPE 8

FILE NAME : TWOG1 2B . TAKEN AT > FRI.28 MAY 1986.89138 = 29

66

HASS

Fig. IV.10.2 Background spectrum obtained with the first 

double gauze end caps.
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30USLE GAUZE END CAPS VJTH ADDED HELIUM

GAS : HELIUM AT 5.66E-87 rffiAR
COMMENT : NICE CLEAR HELIUM PEAK. RESOLUTION SLIGHTLY IMPROVED.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS < 8.2S43 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (R6) : 7.5086 MM. RF FREQUENCY : 2.68 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO : 8.18866.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE : 76.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE : 2268.8 V
DELAY TIMES < GATE 36. SETTLE 26. TIME AVERAGING 6. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME ' HEL2G3 . TAKEN AT i FRI.29 APR 1988.89 = 31:37
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IV. 10. 3 Spectrum obtained using the first double
gauze end caps with Helium at 5 x 10- 7 inBar.
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HELIUM AT HIGH PRESSURE.

GAS = HELIUM AT 1 .88E-85 M8AR
COrs-£N'T : HIGH PRESSURE HELIUM 6AS REDUCES THE SENSITIVITY - HEL I'JM rEAK G3N£ COMLETETELY

MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS = E.2S43 AMU

GLISTCR SIZE CR8 ) = 7.S888 Mr.. RF FREQUENCY : 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF SATIT : 8

ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE = 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE > 2288.8 V

DELAY TIMES : GATE 38. SETTLE 22. TIME AVERAGING 8 . . SCAN TYPE 3

F:LE NAME : HEL2G2 . TAKES AT : FRI.2S APR :gee .89:28:33

32.C

38.8
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26.8
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18 38 •48 58 68
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Fig. IV.10.4 Spectrum obtained using the first double 

gauze end caps with Helium at 1 x 10~ 5 mBar.

In the last spectrum the peaks seem virtually to have 

disappeared. This is contrary to the expectation that a high 

pressure of Helium will increase the resolution and 

sensitivity of the rest of the spectrum (see section III.7.a).

However, the Helium partial pressure is not great enough 

to have the required effect upon the ion amplitudes. It is 

also believed that a substantial partial pressure of air had 

leaked into the gas line which contained the Helium (note 

that both this spectrum, and the previous one, do show an
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Oxygen peak). A high pressure of any other gas than Helium, 
would reduce the sensitivity and maximum ion storage time.

Based upon the experience gained from these end caps, 
and the computer work which had indicated that an 
adjustment in the position of the gauze would help to 
overcome the remaining distortion produced by the presence 
of the gauze, some more end caps were manufactured.

These end caps were manufactured according to the data 
produced by the electric fields program (see chapter III) 
indicating the adjustment required in the gauze position. 
The recess into which the gauze would be fitted was 
machined also according to this data on a CNC lathe.

Instead of using a woven mesh as before, chemically 
etched stainless steel circular gauzes were produced 
specially for the Quistor. It was felt the woven mesh with 
its rough surface was not ideal for the purpose; the 
chemically etched gauzes had a smoother surface more 
consistent with obtaining accurate and predictable electric 
fields.

The transparency of these gauzes was rather lower than 
that of the woven mesh because the chemical etching 
process required that the thickness of the wires between 
holes was at least 0.13 mm. In order to keep the 
transmission of fields through the gauze to a minimum, it 
was decided that the square holes in the gauze should have 
a size of 0.25 mm. This means that the nominal transparency 
was 43.3 %.

It was, however, found that the holes were smaller than 
intended, partly because the etching process (like the laser 
drilling) resulted in a tapering of the holes. This effect was 
not as severe as with the laser drilling because the gauzes
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were much thinner, and because they were etched through 
from both sides at the same time. In addition it is thought 
that the forming process, squeezing the gauze as it did, may 
well have closed the holes up further. The final size of the 
holes is estimated to be about 0.15 mm so that the 
transparency was only about 15.6 %.

Because of this, it is now intended to manufacture the 
Quistor using gauzes with holes of 0.5 mm instead. This 
should result in a much improved transparency and so much 
better sensitivity than at present.

This does, however, mean a substantial increase in the 
adjustment required in the gauze position, to overcome the 
distortion resulting from the use of a gauze. Previously this 
had been about 0.011 mm, and since the best obtainable 
machining precision is estimated to be about this amount, 
the adjustment was, perhaps, not that meaningful. However, 
with the increased hole size, the adjustment required is 
about 0.043 mm which is rather more important. It would 
probably not be possible to get good results from the 
Quistor using the larger holes without making this 
adjustment. This underlines the importance of the computer 
work to the success of the project.

Second (woven mesh) gauzes were fitted into the recess as 
before. The new end caps were fitted into the Quistor and 
tested.

The signal intensity was now very good, since although 
the transparency of the gauzes was relatively low, the 
resolution was rather better than that found with the 
previous gauze end caps. This meant that although the peak 
areas were rather smaller, the heights were greater. The 
peak width was about 0.9 AMU at mass 40, although this 
depended upon the exact conditions selected for scanning.
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NEW 6AUZE END

GAS i BACKGROUND AT 2.88E-B8 MBAR
COMHENT i NOTE SPLIT PEAKS.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS • 8.8168 AMU

QUISTOR SIZE CR8) i 7.5888 m. RF FREQUENCY • 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO ' 8 18888

ELECTRON GUN VOLTASE i 88.6 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE i 2888.8 V

DELAY TIMES i GATE 188. SETTLE 58. TIME AVERAGING 15. SCAN TYPE 8

FILE NAME < NG1 2B2 . TAKEN AT : TUE.27 SEP 1966 .11 .84 • 29
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Fig. IV.10.5 Background scan recorded with new double 

gauze end caps at a pressure of 2 x 10~ e mBar.

One effect that is noticeable in this spectrum, as in all 

spectra produced by the Quistor is that the sensitivity is 

relatively low at low masses. This is a consequence of the 

fact that the Quistor can trap more heavy ions than light 

ones, since the pseudo - potential well is greater.

To some extent this is unavoidable, although adjustment 

of the DC to RF ratio used does affect the result as far as 

this is concerned. Increasing this ratio so that the scan
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line used is closer to the apex of the stability diagram 
generally reduces the overall sensitivity - but reduces the 
sensitivity for high masses more. This is because the effect 
of space charge is also greatest for low masses - and that 
effect is to move the apex of the stability diagram upward.

It is, of course, possible to boost the apparent 
sensitivity for low masses in software in order to make the 
peak heights more reliable. This may well be required.

Some more spectra produced with these end caps follow.
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MEW SAUZE END CAPS

GAS > BACKGROUND AT 1.88E-88 MBAR
COMMENT = VERY GOOD CLEAR PEAKS.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS t 8.2684 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE <R6> • 7.5886 MM. RF FREQUENCY 1 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO •
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 2880.8 V
DELAY TIMES i SATE 188. SETTLE 68. TIME AVERAGING 28. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME ' GftEATSP . TAKEN AT ' WED.21 SEP 1 968 .1 5 <28 • 81
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Fig. IV.10.6 Background scan recorded with new double 
gauze end caps at a pressure of 1 x 10- 6 mBar after 

baking.
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SHIELDED END CAPS.

GAS : BACKGROUND AT 4.88E-84 M6AR
COMMENT = FAIRLY RECENT PUMPDOVN - HENCE BIG WATER PEAK.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS = 8.2543 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (Re) ' 7.5880 Mfl. RF FREQUENCY : 2.88 MHZ . DC TO RF RATIO ' 8.16838.
ELECTRON GUN V3LTAGE t 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE : 2388.8 V
DELAY TIMES : SATE 258. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 28. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME = SLAS4 . TAKEN AT : FRJ.22 J'JL 1 988 .89 ••! 7 •• 49
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Fig. IV.10.7 Spectrum of air recorded with new double 
gauze end caps at 4 x 1Q- S mBar.

The above spectrum shows a ratio of masses 28 to 32 
of about 5:2 while the ratio of Nitrogen to Oxygen in 
air is of course about 4:1.
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GAS : ARSON AT 4.88E-87 MBAR

NEU GAUZE END CAPS.

MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS : 8.2684 AMU
CUISTOR SIZE CRB) . 7.5088 MM. RF FREQUENCY • 2 .00 MHZ . DC TO RF RATIO . B 18888
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE i 83.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 1888 8 V
DELAY TIMES • GATE 5. SETTLE 28. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
F.LE NAT£ : ARG2 . TAKEN AT i THU.86 OCT 1 988 .1 2 iBS . 56
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Fig. IV.10.8 Spectrum of Argon at 4 x 10- 
with new double gauze end caps.

mBar recorded

Peaks at mass 40 (Ar + ) and 20 (Ar 2 + ) are clearly seen as 
may be expected. Peaks at masses 28 and 32 are also clearly 
seen, suggesting that once again, the Argon bled into the 
system has been contaminated with air. The argon peak is 
broadening considerably, perhaps because of the space 
charge of the Ar + ions.

Two spectra were recorded in an attempt to find out to 
what extent the presence of a high pressure of a gas affects 
the other peaks. The scans were recorded under identical
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conditions, except for the inclusion of air in one.

:-.-l'2E END CAPS.

GAS •• BACKGROUND AT 3.88E-86 FEAR
COMMENT •• C.F. NEAIR3
ttASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS = 8.2684 AMU
OUISTOR SIZE <R8> < 7.5886 MM. RF FREQUENCY : 2.68 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO
ELECTRON 6UN VOLTAGE > 68.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE i 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES i BATE 5. SETTLE 28. TIME AVERAGING 28. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME ' NOAIR3 . TAKEN AT : TUE.2B SEP 1988 .18'89 "24

8.18888.
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Fig. IV.10.9 Background spectrum with new gauze end 

caps at 3 x 10" 8 mBar.
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NEW 6AU2E END CAPS.

GAS i AIR AT 3.eeE-87 MBAR
COMMENT • C.F. NOAIR3
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i 8.268* AMU
QUISTOR SIZE <R8) > 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 nil. DC TO RF RATIO i 8.18888.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTASE > 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE > 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES i GATE S. SETTLE 28. TIME AVERAGING 28. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME i N6AIR3 . TAKEN AT < TUE.28 SEP 1988.18 >84>29
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Fiq. IV. 10. 10 Spectrum of air at 3 x 10~ 7 mBar with new
gauze end caps .

The sensitivity of the background peaks has been 
reduced, presumably because of ion - neutral collisions; but 

the peaks do remain.
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11) The new RF unit.

The RF unit in use initially produced RF voltages of up 
to 1350 V peak - peak at 2 Mhz. This unit had been supplied 
by VG Quadrupoles Ltd., and was intended for operation 
with a Quadrupole mass filter. The unit suffered from the 
following drawbacks :

a) The response time constant for a change in the RF 
and DC voltages was rather long - initially more than 
100 /AS. This is not ideal for the Quistor since ion 
ejection depends on a clear voltage increment. This 
would not affect a Quadrupole.

b) There was no facility for ensuring that the two RF 
output voltages were equal in amplitude. This depends upon 
the capacitance loading on each output being correct. The 
unit originally included a double variable tuning 
capacitance ganged so that the added capacitance on each 
output was always the same. That was acceptable for a 
Quadrupole where the capacitance of the rods themselves 
was always the same. For the Quistor, the capacitance of the 
electrodes to ground is not the same and so balancing was 
required.

The single ganged tuning capacitor was replaced with two 
separate ones. This allowed correction of the imbalance. 
However the unit did not include a means of ensuring that 
the outputs were, in fact, equal. Unequal RF outputs would 
reduce the mass range which can be achieved, and would 
severely reduce the resolution obtainable.

c) The output voltage range was quite limited, allowing a 
mass range of only about 65.

An RF unit, in addition to all the other power
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supplies required for the Quistor, was ordered according 
to the specification required for the Quistor. 
Unfortunately its delivery was severely delayed, and 
when it was delivered, its condition was very poor. 
Nonetheless, (eventually) it could provide about 2200 V 
peak - peak (approximately equal) at the outputs. The 
response time constant was about 10 jms.

The unit also incorporated additional power supplies 
required by the Quistor. These included a filament heater 
supply, filament biasing, and the -2KV supply to the 
multiplier.

Once the unit worked properly, better spectra than 
previously were obtained. The mass range was now about 125 
and the resolution, particularly at high masses, was very 
good. Some examples follow.

An additional feature built into the unit was switchable 
electronic gain in the output detection circuits. The 
sensitivity ranges are calibrated in pico - coulombs of 
charge received from the channel plates. The ranges 
available are 1.0, 3.3, 10.0, 33.0, 100 and 330 pC.

Previously, where a change in sensitivity was required, 
this could only be achieved by changing the channel plate 
voltage. That does not allow for any quantitative calibration 
so that the switchable gain is very much more convenient.
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THE NEV RF UNIT FINALLY WORKS
GAS i BACKGROUND AT 4. 88E -88 M6AR
COMMENT i WHOOPECEI
HASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS • 6.2551 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (R8) i 7.5880 tin. RF FREQUENCY i 2.86 MH2 . CC TO RF RATIO i C.18688. 
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 76.6 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE i 2888.8 V 
OELAt TIMES ' GATE 58. SETTLE 76. TIHT AVERA6IN6 20. SCAN TYPE 4 
FILE NAME « NEWRF . TAKEN AT i WEC.2S JAN 1989 .1 8'26 131
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Fig. IV.11.1 Background scan with the new RF unit
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12 BIT SCAN WITH INCREASED FILAfCNT EMISSION.

GAS i BACKGROUND AT 3.e8E-ee
correNT i GREATI NOTE HOWEVER THAT BIG PEAKS SEEM TO HOVE BECAUSE OF SPACE CHARGE.
MASS INTERVAL BETVEEN POINTS • 6.8387 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE CR8) i 7. 5888 ttl. RF FREQUENCY • 2.88 f«Z . DC TO RF RATIO • 6.18688.
ELECTRON 6UN VOLTAGE i 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 2888.8 V
DELAY TlftS « GATE 58. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE B
FILE NAPE i HEGA12B . TAKEN AT . TUE.87 MAR 1 989 .28 H 8 139
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Fig. IV.11.2 12 bit background scan with the new RF 
unit.

The above scan was recorded using 4096 points (scan type 
8, see section IV.8). The filament temperature had been 
increased in order to increase the filament emission to 0.75 
mA. This resulted in better sensitivity, but the larger peaks 
at low masses show a loss of resolution, and split peak 
effects, presumably due to the effects of space charge.

This is partly due to a flaw which remains in the RF 
unit. The feedback which controls the RF output voltage is 
produced by rectification of a 20 V peak - peak RF signal
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proportional to the RF output. The rectifying diodes have a 

voltage drop (PN junction bias) across them. In consequence, 

a certain amount of RF must always be produced before the 

feedback begins to operate.

This results in a constant offset in the RF voltage 

compared with the DC voltage applied to the electrodes. In 

consequence the DC to RF ratio is too low at low masses 

and several ions can be trapped at once so that a lot of 

space charge is present.

This weakness can easily be overcome by ensuring that a 

positive bias equal to the PN junction voltage is applied. 

This has not yet, however, been done.
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]2 BIT SCAN WITH INCREASED FILAMENT EMISSION.

GAS > BACKGROUND AT 3.88E-88 rBAR
COMMENT i GREATI NOTE HOWEVER THAT BIG PEAKS SEEM TO MOVE BECAUSE OF SPACE CHARGE.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i 8.6387 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE <R8> > 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO i 8.1B8B8.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES « GATE 58. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 8
FILE NAME i MESA12B . TAKEN AT i TUE.87 MAR 1 989 .28 t] 8 "39
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Fig. IV.11.3 Detail of the above spectrum showing the 

peak shapes.

The resolution shown in this spectrum is about 300 at 
mass 100, or a peak width of 1/3 of a mass unit. Note 
though that some degree of peak splitting is still 

visible.
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HELIUn VITH THE HEW RF UNIT.

GAS i HELIUM. AT 2.88E-87 rBAR
COMMENT ' HELIUM EASILY DETECTED.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS > 8.2688 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (R8> « 7.SBB8 m. RF FREQUENCY i 2.80 rHZ. DC TO RF RATIO • 8 18888
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTASE i 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES i SATE 28. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 18. SCAN TYPE 4
FILE NAME • HELNRF . TAKE* AT ' WED.88 FEB 1 989 .21 •! 3 i 45
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Fig. IV.11.4 Spectrum of Helium at 2 x IP" 7 mBar with 
the new RF unit.

Sensitivity of the Quistor to Helium is important 
because the gas is frequently used for leak detection 
purposes. Note that the Helium peak has split because of 
the space charge of the Helium ions.
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HELIUM AND ARSON UITH NEV RF UNIT AND INCREASED ErtllSSION CURRENT.

GAS • SB* HELIUM. 58* ARGON. AT l.BBE-87 MBAR
COMMENT • EITHER WE HAVE AH IMPURITY AT MASS 41. OR THE ARSON PEAK IS SPLITTING
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS • 8.2457 AMU
OUISTDR SIZE CR8) . 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY . 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO . 8 36888
ELECTRON 6UN VOLTAGE > 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE • 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES • BATE 15. SETTLE 18. TIME AVERAGING 18. SCAN TYPE 4
FILE NAME . ARBHEL2 . TAKEN AT . TUE.14 MAR 1 989.1 4'48-84
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Fig IV.11.5 Spectrum of an equal mixture of Helium and 

Argon at 1 x IP" 7 mBar using the new RF unit.

Peaks at masses 4, 20 and 40 are clearly seen. Note that 

the Argon peak appears to have split due to the space 

charge of the ions. It is also possible that a contamination 

of mass 41 or 39 was present in the gas feeding tube, 

accounting for the apparent double peak in this spectrum.

The Helium peak is much smaller than the Argon peak, 

probably for three reasons. The Quistor is in any case less 

sensitive at low masses, and Helium gas is much (about 7.5 

times) more difficult to ionise than Argon. Finally it is
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likely that some of the Helium may have leaked away from 

the sample (which was not particularly fresh) as Helium is 

notoriously good at passing through small leaks.

MIXTURE OF 6ASSES

GAS i ARGON AND HELIUM AT 2.88E-87 MBAR
COMMENT « HO PROBLEM DETECTING BACK60UND WITH HIGH FOREGROUND PRESSURE.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i 8.2457 AMU
OUISTOR SIZE <R8> • 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO • 8.18888
ELECTRON SUN VOLTAGE • 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE • 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES » SATE 38. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 12. SCAN TYPE 4
FILE NAME • ARGHEL . TAKEN AT > MON.8S MAR 1989 .18 H 5 148

t
<r>
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8.88
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8.68
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8.38
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8.88 Jl
28 48 68 
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ee 188 128

Fig IV.11.6 Spectrum of the background peaks present 
with 2 x 10- 7 mBar of an equal mixture of Helium and 

Argon.

This spectrum was taken with the electronic gain 
switched up to maximum. It demonstrates that low abundance 
peaks in the Quistor can still be easily detected in spite of 
the presence of much more abundant gases. It also 
demonstrates that the noise level remaining in the spectrum
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is now very low, not being visible even at this high gain 

setting. The abundant Argon peak is substantially spread 

around mass 40. If the peaks near to this mass were of 

interest, it would be necessary to reduce the ionisation time 

in order to increase the resolution of that peak. Naturally 

this would reduce the sensitivity.

It is also clear that the electronics which amplifies the 

signal is saturating since the Argon peak in this spectrum 

should be well off scale. This is a problem which can easily 

be overcome.

j^2) Ionisation and ion storage time plots.

In addition to scanning mass spectra, the Quistor 

operating program allows monitoring of only one, or up to 

16 selected ion masses. This is invaluable for, for example, 

leak detection.

By scanning the programmed ionisation time, or the ion 

storage time, this feature can also be used to investigate 

the rate at which ions are built up, and the rate at which 

they are lost from the trap. This is very useful for 

selecting the best possible ionisation time and storage time 

under a given set of conditions.

In addition, this technique can provide very interesting 

data on, for example, the ion - molecule collision processes 

involved in the Quistor. (Ref. 103)

The following plots are taken by monitoring the mass 28 

peak, and allowing air to enter the vacuum system through 

the needle valve at a range of pressures. Note that these 

plots were all taken with the same channel plate and 

electronic gain.
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- PEAK IONI2ATION PLOT U1TH HEW

GAS i BACKGROUND AT 2.66^-86 MBAR
COMMENT i MUCH SLOWER BUILDUP.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS « 8.9961 AMU
OOISTOR SIZE (R6> i 7.5886 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.8B HH2 . DC TO RF RATIO i 8 16866
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE i 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE i 3686.8 V
DELAY Tires « 6ATE 188. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME « 6ATEPL8 . TAKEN AT « VED .21 SEP 1 988 .1 3 1 44.85
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Fig. IV.12.1 lonisation time plot for mass 28 at 

2 x 10~ 8 mBar background pressure.
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C-*-£ -IrT FLTT UITH NEW GAUZE END CAPS.

GAS t AIR AT 5.ee£-86 MBAR
COMMENT i SLOWER BUILDUP.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS < 8.9961 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (RB) i 7 .SBB6 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 MH2 . DC TO RF RATIO i B.lBBBe.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE ' 8B.6 V COLLECTOR VOLTA6E i J8BB.B V
DELAY TIMES i GATE 1B8. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME > GATEPL2 . TAKEN AT > VED.21 SEP 1986.13127 i47

48 128 168
TItlE (• 256 US)

288 248

Fig. IV.12.2 lonisation time plot for mass 28 at 

5 x 10- 8 mBar of air.
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.-ATE TIME SCAN WITH NEV GAUZE END CAPS.

6AS « AIR AT 1 .88E-87 M3AR
COMMENT » QUICK BUILDUP BUT RELATIVELY LOW PLATEAU.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS « 6.996: AMU
OUISTOR SIZE <R83 • 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY 1 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO < 8.16688.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE ' 86.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE 1 1888.8 V
DELAY TIMES < GATE 188. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING B. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME ' GATEPL1 . TAKEN AT • WED.21 SEP 1988.13 '23 '24

128 1£8 
TIrtE (• 256 US)

288 248

Fig. IV. 12.3 lonisation time plot for mass 28 at

1 x 10- 7 mBar of air.
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IQNIZATION PLOT WITH NEV GAUZE END CAPS.

GAS i AIR AT 2.88E-87 MBAR
COMMENT i RAPID BUILD UP AND SATURATION.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS > 8.8961 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (RB) i 7.5888 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 MHZ . DC TO RF RATIO
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE • 1888.8 V
DELAY TlfCS • GATE 188. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME • 6ATEPL3 . TAKEN AT ' VED.21 SEP 1 988 .1 3 i32 OB

8.18888.

128 168 
TIME <• 256 US)

288 240

Fig. IV.12.4 lonisation time plot for mass 

2 x 10- 7 mBar of air.

28 at
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;ON:;ATIO.M PLOT V:TH NLU GAUZE END CAPS.

GAS : A:R AT 4.B0E-B7 MEAR
COr.1£NT = VERY RAPID BUILD UP. FOLLOWED BY FALLOFF IN SENSITIVITY.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS • 8.9961 AMU
OUISTOR SIZE (R0) : 7.5000 MM. RF FREQUENCY : 2.80 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE : 80.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE •• 1888.8 V
DELAY TIMES : GATE 180. SETTLE 30. TIME AVERAGING 0. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME = GATEPL4 . TAKEN AT : WED.21 SEP 1988.13=35:31

e.:ee08.

ee 123 16B
TIME (« 256 US)

2ZZ 248

Fig. IV.12.5 lonisation time plot for mass 

4 x 10- 7 mBar of air.

28 at
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lONIZATION PLOT VITH HEU GAUZE END CAPS.

GAS -• AIR AT 8.60E-87 MBAR
COrTENT i AS BEFORE.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS < 6.9961 AMU
QUISTDR SIZE <R8) • 7.5888 tn. RF FREQUENCY • 2.88 MHZ . DC TO RF RATIO > 8 18860
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE . 1888 8 V 8-18868.
DELAY TIMES . GATE 188. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME . GATEPLS . TAKEN AT . VEO .21 SEP 1988.13,39,88
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Fig. IV.12.6 lonisation time plot for mass 28 
8 x 10- 7 mBar of air.

at

The initial rate of ion creation is seen, as expected, to 
be proportional to the partial pressure of mass 28 in the 
system. What is clear, however, is that the number of ions 
in the trap always asymptotically approaches a maximum 
value. This value depends only upon the ratio of the partial 
pressure of mass 28, to the total system pressure, and upon 
the electron beam current entering the trap (This assumes 
that the space charge limit of the trap's sensitivity is much 

greater).
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Mathematically, the rate of ion build-up can be expressed

as

dN = sip - 1PN (IV.12.1)

at

where

N is the number of ions in the trap,

p is the partial pressure of the selected mass,

I is the electron beam current in the trap,

P is the total system pressure,

s is the electron impact ionisation cross section, and

1 is the ion - molecule collision loss cross section.

It follows that the limiting number of ions is given by

Nma x = sip (IV.12.2)

IP

and that the number of ions at time t is

N = sip (I - e-i Pt ). 

IP

In the plots at very high pressures, the sensitivity 

actually drops slightly with longer ionisation times. This is 

attributed to the fact that during the period when the 

electron beam is off, electrons can still leave the filament 

and will form a cloud around the filament. As soon as the 

electron beam is switched on again, these electrons will 

form a burst of electron beam current which produces a 

relatively large number of ions at that time. At high 

pressures, however, these ions will be lost after a fairly 

short time and so will no longer contribute to the 

sensitivity.
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?8 - PEAK SETTLINS PLOT VITH NEV GAUZE END CAPS.

GAS i BACKSROUND AT 2.8BE-88 HEAR
COITCNT : NOTE INCREASE IN SENSITIVITY DUE TO INCREASED RESOLUTION. NO FALLOFF SEEN.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i 8.9961 AMU

3UISTOR SIZE (R8) > 7.5888 rtl. RF FREQUENCY • 2.88 rHZ . DC TO RF RATIO ' 8.18338.
ELECTRON SUN VOLTAGE i SB.8 V COLLECTOR VOL TA6E ' 1888.8 V

GELAY TJMES : SATE 188. SETTLE 28. TIr£ AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3

FILE NAME • SETPLB . TAKEN AT : VED.21 SEP 1988 .1 4i82 '35
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Fig. IV. 12. 7 Ion storage time plot for mass 28 

background pressure of 2 x IP" 8 mBar.
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IS - PEAK SETTLING PLOT WITH NEW SAUZE SAUZE END CAPS.

6AS i MR AT 5.88E-88 M8AR
COMMENT < AS BEFORE.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS i 8.9961 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE <R8) i 7.5B8B MM. RF FREQUENCY ' 2.98 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO i 8.1BBB0.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE ' 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE t J8B8.8 V
DELAY TIMES i GATE 188. SETTLE 28. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME > SETPL1 . TAKEN AT i WED.21 SEP I 968 .1 4>38 "1 8

88 128 168 
TIME (• 256 US)

288 248

Fig. IV.12.8 Ion storage time plot for mass 28 
pressure of 5 x 10" 8 mBar of air.

at
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:B - PEAK SETTLING, PLOT.

6AS i AIR AT 1.88E-87 MBAR
COMMENT i INCREASE IN SENSITIVITY WITH SETTL INS STILL SEEN. BUT FALLOFF ALSO VISIBLE.
HASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS • 0.9961 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (RB) 1 7.S88B m. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 I-HZ DC TO RF RATIO ' B 18886
ELECTRON 6UN VOLTASE ' 88.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE . 1888 B V
DELAY TIMES • 6ATE 188. SETTLE 26. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME i SETPL2 . TAKEN AT i VED.21 SEP 1988.1 4t33 :83
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Fig. IV.12.9 Ion storage time plot for mass 28 

pressure of 1 x 10~ 7 mBar of air.
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Chapter IV : Construction of the prototype Quistor heads.

28 - PEAK SETTLING PLOT AT HI6H PRESSURE.

6AS < AIR AT 8.88E-B7 MBAR
COMMENT i RAPID ION LOSSES BECAUSE OF ION NEUTRAL COLLISIONS.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS « 8.9961 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (RB) « 7.SBB8 MM. RF FREQUENCY « 2.99 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO > 6.18888.
ELECTRON 6UN VOLTAGE ' 68.B V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE > 1880.8 V
DELAY TIMES ' SATE 38. SETTLE 28. TIME AVERAGING 9. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME i SETPL6 . TAKEN AT i WED.21 SEP 1988 .1518! «51

88 128
TIME (• 256 US)

288 248

Fig. IV.12.12 Ion storage time plot for mass 28 at a 

pressure of 8 x 1Q- 7 mBar of air.

Two factors are visible in these plots. In each case there 

is an increase in sensitivity with ion storage time up until 

a time of about 20 ms. This is because the resolution of the 

Quistor increases with ion storage time, and in the mode of 

operation used here, the sensitivity improves with 

resolution.

The rate of ion loss is also clear, and can be 

approximately measured from these plots, at any rate at 

higher pressures. If the loss rate at low pressures needs to
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Chapter IV : Construction of the prototype Quistor heads, 

be measured, a. longer ion settling time would be required. 
That is not available on the present system, although 
planned improvements include more sophisticated control of 
the ionisation and storage times to allow shorter, and 

longer times.

The following time constants for 63.2% of the ions (1/e th 
remain) to be lost are taken from the above plots.

Pressure Time constant

5 x 10-8 429.6 ms

1 x 10-7 236.7 ms
2 x 10- 7 81.2 ms
4 x 10-7 39.6 ms
8 x 10-7 20.5 ms

Fig. IV.12.13 Table of ion loss times for mass 28.

Broadly similar results were obtained at a later time 
for Argon ions in an equal mixture of Argon and Helium.
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Chapter IV : Construction of the prototype Quistor heads.

SETTLING Ting PLOT FOR ARSON VITH 0.75 MA EMMISSION.

GAS s SB* ARGON 58* HELIUH AT 1 .BBE-86 MBAR
COMMENT i
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS • 8.9961 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE (RB) • 7.5868 MM. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 MH2 . DC TO RF RATIO • 8.18888.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE • 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTA6E ' 28BB.8 V
DELAY TIMES ' GATE 38. SETTLE 38. TIME AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME ' ARHE5SE . TAKEN AT i TUE.14 MAR 1 989 .1 6 116 "33

32.0

SB. 0
28.8

26.8

24.8

22.0

28.8

18.8

16.6

i4.e

12.8

10.8

8.8

6.8

4.8

2.8

8.8
40 88 120 168 

TIME <« 256 US)
288 240

Fig. IV.12.15 Ion storage time plot for Ar+ ions in an 
equal mixture of Argon and Helium at 10~ 6 mBar.
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Chapter IV : Construction of the prototype Cuistor heads.

ION STORAGE TIM PLOT FOB ARSON.

GAS > Sen ARSON AND 58% HELIUM AT 1 .B8E-85 ("BAR
COt-TENT '
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS • 8.9961 AMU
QUISTOR SIZE <RB5 ' 7.5888 m. RF FREQUENCY ' 2.88 rHZ . DC TO RF RATIO ' 8.18888.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE i 78.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE ' 2888.8 V
DELAY TinES i GATE 28. SETTLE 38. Tlrt AVERAGING e. SCAN TYPE 254
FILE NACC ' ARHE7SE . TAKEN AT i THU.16 nAR 1 989.1 4 "22141

120 168 

TIHE (• 256 US)

288 248

Fig. IV.12.16 Ion storage time plot for Ar+ ions in an 

equal mixture of Argon and Helium at 1Q- 5 mBar.

In this case the times for 63.2% of ions to be lost 

times are found to be
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Chapter IV : Construction of the prototype Quistor heads. 

Pressure Time constant

1 x 10-7 668.7 ms
1 x lO-e 30.0 ms
1 x 10-5 6.7 ms

Fig. IV.12.17 Table of ion loss times for Ar+ ions in an 
equal mixture of Argon and Helium.

This would seem to indicate that N 2 + ions are lost about 
four times more easily then Ar+ ions. Nitrogen, being a 
molecule, is larger than Argon (this applies to both the ion 
and the neutral species) so that the collision cross section 
must be larger. These results therefore make sense.

Similar results were also obtained by selecting Helium 
ions from the same gas mixture. The 63.2% ion loss times are 
given below.

Pressure Time constant

1 x 10- 7 179.2 ms
1 x lO-e 82.4 ms
1 x 10- 5 9.2 ms

Fig. IV.12.18 Table of ion loss times for He + ions in an 
equal mixture of Argon and Helium.

These results are broadly similar to those given for 

Argon ions.

Some rather strange results were obtained with Helium 
ionisation time plots at 1 x 1Q- 6 mBar of Helium gas. These 

results were repeatable.
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Chapter IV : Construction of the prototype Quistor heads.

SATE OPEN TIME PLOT FOR HELIUM

GAS i HELIUM AT 1 .eBE-86 MBAR
COfTENT i STRANGE. WHY THE DIP? QUITE REPEATABLE.
MASS INTERVAL BETWEEN POIHTS i 8.9961 AMU
QUISTOR SI2E CRB) i 7.5888 m. RF FREQUENCY i 2.88 MHZ. DC TO RF RATIO ' 8.1888B.
ELECTRON GUN VOLTAGE i 76.8 V COLLECTOR VOLTAGE • 2888.8 V
DELAY TIMES ' GATE 58, SETTLE 18. TlrE AVERAGING 8. SCAN TYPE 3
FILE NAME t 6ATEHEL . TAKEN AT i THU.89 FEB 1989 .28' 36 "56

e.a
88 120 168

TIME (• 256 US 3

Fig. IV. 12. 19 lonisation time plot for He* ions at 
1 x 10-6 msar of Helium.

The strange "dip" in the plot at between 10 and 20 ms of 
ionisation time is attributed to the effects of space charge 

upon the position and width of the Helium peak.

The RF voltage chosen for this scan corresponded to the 
position of the Helium peak at at moderate ionisation level. 

As the space charge of Helium ions built up, the peak began 
to move away to the right from its normal position so that 
the plot is no longer taken at the peak centroid. This 

explains the falloff in sensitivity.
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Chapter IV : Construction of the prototype Quistor heads.

At really high levels of space charge, however, the peak 
begins to broaden considerably as the resolution falls. In 
consequence, although the centroid continues to move to the 
right, a part of the peak is now present at the point being 
scanned, and the sensitivity at that point returns.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required. 

ELECTRONIC and ELECTRICAL UNITS WHICH ARE REQUIRED.

1) Preamplifier circuits required to detect the small 
output current of the channel plate detector.

The output produced by the channel plate consists of a 
small current which must be preamplified at source. The 
preamplifier circuit used must convert the current into a 
voltage, with high gain, and ultra low noise, in order that 
the output can be measured.

An additional requirement is that a voltage difference of 
at least 10 V be maintained between the base of the channel 
plate, and the Faraday plate collector in order to ensure 
efficient electron collection. This can be done either by 
connecting the base of the channel plate to -15 V, or by 
ensuring that the preamplifier input is at +12 V or so.

Also the input voltage should remain roughly constant. If 
the input voltage becomes negative in response to an 
electron current input then the bias drawing electrons from 
the channel plate to the faraday plate falls. This will lead 
to an unwelome non - linear loss of sensitivity. In other 
words, a low impedance, or preferably virtual ground, input 
type amplifier circuit is required.

Finally, since the preamplifier is required to 
amplify pulses of about 100/xs duration, the frequency 
response of the amplifier should certainly be better 
than 10 kHz.

Three types of circuit were tested to find out which 
would be best for the application. Since very small currents 
are involved, an FET input type (with an input impedance of 
about 10 12 Ohms) operational amplifier was used. In each 
case, during testing, a 3140 FET op-amp was used. It was
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

decided that a gain of 10 7 V / A was ideal and each circuit 
had this gain level.

The most obvious circuit type (given the requirements 
outlined) is to use an inverting amplifier circuit. In order 
to supply the gain required, a feedback resistor of 
10 M Ohm was used, but the input impedance was zero since 
it was a virtual ground circuit.

10M

Input
-e Output

Fig. V.l.l Inverting op - amp circuit.

A non - inverting op - amp circuit was also built. In this 
case, the input is not virtual ground and an input 
impedance as great as 10 MOhm was not permissible. A 
voltage was developed across a 400 KOhm resistor, but the 
circuit had an additional voltage gain of 20 in order to 
produce a total gain of 10 7 V / A.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

Inputo
€ Output

IK

Fig. V.I.2 Non inverting op - amp circuit.

A third circuit, which it was hoped would combine the 

best features of both inverting and non inverting circuit 

types, was produced. This circuit, referred to as a hybrid 

circuit, required a separate, floating power supply. The 

circuit operates by developing a voltage across the 10 MOhm 

resistor, between the input, and the power supply. However, 
the power supply potential changes so as to maintain the 

non inverting input to the op - amp at ground potential. 

The output is then taken from the power supply. This means 

that the circuit is a non inverting one, with a closed loop 

voltage gain of 1 - but with a virtual ground input.

Input G-

Output

10M 
V.I.3 Hybrid op - amp circuit
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

There are two factors which limit response of these 
circuits at high frequencies, the open loop gain falloff of 
the op - amp, and the input capacitance of the op - amp.

The noise voltage is produced from two sources; the op - 
amp electronic noise, and the thermal noise in the resistor 
which converts the current into a voltage. The former is 
known as pink noise because its frequency distribution is 
weighted toward low frequencies, and the second is white 
noise because because its distribution is the same at all 
frequencies.

The resistor noise voltage can be shown to be 
proportional to the square root of the resistance value. 
This means that the noise current is inversely proportional 
to the resistor value.

The frequency response and approximate peak to peak 
output noise levels were measured for each circuit, in order 
to allow selection of the best type.

Frequency response (Khz) Noise level (mV)

Inverting 1.2 20
Non inverting 89.4 3
Hybrid 14.9 2

Fig. V.I.4 Frequency response and output noise level of 
preamplifier circuits.

The inverting circuit is shown to have by far the worst 
performance, both in terms of frequency response, and noise 
level. This is because the closed - loop voltage gain in the 

circuit is very high.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

The non - inverting circuit has the best frequency 
response, but the output noise level is greater than that of 
the hybrid circuit because the voltage is developed across a 
smaller resistance. The frequency response of the hybrid 
circuit was limited by the input capacitance of the op 
amp, which is relatively high for the 3140.

Accordingly it was felt that if a high performance FET op 
- amp was used instead of the 3140, the hybrid circuit would 
give the best possible performance. An LF157 FET input op - 
amp was chosen since this combined a low input capacitance 
(2 pF), a wide bandwidth (5 Mhz) and very low noise (12 nV 
Hz-°-5).
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

PLATE PREAMPLIFIER CIRCUIT.

15 V FLOATING SUPPLY

OUTPUT

CV(S> - 8 + 
15 V SUPPLY

Fig. V.l.5 The preamplifier circuit presently in use.

The circuit which was eventually used combined this 
performance with two additional features. The input was 
biased at about + 12 V so that the base of the channel plate 
could be at earth potential (which is more convenient in 
terms of the Quistor's construction). Also since the OP37 
uses a differential amplifier circuit, two separate grounds 
can be maintained in the circuit. OV(S) is connected to the 
vacuum system, while OV(P) is connected to the power supply 
mains earth. This is very useful in ensuring good grounding 
practice.

This circuit has an output noise level equal to about 0.4 
mV (thus allowing measurement of currents down to 40 pA), 
and the bandwidth is about 40 KHz. The circuit fulfils all 

the requirements.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

2) The Control circuits for interfacing between the 
BBC microcomputer and the Quistor.

The BBC microcomputer is fitted with a 8 - bit parallel 
digital user port (PBO - PB7), which has in addition two 
handshake lines (CB1 and CB2), one of which (CB2) can be 
programmed as an output.

The Quistor requires the following :

a) A 12 bit digital to analogue converter, to program the 
RF and DC voltages which are applied to the electrodes.

b) An 8 bit analogue to digital converter, to return the 
output from the Quistor to the BBC.

c) Digital control of the electron beam.

d) Digital control of the DC voltage applied to the 
electrodes. If this is switched off, the "total pressure" mode 
of the Quistor is selected. This is essential for any 
chemical ionisation, or ms - ms experiments.

e) Digital control of the integrator is required.

f) The analogue to digital converter requires a digital 
instruction to start a conversion.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

CUISTOR CONTROL CIRCUIT - V.3

RETURN INV AN. INPUTS 6ND

Fig 5.2.1 The BBC microcomputer interface board.

This large number of functions is controlled from the 9 
data lines available by multiplexing. The 448 analogue to 
digital converter has tri - state outputs; the 74244 is a tri 
- state buffer, and these two chips are controlled in 
antiphase by CB2. Consequently only one of them is ever 
connected to the user port at one time.

The 7545 12 bit digital to analogue converter is not 
directly controlled; the 74244 controls three 74193 4 - bit 
binary counters, which are connected to the DAC. Therefore, 
the DAC can only ramp up, or down. This is convenient since

SNO

PROS
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required, 

the Quistor is normally controlled by ramping voltages.

Integration of the data pulses is provided, under the 
control of FET analogue switches, so that integration takes 
place under software control. The interface also includes a 
switchable signal amplification scale. The gain ranges 
available are 1, 3.3, 10, 33, 100, and 330 (pC).

It is anticipated that future development work on the 
Quistor will be performed using an IBM compatible PC, 
rather than the BBC microcomputer presently used.

A board allowing interfacing of an IBM compatible PC, 
fitted with a 48 bit digital parallel I/O card, has already 
been developed to replace the interface described above.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

+ •

:D1

i : - ——|-j
j : i ' i ' i i I i

GNEb——; , i -7545

? IO-

g_ ' I

C i

c i

GN3J-

IR2 'R3

'-200-5 i

'' VR1; H><bo7!]J=
1 1

iiE^
,jii.

-o TOTAL
-oBEAM

b 508

-° INPUT

Fig. V.2.2 The IBM PC compatible interface board.

Since a far greater number of lines is available to this 

interface, multiplexing is not required. Direct connection to 

a 12 bit digital to analogue converter, and separate direct 

connection to a 12 bit analogue to digital converter are 

provided.

In addition to this digitally selectable analogue gain is 

available under the control of two analogue multiplexer 

chips. This feature will allow the computer to select the
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

required signal gain automatically on the basis of its 
knowledge of previous data.

Apart from these improvements, the function and 
operation of the board is broadly similar to that used for 
the BBC microcomputer.

3) Power supplies required for the operation of the 
Quistor.

The Quistor requires several power supplies for its 
operation (in addition to those detailed in the following 
sections). These include :

a) +15 V, -15 V and +5 V DC supplies.

b) A 30 V DC floating power supply for the preamplifier 
circuit.

c) A +225 V DC, 70 W power supply for the RF unit.

d) A +30 V DC supply for the RF unit. This could have 
been drawn instead from +15 V and -15 V.

e) +340 V DC and -340 V DC supply (rectified mains) for 
the DC biasing of the Quistor electrode. The positive supply 
could have been drawn from (c) above, and the negative 
supply could be rather lower than it is now.

f) A -2 KV DC supply to the channel plate. This should be 
current limited to less than 1mA.

g) A -80 V DC power supply for the biasing of the 
filament and gate electrodes. This could be drawn from the 
negative power supply in (e) above.
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4) The filament power supply and biasing.

The Quistor requires an electron gun with the capacity to 
switch the electron beam on and off at high speed under 
digital control. This makes the filament power supply 

somewhat complex.

The potential of the filament switches between - 70 V and 
-15 V, while the potential applied to the gate electrode 
switches between 0 V and -80 V in antiphase.

The filament requires in the region of 2 A at about 2 V, 
depending on the selected filament temperature and the 
filament condition, for normal operation. Initially the power 
supply for the filament was produced by a regulated 
adjustable constant current circuit. However it was felt that 
it would be better to ensure regulation of the filament 
emission current so that any variation in the filament 
performance would not affect the Quistor's sensitivity.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

6V 26VA
HEAT SINK

POUEK SUPPLY UNIT.

HEAT SINK 
6.8 DEG / V

FJL

_.2T ieK : _^7_.
iT 1___r"_I"

3B0K

15V-3-1SV
/A

1

1

1A
s = jeeeuF

78 J S

= ieeeuF —
7ses L_!

= 2.2UF j

= 2.2UF

• -88V

AHPL. 
SUPPLY

Fig. V.4.1 The filament power supply circuit.

The above circuit supplies the required potentials to the 

filament and gate electrodes. The filament heater current is 

regulated by monitoring the filament emission.

During the period when the electron beam is off, 

regulation in this way is impossible since the emission is 

zero. A current is drawn (by the rightmost TIP32C) to
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

simulate the filament emission during this phase so that the 
regulator does not turn fully on and burn out the filament.

The power supply to the OP07 is drawn entirely from the 
filament heater power supply. This is because its inputs are 
switching between high voltages w.r.t. ground, along with 
the filament supply, and any other connection to this chip 
would destroy it.

5) The RF unit used to supply the required potentials 
to the Quistor electrodes.

The RF unit presently in use supplies up to 1000 V peak 
voltage at 2 MHz in antiphase at both outputs. Superimposed 
upon these outputs are DC bias voltages of opposite 
polarity equal to about 10% of the peak voltage. This ratio 
can be varied by adjusting a potentiometer.

These voltages are all programmable from a 0 to -10 V 
input voltage. In addition, the DC voltages can be switched 
off under digital control from the computer to allow 
operation of the Quistor in the "total pressure" mode.

The earthing arrangements of the RF unit are very 
important. All RF currents are returned to the vacuum 
system earth, and not to the power supply ground, or the 
computer. It is found that any other arrangement results in 
damage to a wide range of electronic components.

A quartz crystal is used to provide a constant reference 
frequency. This is amplified under the control of the RF 
drive feedback described below, and applied to the bases of 
two transistors. These transistors are powered from the + 225 
V power supply mentioned in section (3) above, the 
collectors being connected to a step up auto transformer.
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Chapter V : Electronic and electrical units which are required.

A small portion of the RF voltage is rectified and 
compared with the programming voltage by an op - amp 
circuit. The output from this circuit is returned as the RF 
drive feedback mentioned above in order to provide a 
feedback loop which ensures output stability.
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Chapter VI : Conclusion and future developments.

Conclusion and future developments.

It is clear that the Quistor can easily be developed into 
a viable commercial instrument. The remaining shortcomings 
in the present design can be overcome without too much 
work being required.

It is felt, however, that the Quistor will find a market in 
specialist applications and research work requiring the use 
of Chemical lonisation (CI) and MS - MS techniques rather 
than general mass spectrometry work. The Quistor is 
undoubtedly capable of operating as a general purpose mass 
spectrometer, but that market is already well served by the 
Quadrupole. It is these special abilities of the Quistor's 
(which have as yet not been developed upon this system), in 
addition to its operation as straightforward mass 
spectrometer, which will allow it to perform a unique 
service.

It is hoped that these capabilities of the Quistor can be 
developed as soon as possible, and incorporated into an 
improved Quistor system. It is hoped to improve upon the 
present Quistor system by increasing it's mass range by 
using an RF unit capable of supplying 8000 V peak to peak, 
as compared with the present 2000 V. This would give the 
Quistor a mass range of about 400.

Some work which has also not yet been done, but which 
might be of great value, is to extend the mass range still 
further by using either a lower frequency of RF, or by 
using a smaller Quistor (with a smaller value of r 0 ). Note 
that both of these options would probably reduce the 
Quistor's sensitivity. Experimentation with the former, 
would however be relatively straightforward and would not 
form a commitment to continue operating at the lower 

frequency.
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Chapter VI : Conclusion and future developments.

In addition, the application of an axial magnetic field to 
the Quistor has not been studied experimentally (although 
computer simulation work has been done in this area). The 
application of a constant electromagnetic, or permanent, 
magnetic field along the axis of the Quistor should, 
however, be a reasonably simple matter, and it is hoped that 
this can be done quite soon.

As mentioned in section V.2 above, it is intended that 
future development work on the Quistor will be performed 
using an IBM PC compatible computer, rather than the BBC 
computer presently used. The IBM PC, and compatibles, are 
much more powerful computers, with much more memory, and 
much faster processors, thus allowing far more sophisticated 
programming as will be required for a commercial system. 
The IBM PC is, of course, also more generally acceptable as 
an industry standard than the BBC computer.

Finally, a commercial Quistor system will require a dual 
filament (so that if the user burns out a filament, the 
Quistor can continue to operate without immediately 
replacing it), and a facility for measuring the channel plate 
gain. These features, in addition to numerous refinements in 
the Quistor system's design, will be added before the 
Quistor is placed on the market.
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